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The National and University Colors
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The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
The Candidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture
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The Faculty and Staff of Other University Units
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The Official Guests
The Board of Trustees
The President of the University of Kentucky
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COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the Doe hundred twentieth annual commencement are enacted today at the
University of Kentucky. The counterpart of the pageantry is enacted each year on campuses
allover the world. It is the solemn climax and recognition of the graduates' years of study
and preparation for responsibility.
The following description of the Academic pageantry is provided for your interest.
PROCESSION
The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions, will enter the Coliseum through
the south entrance. It is led by the University Marshal and followed by the Color Guard carry-
ing the National and State flags and the University banner. The University Marshal bears the
ceremonial mace, emblematic of the endorsement of the State and the University. Led by Assist-
ant Marshals, the candidates march behind the identification banner of the respective colleges
which recommended them for their degrees.
The order of march is as follows:





The candidates for degrees:








College of Allied Health Professions
College of Home Economics
College of Library and Information Science
College of Social Work
College of Communications
College of Fine Arts
As the candidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University of Kentucky
march into the Coliseum wearing the colorful hoods of the colleges and universities from which
they were graduated. The climax of the procession brings to the platform the Trustees of the
University, the Deans of the various colleges, honorary degree recipients, alumni award recipi-
ents, The William B. Sturgill award recipient, Sullivan award recipients, Excellence Award
in undergraduate education recipients, the Chancellors, the Vice Presidents, and other University
officials, guests, state officials, and finally. the President of the University. The Trustees of




All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including University officials,
faculty. and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and gown. The basic color for
most caps and gowns is formal black. However, recipients of different degrees wear distinc-
tive tassels on their caps (called mortarboards) and hoods of various hues draped down the
backs of the gowns.
CAPS
Candidates for Bachelor's and Master's degrees wear the regulation cap with the tassel ap-
propriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated, with the exception
of those who already hold Doctor's degrees and are privileged to wear gold tassels. Except
during the positioning of the Colors, the playing of the National Anthem, and prayers, men












Allied Health Professions-Light Green
Home Economics-Maroon





The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to be worn closed.
The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, open at the wrist, like the others.
The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner. The rear part of its oblong shape is
square cut and the front part has an arc cut away. The gown is designed and supplied with
fasteners so that it may be worn open or closed. The gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-
shaped sleeve on which are three velvet bars (usually black but sometimes other colors, depend-
ing on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appropriate color
(see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institution-blue and white
at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and exposes more of
the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degree which the person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the wide panels
at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lining. The colors of the edging
most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green for medicine, and purple for laws; the
colors for the honorary Doctor's degrees are purple for laws, white for letters, and golden
yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the degree has been con-
ferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to his or her honorary degree consists
in the candidate being formally invested with the hood.
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THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave




The University of Kentucky Commencement Band
Conductor
Professor Bruce N. Morrison, School of Music
Soloist









Otis A. Singletary, President
PROCESSIONAL
STAR SPANGLED BANNER ······ (Francis Scott Key)
INVOCATION Rabbi Jonathan F. Adland
Rabbi, Temple Adath Israel
INTRODUCTION OF GUESTS President Singletary
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF DEGREE CANDIDATES AND CONFERRING OF DEGREES
Dean Michael A. Baer
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean Peggy S. Meszaros
College of Home Economics
Associate Dean John C. Robertson
College of Agriculture
Dean Timothy W. Sineath
College of Library and Information Science
Dean Ray M. Bowen
College of Engineering
Dean S. Zafar Hasan
College of Social Work
Dean Edgar L. Sagan
College of Education
Acting Dean Robert D. Murphy
College of Communications
Dean Richard W. Furst
College of Business and Economics
Dean Richard C. Domek. Jr.
College of Fine Arts
Dean Joseph V. Swintosky
College of Pharmacy
Dean Wimberly C. Royster
The Graduate School
Dean Carolyn A. Williams
College of Nursing






Dean Thomas C. Robinson
College of Allied Health Professions
Acting Dean Emmett R. Costich
College of Dentistry
GREETINGS-ALUMNI ASSOCIATION J· Thomas Tucker
President, National Alumni Association
RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS ·.. ·· President Siogletary
PRESENTATION OF
WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF EXCELLENCE AWARD
IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION President Singletary
PRESENTATION OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Singletary
Professor Joseph A. Bryant, Jr., University Orator
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Singletary
HONORING OF RETIRING PRESIDENT SINGLETARY Dr. Wilbur W. Frye
Chairman, University Senate
BENEDICTION Dr. Ronald P. Byars











• Degree awarded August 7, 1986
•• Degree awarded December 19, 1986
(No asterisks) Degree will be conferred May 9, 1987
if candidates have met all degree requirements
The Graduate School
Dean: Wimberly C. Royster
Doctor of Philosophy
Alaa Abdulhussain Abdulrasool**, Iraq
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Solubility Enhancement of Some Water Insoluble Drugs
in the Presence of Nicotinamide and Related Compounds"
Todd Llewellyn Adams', North Chili, NY
Major: Philosophy
Dissertation: "The American Commonsense Philosophers on Deter-
minism and Agent Causality"
Mary Elizabeth Adelski, Del Mar, CA
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Ejidal Agriculture in Northern Sinaloa, Mexico:
Agricultural Resources, Production and Household Well-Being"
Cecil Benjamin Arnold, Jr.··. Lancaster
Major: Music
Dissertation: "War. Peace. and the Apocalypse in Art Music Since
World War II"
Riad Mahmoud Awad **. Jerusalem
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "The Formation and Decomposition of N-Chloroamino
Acids - Kinetics and Mechanics"
Peter John Ballerstedt'", Philadelphia, PA
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Studies of the Ingestive Behavior of Steers and Geldings
Conducted with a Tethered Grazing Technique"
James Lewis Barbour. Lexington
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Labor Demand Over the Business Cycle: The Case of
the Coal Industry"
Jeanne Marie Belfy**, Charlevoix, MI
Major: Music
Dissertation: "The Commissioning Project of the Louisville Orchestra,
1948-1958: A Study of the History and Music"
Stephanie Lynn Bellerv", Guthrie
Major: Political Science
Dissertation: "Cherchez Les Femmes: An Analysis of Gender Based
Differences in Recruitment Patterns Among City Council
Candidates"
Zemrani Abdepouhab Bensalahv", Morocco
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Nutritional Evaluation of Ensiled Caged Layer Manure,
Wheat Straw and Molasses as a Drought Survival Feed for Moroc-
can Livestock"
Janice Orienda Burdette Blythe, Lancaster
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Effect of Chronic Administration of Ethanol Upon
Vitamin A Metabolism"
Richard A. Boisvert", Lebanon, NH
Major: Anthropology
Dissertation: "Late Archaic Settlement Models in the Middle Ohio
Valley: A Perspective From Big Bone Lick, Kentucky"
David Ralph Borchelt**, Louisville
Major: Microbiology
Dissertation: "Identification of Translational Control Elements in the
Leader Region of Rous Sarcoma Virus"
Ralph Edmond Bouvette**, Louisville
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Studies on the In Vitro and In Vivo Hydrolysis and In-
tramolecular Aminolysis of L-Aspartyl-L-Phenylalanine Methyl
Ester"
Bonnie Cave Bradley's", Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "William J. Reddick, Composer-Musician"
Ann Chertkoff Buckholtz, Lexington
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Differential Effects of Constructive Confrontation Versus
Negative Self-Involving Counselor Responses"
Kirk Vincent Cammarata, Belair, MD
Major: Plant Physiology
Dissertation: "Biochemical Analysis of the Components of Photosystem
II: Modulation by the 17,24 kD Polypeptides of the Chloride and
Calcium Requirements in Photosynthetic Oxygen Evolution"
Nyan-Ru Chen"?", Taipei. Taiwan
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Kinetics and Mechanism of the Reactions of
(1,2-Ethanediamine-N,N1 [propanedioato (2-)0,0' Platinum (II)
and Diammine] [I,l-Cyclobutanedicarboxylato (2-)-0,01Platinum
(II) with Sodium Chloride and Sodium Bromide"
Wonjib Choi, Seoul, Korea
Major: Metallurgical Engineering and Materials Science
Dissertation: "Mathematical Modeling of Sheet Metal Deformation"
Yu Shik Choiv", Seoul. Korea
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "Forecasting the Korean Economy with a Bayesian Vec-
tor Autoregression"
Frank Jay Coale**. Severna Park. MD
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Potassium Utilization and Root and Shoot Development
of No-Till Full Season and Double Crop Soybean"
Stephen David Cockfield
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Altered Growth and Physiology of Euonymus Fortunei
Infested with Euonymus Scale, Unaspis Euonymi (Comstock)
(Homoptera: Diaspididae)"
Richard Michael Cole, Woodlawn
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "The Effect of Minimum Tillage Cover Crop Residue on
Weeds and Herbicide Movement"
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Mary Suzanne Connors"?", Fairport, NY
Major: Pharmacology
Dissertation: "The Effect of Pregnancy or Treatment with
Ethinylestradiol or Phenobarbital on the Glucuronidation of B-
Estradiol at the C3-OR VS C17-OH in Female Rat Liver
Microsomes"
Joanne Cornell-Ohlman", Sanford. FL
Major: Psychology





Dissertation: "Activation of Resistance Mechanisms by Immunization
in Cucumber"
Veronica P. Dean-Thacker", Rochester, NY
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "The Political Correspondence of Benito Perez Galdos"
Eric Kurt Dolence. Rock Springs, WY
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Synthetic Approaches to Bioactive Molecules: I.
8-Ecdysone II. 17-Phenyl Prostaglandin F20( Photoaffinity
Probe."
Gary Lynn Doll". Louisville
Major: Physics and Astronomy
Dissertation: "Optical and Structural Studies of Binary and Ternary
Graphite Intercalation Compounds"
Jose Elias Espinosa", Quito, Ecuador
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Placement and Timing of Nitrogen Fertilizer for No-
Tillage Corn (Zea Mays L.)"
Jabar Aboud Faraj"", Baghdad, Iraq
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "A Study of the Mechanism of Nasal Absorption of Pep-
tides in Rats"
Douglas Edward Fitzovich, Lexington
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "Modulation of Cardiac Function by Varying Insulin
Level"
Joseph C. Fleishaker, McKees Rocks, PA
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Xenobiotic Transfer into Milk: Evaluation of a Diffu-
sional Model"
Maureen Rose Ford··. Louisville
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "An Investigation of Sex Bias in Psychiatric Diagnosis:
The Antisocial and Histrionic Personality Disorders"
Paul Joseph Fudala. Chicago, IL
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Pharmacologic Characterization of Nicotine-Induced
Conditioned Place Preference and Aversion"
Clark Steven Fulton, Bend, OR
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "A Study of the Geological, Hydrological, and
Geochemical Factors Affecting The Distribution of Sodium in
Lignite in the Underwood Lignite Field, West Central North
Dakota"
Eric Michael Furr'", Hopewell, VA
Major: Spanish
Dissertation: "Heraclito Cristiano: Quevedo's Meditative Cycle"
William Lewis Gehringer"
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "A Test of Retinal Disparity and Relative Image
Magnification as a Basis for Stereopsis"
William L. Gillespie, Louisville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "The Effect of Embedded Low Intensity Aural and Visual
Stimuli of Neutral and Affective Content on Skin Conductance
Response"
Ann Brooks Gould, Oak Lawn, IL
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Natural recolonization of reclaimed stripmine land by
endogonaceous mycorrhizal fungi"
Douglas R. Gouzie", Pittsburgh. PA
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Carbonate Geochemistry and Chemical Discrimination
of Ground Water Basins in Portions of the Inner Bluegrass Karst
Region, Kentucky"
David Doit Hall". Hammond, IL
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: •'The Influence of High Dietary Calcium on the Vitamin
K Status of Pigs and Chicks"
Mitchell Kent Hall, Lexington
Major: History
Dissertation: "Clergy and Laymen and Concern about Vietnam:A Study
of Religious Opposition to the Vietnam War"
Salim A. Hamadiv", Baghdad
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Verapamil Nasal Drug Delivery and Stereoselective
Disposition in Rats"
Jimmy Carrol Henning", Tifton. GA
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Urea as an Ammonia Generator for Preservative and
Quality Enhancement of Moist Grass Hay"
Steven Lynn Herr", Vienna, VA
Major: Physics and Astronomy
Dissertation: "Optical Properties of the Charge DensityWaveMaterials
TaSJ AND ZrTe3"
Stephen D. Hess". Lexington
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Modulation of Feeding Motoneurons in the Terrestrial
Slug, Limax Maximus by Neuropeptides and Osmotic Stress"
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Melissa Jayne Himelein, Gowanda. NY
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Adjustment to Victimizationby Burglary:CognitiveCop-
ing and Perceptions of Support"
David L. Hodge, Blountville, TN
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Role of Aldosterone and Hyperkalemia in the Pro-
duction of Hypomagnesemic Tetany"
Jerry Berl Hopkins'?", Mt. Vernon
Major: History
Dissertation: "Billy Graham and the Race Problem, 1949-1969"
Sandra Lynn Hough. Lexington
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Perceived Father Involvement with 7-10 Month Old
Infants"
Amy Ruth Howell, Wilmore
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Synthetic Approaches to Azanicotine Analogs"
Fu-sen Hu**, Republic of China
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "Plasmodial Aging in Physarum Polycepha/um"
Michael Francis Hughes*, Ann Arbor, MI
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Characterization of Binding of N'-Nitrosonornicotine
to Protein"
Ahmed S. Hussein, Cairo, Egypt
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The influence of toxic levels of dietary aluminum on
calcium and phosphorus metabolism and performance of chickens
and Japanese quail"
Andrew Lewis Jacobs**, Newton, MA
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Endocrine Studies Pertaining to Hormonal Control of
Luteolysis in Cattle"
Gary W. Jacobs*, Louisville
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "Characterization and Origin of the Garrard Siltstone (Up-
per Ordovician), Central and Eastern Kentucky"
Milan Marcel Jevtitch", Paris, France
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "Reverse Osmosis Membrane Separation Characteristics
of Various Organics: Prediction of Separation by Surface Force-
Pore FlowModel and Solute Surface Concentration by Finite Ele-
ment Method"
Henry Mason Jones", Richmond
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "Pituitary-Ovarian Interactions in Normal and An-
drogenized Rats"
Walter Keith Jones, Louisvile
Major: Biology
Dissertation: "The Genetic Localization and Molecular Cloning of the
Drosophila Dhod locus."
Stephen Walter Kaiser', Taft, OK
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Criminal Offender Causal Attributions of Crimes"
Jutta Kausch, Winchester
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Mapping Personalities in Female Multiple Personality
Disorder Clients"
Theresia Sita Kusuma, Indonesia
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of Absorbed CO, Hand 0 on
a Ni (III) Surface"
Susan Laing", Fairfax Station, VA
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Women's Power and Sex-RoleStereotypes:An Organiza-
tional Perspective"
Donna M. Langenbahn", Monterey. IN
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "The Use of Visual Imagery and Self-Instruction for
Memory Rehabilitation with Closed Head Injury Patients"
Laurel Leichner, Towson, MD
Major: German
Dissertation: "The Strassburger Heldenbuch"
Gregory Brent Leichty", Lexington
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Social Cognitive and Situational Influences on the Use
of Face-Saving Persuasive Strategies"
Van Michael Leslie, Pikeville
Major: History
Dissertation: "Neville Chamberlain As A War-Time Prime Minister"
Dennis Gilbert Lewellen, Spokane, WA
Major: Geology
Dissertation: "A Technique for Analyzing Geologic Structures Using
Fourier Analysis and Butterworth Filters"
Chia-Hsin Lin, Taiwan
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Chinese and American Perceptions of Rogers', Perls",
and Ellis' Approaches to Psychotherapy"
Sandra Kay Lybarger, Lexington
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "The Effectiveness of Two Study Skills Interventions for
Students with Differing Personality Characteristics"
Marie-Pierre Malice'?", Tournai, Belgium
Major: Statistics
Dissertation: "Some Epidemic Models for Non-Homogeneous
Populations' ,
Dennis Michael Mannv'", Wallingford, PA
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Specific Probes for Evaluating Mechanisms of
Calmodulin Function"
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Paul L. Marcotte", Seattle, WA
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Farming Systems Research as a Method for Introduc-
ing Sorghum in the Dominican Republic: A Synthesis of The
Positivist and Critical Paradigms"
Kenneth Clark Midkiff, Jr.", Versailles
Major: Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "The Release and Distribution of Fuel Nitrogen in One-
Dimensional Coal-Dust Flames"
Henry Edward Moon, Jr.", Leda, VA
Major: Geography
Dissertation: "Modeling Land Use Change Around Interstate Highway
Interchanges in Nonmetropolitan Areas: A Multivariate Statistical
Analysis"
Joanne K. Morse, Brooklyn, NY
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: "Injury-Induced eNS Plasticity: A Sexually Dimorphic
Response in Hippocampal Sprouting"
Mohammad Gholi Mousanejad", Iran
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Long-Run Regional Analysis of the World Wheat Market
with Emphasis on Government Policy"
William Raymond Mundy; Reston, VA
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "The Effects of Nicotine In Three Models Of Learning
And Memory In The Rat"
Hernan Andres Navarro, Potomac, MD
Major: Anatomy
Dissertation: •'The Effect of Age on the Release of Serotonin from the
Rostral Hypothalamus"
Saadi Mohammad Nazhat, Baghdad, Ira;
Major: Sociology
Dissertation: "Technology Diffusion and Agricultural Development.
Communication Process and the Dissemination of Innovative
Technology for Agricultural Development and Desertification Con-
trol in Semi-Arid Areas."
Gary Ronald Newton", Middleport, NY
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Factors Affecting Luteinizing Hormone Secretion in
Postpartum Ewes"
Peter N. Nicklas, Chicago, IL
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "NMR Studies and Synthesis of Mo and W Organometallic
Complexes"
Garland Fincher Niquette, Lexington
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "An Exploration of the Relationships between Perceived
Control, Value for Reading Anxiety and Reading Achievement
in Fifth Grade Readers"
Luyaku Loko Nsimpasi", Zaire
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "An Econometric Analysis of the European Economic
Community Markets for Feed Grains and Livestock"
Nawfal Abdulmunam Numan, Baghdad, Iraq
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Pulmonary Vasoactivity and Metabolism of Atrial
Natriuretic Peptides"
Chukwuemeka Gbufor Nwosu, Umuahia, Nigeria
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Amine N-Methyltransferase Studies in Rat, Guinea Pig,




Dissertation: "Behavioral and Field Ecology of the Stink Bug Egg
Parasitoids Telenomus Podisi Ashmead and Trissolcus Buschisti
(Ashmead) (Hymenoptera: Scelionidae)"
Palmer A. Orlandi, Jr., Roseto, PA
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Characterization of a Novel Glycolipid Component of
a Lipophosphoglycan of Leishmania Donovani"
Edeki Francis Osumah, Ihievbe, Nigeria
Major: Civil Engineering
Dissertation: "Taxonomy of World Air Transport"
Joseph Olu Owasoyov", Nigeria
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Dynamic Interaction Neutrophil and the Heart: Adverse
Effect of Nicotine"
Ramdas Mizar Pais ", Mangalore, India
Major: Electrical Engineering
Dissertation: "Techniques of Analysis of Linear Induction Motors"
Sahat Sahala Parmonangan pandjaitanv", Indonesia
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "An Economic Analysis of the U.S. Burley Tobacco
Industry"
Randall Erickson Parker", Lansing, IL
Major: Economics
Dissertation: "An Empirical Analysis of Tax-Adjusted Tobin's q and
Economic Activity"
Alan Frank Parre ", Omaha, NE
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Radiolabelling of Intact Dosage Forms By Neutron Ac-
tivation for In Vivo Scintigraphic Studies"
Dan Warren Peyton··, West Liberty
Major: History
Dissertation: "Conservative Anti-Marketeers"
Anne Valzala Philipsv", Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Immunoaffinity Purification and Fluorescence Spec-
troscopy of Human Adenosine Deaminase"
Gayle Marechia Pohl, Louisville
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Anxiety and Message-Induced Persuasion: A Meta-
Analytical Approach"
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Randel Howard Raub, Ottawa, IL
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The effect of exercise on bone development and growth
and circulating levels of thyroxine, insulin and cortisol in weanl-
ing horses"
Carol Ann Reardon, Pittsburgh, PA
Major: History
Dissertation: "The Study of Military History and the Professicnaliza-
tion of the U.S. Army Before WWI",.
Leslie Recio ....
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Modulation of Benzo{z)Pyrene-Induced Toxicity and
Mutagenicity by Conjugation Enzymes in Mammalian Cells
(CHOIHGPRT ASSAY)"
William Franklin Rencher, Jr., Lexington
Major: Pharmaceutical Sciences
Dissertation: "Desmosine-Like Peptidyl Carbamates as Novel Inhibitors
of Human Leukocyte Elastase"
Woodson Reynolds", Mt. Sterling
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Job Satisfaction and Marital Quality of Kentucky
Psychotherapists"
Rona Susan Roberts. Monticello
Major: Communication
Dissertation: "Critical Communication Elements in Newcomer
Enculturation' ,
Marilyn Baker Robie, Louisville
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Contraceptive Risk-Takers: A Study of Personality and
Life Event Correlates"
Arlene Coopersmith Rosenthalv", Lexington
Major: Educational Psychology
Dissertation: "The Application of a Neuropsychological Perspective
to the Study of Effective Social Behavior"
Gholamreza Saidibaghgandomi, Iran
Major: Economics
Dissertation: •'Testing the Assumptions of Competitive BiddingModels
in the Offshore Oil Lease Setting"
Burhanuddin Salim", Syiah Kuala
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Qualitative and Quantitative Assessments on Sexual
Development and Reproductive Capacity in Bulls During the
Breeding Soundness"
(
William John Sartaint ", Racine. WI
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Compounds Containing Both Early and Late Transi-
tion Metals"
Margaret Ellen Saunier, Lexington
Major: Studies in Higher Education
Dissertation: "Salary Levels and Library Resources as Predictors of
Change in Reputational Ratings"
James Edgar Schoelz"?", Arcadia, CA
Major: Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "The Host Specificity of Cauliflower Mosaic Virus is
Determined by Region VI"
William David Schoenherr, Sterling, KS
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The effects of dietary fat or fiber addition on lactating
sows housed in a warm or hot environment"
Sara Rosenquist Sears"
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Stress and Social Support in Postpartum Depression"
Christopher Paul Selby··, Wilmington, DE
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Characteristics of the Photomutagenic Activity of Car-
bonization Products (Synthetic Fuels) from Coal and Oil Shale"
Naresh Shah, India
Major: Metallurgical Engineering and Materials Science
Dissertation: "Application of Ion Scattering Spectroscopy to Surface
Analysis of Catalysts and Particle Size Analysis"
Muhammad Shahabuddin, Dacca, Bangladesh
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Determination of the 5'-terminal region of tobacco vein
mottling virus RNA and mapping of genome-linked protein"
Arthur Leon Shechet, New York, NY
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Cerebral Dysfunction in BorderlinePersonality Disorder"
Chandra Man Shrestha". Chitwan, Nepal
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "A Multiperiod Analysis of Production, Investment, and
Resource Allocation under Alternative Tillage Systems"
Alvin Maurice Simmons, New Bern, NC
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Combined Infestation of the Green Stink Bug
[Acrosternum Hifare (Say)] and Simulated Defoliation by the
Green Cloverworm [Plathypena Scabra (Say)] on Soybean, and
Selected Aspects of the Biomonics of the Green Stink Bug"
Stanley Frank Simpson, Sebree
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Basic and Practical Investigations of the Mixing of
Chemical Reagents by Microdroplet Collisions"
Fachrurrozie Sjarkowie, Palembang, Indonesia
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "Soil Erosion and Yield Uncertainty in the Soil Conser-
vation Decision"
David Barton Smith, Lexington
Major: Physics
Dissertation: "Orbital Angular Momentum Changes in SodiumRydberg
Atoms Induced by Collisions with Slow Ions"
William Lanas Smith", Lebanon, TN
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Growth and Environmental Influences on Beef Calves
Fed Low and High Endophyte Tall Fescue"
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Vivian Gayle Spears", Danville
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "The Relationship Between the Sex-Role Orientation of
Parents and the Sex-RoleOrientation of Their Preschool Children"
Michael Mauney Stephens, Laramie, WY
Major: Chemical Engineering
Dissertation: "A General Finite Element Galerkin B-Spline (GBS)
Numerical Model of Electrochemical Kinetics, Transport, and
Mechanism for Multi-Geometry Working Electrodes"
Edward M. Stodola", Lake Placid, NY
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "Time Perspective of Dialysis Patients: An Interpretive
Study"
Vernon Edward Strength?", Paris
Major: Psychology
Dissertation: "Effects of Differential Feedback for Incorrect Respond-
ing on Conditional Discrimination Learning by Pigeons"
Johnnie Ellis Terrell·, Lexington
Major: Counseling Psychology
Dissertation: "A Comparison Study of Death Attitudes in Seminarians
and Medical Students"
Deborah Ann 'phomas"", Louisville
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "Toxicity, Disposition and Antitumor Effects of L-
Canavanine in the Rat"
Kent Nathan Thompson", Lansing, NY
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "The Influence of High Planes of Nutrition upon Skeletal
Development in the Growing Equine"
Philip Walter Tipping", Wilmington, DE
Major: Entomology
Dissertation: "Mechanisms and Inheritance of Resistance in Whole
Kernel Corn, Zea Mays L., to the Maize Weevil, Sitophilus
Zeamais Motschulsky"
Bedingar Toubamatingar·, Sarna, Chad
Major: Agricultural Economics
Dissertation: "A Dynamic Analysis of Demand and Supply Relation-
ships for the U.S. Beef Cattle Industry"
William Bryan Tucker, McComb, MS
Major: Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Effect of Dietary Cation-Anion Balance, Sodium Bicar-
bonate and Calcium Chloride on Acid-Base Status, Milk Produc-
tion and Mineral Metabolism in Lactating Dairy Cattle"
Candice Corrigan Turner. Smithtown, NY
Major: Anthropology




Dissertation: "Role of Legume Cover Crops in No-Tillage and Con-
ventional Tillage Corn Production"
Diane Elizabeth Vance"", Elizabethtown
Major: Chemistry
Dissertation: "Trace Element Relationships in Alzheimer's Disease: Hair
and Nail Analysis by Inaa"
Jac Jeremier Varco", Chicago, IL
Major: Soil Science
Dissertation: "Tillage Effects on Transformation of Legume and Fer-
tilizer Nitrogen and Crop Recovery of Residue Nitrogen"
Wen Chung Wang", Taipei, Taiwan
Major: Crop Science
Dissertation: "Characterization and Progeny Evaluation of Atrazine
Tolerant Variants Selected from Tobacco Photomixotrophic Cell
Cultures"
Thomas Dennis Webster··, Riverside, CA
Major: Biochemistry
Dissertation: "Structure and Regulation of the Galactose Gene Cluster
in Ktuyveromyces Lactis"
David Alan Wells", Bellbrook, OH
Major: Toxicology
Dissertation: "N_Methyl-2-Pyrrolidinone: Radiochemical Synthesis, In
Vivo Disposition and Metabolism in the Rat"
Kathleen Ann Westphal", Great Falls, MT
Major: Physiology and Biophysics
Dissertation: "The Role of the Cutaneous Microvasculature in Respond-
ing to Heat Loads: Possible Aging Effects"
Doctor of Business Administration
Virginia Lee Blackburn, Ames, IA
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Shareholder Returns and Mergers: The Effects of Strategy
and Acquiring Firm Control Type"
Richard Hull Fern", Flemingsburg
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "An Inquiry into the Role of the Corporate Controller
in Strategic Planning"
James Patrick Forrest, Kalamazoo, MI
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "The Use of Accounting Information in Predicting
Classification Status of Federally Qualified Health Maintenance
Organizations"
James Ezra Hazeltine", Bloomington, IL
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Entropy as a Method for Measuring Perception of Price:
A Validation Study"
Vernon Everett Kwiatkowski·, Lexington
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Infrastructure Assets: An Assessment of User Needs and
Recommendations for Financial Reporting"
Daniel Thomas Thorne'?", Berea
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Information Content of Historic Cost-Current Cost
Trends, Derived from SFAS No. 33 Disclosures"
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Lowell Kim Williams, Morehead
Major: Business Administration
Dissertation: "Accounting Standards Overload: A Descriptive Model
for Evaluation Perceptions of Accounting Standards"
Doctor of Education
Meredith Marsh Adler", Anderson, IN
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Relationships BetweenLabeledEmotionallyHandicapped
and Non-Labeled Students in Perceptions of School Climate,
Alienation, Teacher-Student Relationships, and Opportunities for
Participation in Extra-Class Activities"
Judy Archer", Wedowee, AL
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Staff DevelopmentNeeds of SchoolFood and Nutri-
tion Program Managers in the State of Georgia"
Vivian Ownby Arnold't ", Sevierville, TN
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "A Comparison of Three Experimental Approaches to
Teaching Proofreading to Third-Semester Typewriting Students
at the High School Level"
Myron David Barnett", Flemingsburg
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Kentucky Elementary and Secondary Principals' Reac-
tions to Performance-Based Pay for Teachers"
Christina Diane Baum, Maysville
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Impact of Feminist Thought on the American
Library Profession: 1965-1985"
Sharon McEwan Brennan, Lexington
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "An Examination of the Nature of CollegeStudying: The
relationship between study practice use and recall ability of tex-
tual information"
Robert Lewis Deanv'", Stevens Point, WI
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "Preparing for Educational Technologies: an Empirical
Evaluation of the Cognitive, Pedagogical, and Financial Implica-
tions of Electronic Text Processing in a University Freshman
English Composition Program"
Gary Martin Green", Lexington
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "The Quality of Student Interaction with Faculty: A Com-
munity College Perspective"
James Leslie Grigsby, Richmond
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "Leadership Characteristics of the Department Chair as
Perceived by Faculty in Selected University Departments"
Sally Ann Henry, Elyria, OH
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "A Study of the Relationships Among Selected Factors
Affecting Teachers' Instructional Technology Use in the Elemen-
tary Classrooms"
David Knowles Kennedy?", Berea
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "Young Children's Thinking: An Interpretation from
Phenomenology"
Susan Louise Leib", Pittsburgh, PA
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "The Development of a Special Program Planning
Paradigm and Its Application to Three Special Programs
Developed and Implemented by the Kentucky Department of
Education' ,
Shirley Ann Brown Longv", Brodhead
Major: Curriculum and Instruction
Dissertation: "The Effects of Reader and Text Characteristics on
Reports of Imagery During Reading"
Bernard Irvin Minnis", Louisville
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Effects of a Cooperative Learning
Team on Cross-Race, Cross-Sex, and Cross-SocioeconomicStatus
Relationships of Middle School Students in a Desegregated
Setting"
Carolyn Hancock O'Daniel, Somerset
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "A Study of Respiratory Therapy Educational Programs
and Graduate Performance on the National Board for Respiratory
Care 1984Entry-Level Examinations"
Sandra Brenneman Oldendorf, Berea
Major: Instruction and Administration
Dissertation: "Highlander Folk School and the South Carolina Sea
Island Citizenship Schools: Implications for Social Studies"
Betty Hyatt Olinger, Berea
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "The Inclusion of Cultural Diversity in the Curricula of
Generic Baccalaureate Nursing Programs"
Charles Edward Shirley··, Bonnyman
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "A Longitudinal Validation of Tinto's Model of Attri-
tion Using a Multi-Institutional Sample"
William Glenn Smith··, Cincinnati, OH
Major: Administration and Supervision
Dissertation: "Kentucky School Board Members' Perceived Involve-
ment in Policy-Determination and Policy-Execution Relative to
Selected Tasks"
Sharon Rowe Stewart··, Lafayette, IN
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Use of Expository Text Structure by Adolescents with
Learning Disabilities"
Carolyn Sue Clay Turner, Clintwood, VA
Major: Educational Policy Studies and Evaluation
Dissertation: "Patterns of Educational Initiative, Reorganization, and
Decline in Eastern Kentucky: Pikeville Collegiate Institute, San-
dy Valley Seminars and Caney Community Center"
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Diane Leigh Leggett Vachon, Lexington
Major: Higher Education
Dissertation: "Working and Retired College Professors Age 65-70: A
Comparison of Professional Characteristicsafter Age 50of Faculty
in Four Types of Institutions"
Ginger Walmsley Wallace··, Richmond
Major: Special Education
Dissertation: "Improving the Paragraph Writing Skills of Learning
Disabled Adolescents Through the Use of Statement-Pie"
Mark H. Williams, Richmond
Major: Vocational Education
Dissertation: "Development of Student Competencies for Industrial
Arts: Perceptions of Kentucky Teachers"
Specialist in Education
James G. Binkley, Cincinnati, OH
Ann Wyman Boyer, Tempe, AZ
Vaughn M. Carter, Harrodsburg
Barbara Jeane Edwards, Clarksdale, MS
Tammy Lynn Faulknerv", Corbin
Robert Earl Kelly, Springfield, MO
Susan Weih Marsh", Lexington
Kathryn Belanger Porter. Lexington
Linda Ann Wilson Porter". Corbin
Sharon Jeanne Terry, Lexington
Sonja Shealy Valliere, Columbia, MS
Jeanne Stacey Veras, Malverne
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Master of Arts
Carol Blevins Aldy*, Lexington
Catherine Teresa Arnold ..... Danville
Cathy Marie Atkins, Louisville
Robert A. Babbage, Jr., Lexington
Mary Anne Pellegrini Belting'?", Akron,
OH
Barbara Lynne Belew, East Lansing, MI
Marsha Denise Bellomy'?", Lexington
Laura R. Bickett, Cincinnati, QH
. Matthew Edward Birkenbauer ", Alexandria
Gina S. Sisco
Leroy Vincent Bland, Chesapeake, VA
Barry Wayne Boatman":", Columbia, SC
James Brooks Bolton, Jr., Lexington
Mark William Browning, Lexington
Kathleen Denise Bulger". Falls Church,
VA
Robert Dale Buskirk, Parkersburg, WV
Craig Steven Campbell, Indianapolis, IN
Vickie Lynn Campbell, Murray
Ben Edward Castle, Louisville, MS
James Victor Chaney, Marion
Ming-Chun Chang, Taiwan, China
Bill G. Chastain", Cleveland, TN
Keith Spencer Clark, Chesapeake, VA
Kim J. Clark, Danville
Faith Miller Cole", Lexington
Rachel Lee Coleman, Wilmore
Barbara Lee Comer", Oak Park, IL
Thomas G. Corcoran, Lexington
David Dennon Crandall, Berea
Susan Marguerite Creekmore", Greenville,
MS
Louise Fleck Daddario, Lexington
Vikrant Anand Dhoundiyal, Delhi India
Lois Ruth Dowd, Corinth
Caroline Durand
Marisa Cillo Eades, Lexington
James Douglas Eldridge, Haldeman
Gay Van Dussen Ellis, Johnson City, TN
Diane M. EI-Rouaiheb, Russell Springs
William Howard Felty, Ashland
Henry Jacob Ferry", Lexington
Deborah Edwards Ford", Lexington
Nancy King Foreman, Bellbuckle, TN
Richard Lynn Freed", State College, PA
Denver Fugate, Radcliff
Darrell Eugene Glenn, Poteau, OK
Carla Howe Godfrey, Hendersonville, TN
Thomas Eric Goodell, Dutton, MT
Elisabeth L. Grannis", Cherbourg
Lisa J. Green, Lake Arthur, LA
SheIda Hale- Roca, Owensboro
William Jeffery Hancock, Cadiz
Michael Patrick Haner, Louisville
Constance L. Hardesty", Lexington
Mary Patricia Harmon, Dunbar, WV
Brenda Kay Helregel, Lexington
Patti Lynn Heying, Hodgenville
John Gerald Higgins, Lexington
Beverly J. Hogue, Winter Park, FL
Sangki Hong", Seoul Korea
John Paul Hourigan", Lexington
Jeffrey Scott Howerton, Bowling Green
Daniel Alan Hutchens, Wilmore •
Karine Marianne Huvelle'"
Martha Helen Hyatt", Louisville
Harry Iglesias", Panama
Karen Camille Jackson, Cincinnati
Gerhardt Leslie Jacobs, Ft Mitchell
Joan Kathryn Herrmann Jacobs, Hamburg,
MN
Nawanta Jenkins, Georgetown
Jack Elden Keefe, Jr., Largo, FL
Daryl Deen Kemsley"", Los Angeles, CA
Jerri Midge King", Lexington
Bruce Andrew Kintner
Joseph Vincent LaGrotto, Lexington
Rupert Henry Lassetter, London England
Ming-Tung Lee", Taiwan
Lisa Marie Leimar, East Chicago, IN
Deborah Denise LeSure'", Coldwater, MS
Kathleen O'Brian Lillich, Lexington
Glenn Matthew Lilly, Florence
Heather Blair Longton", Paducah
Rene Wilhelm Mallen, Ridgefield, CT
David Raymond Markov, Mansfield, OH
Ellen Louise Marmon, Anderson, IN
Kathryn May McCullough·, Lexington
Roberta Campbell McKenzie, Lexington
Brian Terence McLaughlin, Eminence
Joy Elise Toppin Melvin, Toledo, OH
Barbara Jean Miller Meredith, Leitchfield
Mark Donald Miller", Cherry Hill, NJ
Montie Charlene Montgomery", Danville
Peter Dunham Myers, Durham, NC
Victor Sylvester Neal", South Mills, NC
Katherine Ann Nelson", Lexington
John W. Newcomb, Campbellsville
Laurie Opfell, Lexington
Brenda Marie Osbeyv", New Orleans, LA
Sandra Dee Osborne, Paintsville
Rosita S. Pandjaitan, Indonesia
Jose Maria Pena, Alexandria, VA
Gary W. Pierce", Maysville
Conrad Peck Plaut", Marshall, NC
Barbara Presnell
Shireen Sheela Rajaram
Tammy Jones Ramsey, Frankfort
Betty Whitlock Reesor", Lebanon
Karin Angela Remington, Hastings, MN
Lisa A. Reynolds, Carlisle
Donita Dawn Robinson, Frankfort
Karen L. Rosenquist", Cape Coral, FL
Troy Franklin Ross, Lebanon Junction
David Wayne Routt, Buffalo
Maria Soledad Vara Rust", Murray
Claudia Garcia Sahagun", Lexington
Scott Owen Sandager, Stillwater, MN
Daniel Berenguer Santos, Jr., Louisville
Laura Lee Schneider, Lexington
Erin Jay Schram", Royal Oak, MI
Paul Joseph Seifert", Kohler, WI
Elizabeth Shannon, Lexington
Renee Anne Shirley, Kingston Jamaica
Mark Anthony Smith, Chillicothe, OH
William M. Smith, Jr.", Versailles
Sarah Cobb Spradlin", Clintonville
Duane Perkins Spurlock, Russellville
Edward Gordon Stamm, Binghamton, NY
Ann Yvonne Stearns, Lexington
Karah Lane Stokes, Columbus, MS
Janis Muir Sutherland", Lexington
Joseph Clay Thompson?", Lexington
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Christopher Alan Turnbow, Wilmore
Martha Billips Turner, Lexington
Merri Jill Van Pelt", Lexington
Terry George Vourvopoulos, Athens.
Greece
Victoria Ladwig Ware", Lexington
Anthony Dean webb>", Louisa
Tamara Lynn Seachman Weldon", York,
PA
Elizabeth Vance Wheeler, Worcester, MA
Pamela Sasse Whitten", Ft. Knox
Barbara Ann Wight, Marion
Daniel Riley Wilkinson, Lexington
Kenneth Howard Williams, Troy, AL
Dana Page Wilson, Shelbyville
Susan Morrisette Wilson", Lexington
Jan Walton Wojcik, Atlanta, GA
Sonoe Yamada", Japan
Elizabeth Walker Yanarella
Hershael Wallace York", Lexington
Master of Arts in Education
Chandra Brugh Alfarow, Paintsville
Alan Angus Biggers", Louisville
Donna Jane Boyd, Tequesta, FL
Vickie EIstone Burke", Lexington
Janet Mary Clark", Owensboro
Lacinda McGee Clay", Germantown
Linda Babcock Doergev", Lexington
Carol Bain Hill", Lexington
Gulden Ilgaz", Lexington
Laura Louise Ison Jackson, Paris
Susan L. Dailey Johnson, Lexington
Mary Catherine Sears Kidd'?", Seminole
Mary Jane Kinman", Lexington
Mary Jeanette Kleinlein, Columbus, OH
Judith Marita Coy Mattingly, Elsmere
Kathleen Riordan Meegan, Lexington
Linda Marie Miller", Lexington
Michael Charles Moloney, Louisville
Margaret Jane Moon", Springfield, TN
Shawn Suzette Pennington", Paris
Betty J. Lane Powell, Barbourville
Carla Jane Lamar Ray", Lexington
Deborah A. Rish·
Mark Alan Roberts, Lexington
Barbara White Russo", Lexington
James Dale Schadt"", Louisville
Sue A. Schnitzler", Waynesburg
Marilyn Jean Kelley Sidun?", Lexington
Joan Ward Taylor", Lexington
Marion Redwood Taylor, Lexington
Stacy Lynn Swenck Tumlin", Louisville
Katherine Barlow Underwood", Lexington
Scott Warren Welch", Ashland
Alice Lemira Younge", Lexington
Master of Arts in
Interior Design
Marianne Parermostoro Ramsey, Lexington
Master of Arts in
Textiles and Clothing
Deborah Carr Linville Shivel, Louisville
Nancy Yvonne Spires, Louisville
Master of Business
Administration
John James Anderson, II"', Ironton, OH
Kimberly H. Arnold, Stanford
Timothy Wayne Back, Lexington
James Mark Baker. Lexington
James Michael Barton"", Lexington
Marian Fish Blanchard", Louisville
Steven Joseph Bloemer, Taylorsville
Gene Gipson Bonny. Jr., Franklin, OH
Edward Franklin Bradley. Prestonsburg
Mark David Bunning, Lexington
Richard B. Cottingham", Lexington
Brenda Jeannette Creech, Cumberland
Charles Fenton Dawson, Jr., Cadiz
Douglas Paul Ditto, Lexington
Michael Paul Donahue
Ricky Lynn Drury", Lawrenceburg
Steven F. Elder. Bardstown
Patricia Jane Ephlin", Lexington
Larry Feltner", Hazard
Rebecca Lynn Finnie?", Lexington
Donna Marie Frazer?", Lexington
Anne Elizabeth Freels, Paducah
David L. Garrison":", Knoxville, TN
James F. Gibbs, Bowling Green
Robert Larry Greenwell, Bardstown
Cindy Lee Huntzinger", Louisville
Steve Hupman, Loretto
Lucinda Jacso, Lexington
Sanjeev Jolly", New Delhi
Mark Anthony Kopser"", Ft. Wright
Nancy Vincent Laine, Nashville, TN
Mark Edward Meade, Belfry
Eric Paige Minton, Somerset
Patricia Perkins Motley, Lexington
William Mark Motley, Lexington
Mary G. Murray, Nashville
Heidi Hosbach Newman, Lexington
Jamie Nichols, Lexington
Mary Elizabeth Norvell", Corbin
Sandra H. Owen", Owensboro
Monica Jean Parzinger, Lexington
Kenneth Mark Pietrowiak, Grafton, WI
James H. Ratliff", Manton
Gregory Marrs Rush, Hopkinsville
Constance A. Russell"", Prospect
Bobby Haskell Simpson, Lexington
Henry Christopher Simpson", Lexington
Rick D. Slawson, Vincennes, IN
Melissa Annette Smith, London
Patricia Ann Stallworth", Danville
James Len Stamper, Lexington
John Gregory Swanberg", Virginia Beach,
VA
Kathryn Taylor Thompson, Lexington
David Dale Thurman, Lawrenceburg
Brenda J. Tomlinson, West Baden, IN
Nileen M. verbeten", Flatwoods
Gary L. Williams··, Frenchburg
Clint Grainger Willis", Franklin
Lynne Ellen Womack":", Greenup
Master of Civil Engineering
David C. Depp, Owensboro
Master of Fine Arts
Walter Lucas Brock, Lexington
Melissa Louise Chitwood"
Amy Lucille Freeman", Dalton, GA
Kathryn Wolfe McGee, Lexington
Akihito Nakajima, Chiba Japan
Brian Dean Wells, Middletown, OH
Master of Music
Suzanne Kimberly Barber, Lexington
Robert Jeffrey Boguslaw, Lexington
Deborah Hazelip Duda'", Elizabethtown
Kathryn Baker Franklin, Florence
Charles Greening, St. James, NY
Atossa Nilsen French Kramer, Berea
Roger Ridenour, Lexington
Todd Benjamin Russell
Nancy Lou Smith, Carrollton
Frank Dennis Spragens, Jr.", Lebanon
JoAnne Switzer
Gwendolyn Rae Thornbury", Ashland
Monica Lynn Workings, Belmont, MI
Katherine Clare Wrightson, Louisville
Master of Nutritional
Sciences
Geraldine Rome Airriess"", New Orleans,
LA
Sandra S. Bastin, Lexington
Sandra Lynn Blalock, Jonesboro, GA
Cynthia Perbawati Enoch", Bandung,
Indonesia
Linda Pendley Hankins, Lexington
Melanie Davis Johnson"", Pikeville
Connie Marie Kress, Lexington
Kelly Ann McKenzie, Cadiz
Karen Marie Meagher, Monroe, NY
Carolyn Points Preston, Versailles
Cynthia Jean Toleman, Niles, MI
Carol L. Wethington, Syracuse, NY
Cathleen Caye Wyda**, Pt. Marion, PA
Master of Public
Administration
Timothy Dees Adams?", Murray
Thomas Lynn Baker", Harrodsburg
Kathleen Fitzgerald Bishop", Lexington
Lori Lynn Cannon", Louisville
Walter Kirkpatrick Catinnav", Hartford
Margery Mumtaz Coulson-Clark".
Lexington
Ricky Lynn Dear, New Albany
Kevin Michael Devlin, Louisville
Cathy Lynn Ettinger, Nicholasville
Joseph Andrew Friend, Lexington
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Lewis Edward Garner", Elizabethtown
Brian David Gathy, Waterford, CT
Michael Georgulis, .lr.", Austin, TX
Charlane A. Gordon, Louisville
Ann Reid Hamlin, Lexington
Nancy Goldstein Hoffman, Lexington
Debra Jarrell Ison, Frankfort
Nawanta Jenkins
Sharon Lowry Leitsch-", Lexington
Mona Martin", Lexington
Patrick Joseph Morris", Newport News,
VA
Harry Curtis Overtoom"", Lexington
Laura Bain Pramukv'", Lexington
Timothy James Purdue, Lexington
Randall Lee Roberts, Pikeville
Lisa Ann Schroeder, Clarksburg, WV
Peggy Cornette Sterling, Lexington
John Michael vidal", Lexington
Hugh Vann Weaver, Jr., Lexington
Bryan Keith wesr-, Lexington
Neville Townsend Wise, Nicholasville
Mary Susan Zavos", Lexington
Mussaret Aziz Zuberi, Lexington
Master of Rehabilitation
Counseling
Barry Thomas Anglin", Ashland
Linda Jones Bradley", Lexington
Oonagh Margaret Burke
Gary Matthew Cusick, Louisville
Dale A. Dethaw", Morristown, NJ
Rebecca Lile Franklin?", Louisville
Edwina Perkins Gonzalez, Lexington
Kent N. Jones?", Dawson Springs
Julie Rae McConnell, Nicholasville
Maria A. Oller, Puerto Rico
Julie A. Pinto, Collins, NY
Robert D. Seals, Annville
Sheila Gail Whitaker, Somerset
Master of Science
Abbevi D.(Georges) Abbey, Togo
Karen Jill Affleck, Tumut, Australia
Janin Bonnemann Agudelo, Detmold, West
Germany
Michael Downs Alexander?", Murray
Abdulgabar Muhammed Al-Hadri
Kadum Abdul-Nabi Ali··, Baghdad, Iraq
Jacqueline F. Allen, Charlotte, NC
Mark K. Allex, Watford City, ND
Jack Linus Alvey, Calhoun
Bruce Clement Amig, Harrisburg, PA
William Appiah Amponsahv'", Accra,
Ghana
Jean Kay Appold'?", Bay City, MI
Normalina Arpi, Palembank, Indonesia
Allan Geoffrey Axon, Charlotte, NC
Linda Calfee Bairdv'", Cleveland, TN
Laila Husin Bakir'?", Indonesia
Patricia Louise Baldwin":", West Newton,
IN
Edward L. Barnes, Jr., New Washington,
IN
Susan Parry Barrows, Versailles
Lambert Lewis Bauer, Cave City
Timothy Micheal Baye, Green Bay, WI
Carol Anne Beheler, Frederick, MD
James A. Bibb, Murray
Mary Kathryn Blakefield, Maysville
Steven Jerrel Blanford, Owensboro
Christopher Alan Blow, San Diego, CA
David M. Bouchey, Troy, NY
Patrick Lee Boyle, Lexington
Keith Giles Bristol, Morganton, NC
David M. Brown, Lexington
Anthony Christopher Bruno, Lexington
William Matthew Buckley**, Maysville
Calbert Cecil Butler II, Louisville
Jean Carroll Buzby?", Philadelphia, PA
Craig Elvin Campbell, Colorado Springs,
CO
John Dermot Cantillone", Dublin, Ireland
Denny Jackson Cantrell
Lisa Anne Carey'?", Nantucket, MA
Timothy Edward Carone, Tucson, AZ
Timothy Glenn Carter
Julia D'Ann Cassel", Shreveport, LA
Attlee Hamambile Chafwakale'", Lusaka
Kong-Yew Chan, Ipoh, Malaysia
Hsiu-Mei Chang'?", Taiwan
Pierre Alfred Charron, Lexington
Sylvia Haein Chay, Laurinburg, NC
Jun-ming Chen
Anna L. Coates, Washington, DC
James C. Cook>", Richmond
Rickey R. Costin, Salem, IN
David Lynn Couch", Lexington
Eric John Dadey, Lexington
Lynn Sue Dahleenv'", Hubertus, WI
Elston Lee Dame, Louisville
William Francis Davis, Canton, MA
William Robert Dennison, Jr. ",
Elizabethtown
Philip Hall Dickson, Lexington
Patricia M. Dillon, Painted Post, NY
Bruce Thaddeus Eckerle, Louisville
Laura Ann Ekart*, Louisville
Stewart Todd Elder**, Fremont, CA
Kathryn Louise Evans, Ventura, CA
Norman Douglas Fagge
Mary E. Ferlan, Natrona Heights, PA
Samuel Arturo Figueroa del Cid**,
Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Charles Franklin Fisher", Lexington
Jerry Lee Flint**, Lima, OH
Brian Thomas Forschler, Nurnberg,
Germany
Wayne Thomas Frankie, Rantoul, IL
Petra Gwen Gage, Erie, PA
Carlos M. Galceran, Jr.
Ruth Gani, Santa Barbara, CA
Roberto Garcia'?", Argentina
Roberto Javier Garcia"
Peggy Ann Garnaat, Wilmore
Jennifer Lynn Garrett**, Franklin
Gloria Louise Gellin **, Lexington
Amy Michelle Gill, Somers, NY
James Michael Goatley, Jr. **, Springfield
Paul Augustine Golrick, Shrewsbury, MA
Douglas R. Gouzie, Lexington
Pradeep Kumar Goyal, Delhi India
Edith Creech Greer, Winchester
Neil Myron Gunsalus, Jr. "". Arcadia, FL
Karen H. Hagglund, Detroit, MI
Daniel Lloyd Hall, Scottsville
Basuni Hamzah, Indonesia
Michael Griffin Hayek, Newton, NJ
Tony L. Hayes, Springfield, MO
William Alan Heierman, Evansville, IN
Joan Elbert Herbig", Lexington
Lee Higgins's", Louisville
Saiful Hikam, Indonesia
Gregg E. Homanics, Fayette City, PA
Maureen Marion Howard**, East
Northport
Chieh Chun Hsu, Taiwan China
Joseph Edwin Huesing, Jr. "", Erlanger
Camillus Brennus Huggins V, Mur-
freesboro, TN
Catherine Elizabeth Hunter, Carson City,
NY
Yvonne Lynn Hurt**, Lexington
LeeAnne Jacksone'", Lexington
Edward Kaitz, New York, NY
Bin Haji Mohamad Nor Kamaruzaman,
Kelantan, Malaysia
Anselme Kameniv'", Cameroon
James Allen Karrere ", Grand Island, NE
Athanase Katsonis, Athens, Greece
Gary Bryan Kaufmann, Greenville, IL
Kevin Stephen Kelly, Wilmington, DE
Richard Newton King, Lexington
James Robert Kirtley, Elizabethtown
Leslie Gail Klein**, Lexington
William Fred Kluttz 111*,Greensboro, NC
Carol Jean Kraemer**, Louisville
Mary S. Krechting, Independence
Alfred Julian Lacazette, Jr.**, Versailles
Stephen Mark Lanham, Vine Grove
Andrew Ramsay Lawson, Springfield, VA
Irene Gail Lutchen Leak", Gainesville, FL
Hsiao-Hwa Chou Lee, Taiwan, China
Susan Kathryn Lemieux-Hanly?", Rich-
mond, VA
Cho-jih Liu**, Republic of China
Yingjie Liu, Shandong, China
Jane B. Llewellyn'?", Purcellville, VA
Avantika Madhukar Lokurv", Pune, India
Kevin F. Long, Marlton, NJ
Joseph Patrick Longo, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Bridget Ingrid Lorenz, Lexington
James Charles Luzar, Cloverdale, IN
Rapti Dileni Madurawe**, Sri Lanka
Tom David Magori'", Kisii, Kenya
Peggy Lynn Mann", Prestonsburg
Fawn Marie Marks, Lexington
Jack Daniel Marsh**, Cynthiana
Cynthia Lee Martin, Melbourne Beach, FL
Lloyd May, Brandenburg
Spencer DeWayne Maynard, Pikeville
William Bernard McCloskey III, Bardstown
Michael Grady McClure, Bristol, VA
Thomas William McClure*", Louisville
Carol Ann McClurg, Newell, IA
Molly Louise McFadden, Easton, PA
John David McGee, Germantown
Ginger Jerry McHargue, Barbourville
James Arthur McHugh, Ottawa, IL
Barry Alan Mckenzie's>, Paintsville
Deidre Marie McLoughlin, Tuckahoe, NY
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Paul William McMahon, Atlanta, GA
David V. Midkiff, Lexington
Gary Minton, Manchester
Robin Poole Minton, New Lebanon, OH
Sudipa Mitra, Calcutta, India
Timothy Allen Moore", Lexington
Melissa Cherie Morehead, Florence
Terri Lynn Morgan, Lafayette, GA
Phillip Greg Mudd, Louisville
Kaela Bernard Mulenga**, Kasama
Honorio Eloy Munive Jauregui", Peru
Elizabeth Napoli, Spring Valley, NY
Michael K. Netzband, Rome, NY
Hangnga Nguyendon Nguyen, Lexington
Maren Manette Nicholas, Amesville, OH
Sarah Leet Northcutt, Lexington
Linda Marie Osborne
Robert Alan Oster"?", Mansfield, OH
Mark Stephen Owens"", Henderson
Donna Ann Palmieriv", Spring Valley, IL
Dolores P. Parks, Lexington
Ralphiel Scot Payne, Owensboro
William Simon Perch, Jr., Quincy, MA
: -hn Francis Preissing, Arlington Heights,
IL
Mangala Iyengar Rangarajan. New Delhi,
India
Aslim Rasyad, Padang, Indonesia
Betsy Parrish Riker, Harrodsburg
William H. Roberts, Midway
James Howell Rogers, Jr., Marion, AL
Lijun Rong, Shandong, China
Jane Margaret Safir**, Norwalk, CT
Marla R. Sandys, Phoenix, AZ
Charles John Sauer, Versailles
Mohammad Rusdi Saul", Palembang,
Indonesia
Sandra Jean Savidge, Hegins, PA
Thomas F. Scally Ill, Southington, CT
Mark William Scanlon, Louisville
Mark Joseph Scheuer, Clawson, MI
Charles Edwin Schultze", Lexington
Robert William Schultz, Midland, Ml
Eric Charles Schwamberger, Green Valley,
AZ
Stephen F. Sells**, Elizabethtown
Joe Patterson Sharp, Richmond
Roy Michael Sheetz", Shelbyville
Aiko Nagato Shibata, Lexington
Samuel Joseph Simpson", Midway
Diane Kay Skroback, Lansing, NY
Constant Ann Smith>", Milwaukee, WI
Pamela Starr, Somers, CT
Sam Raymond Strahan", Friendship, NY
Joan Ellen Strawson*, Germantown, MD
Sigrid Suesse, Lexington
Elizabeth Mary Szczurek, Southington, OH
Darrell Neal Taulbee", Frankfort
Charles Joseph Taylor, Lexington
Mitchell Lewis Taylor, Gunnison, CO
Richard Mark Taylor
Barbara R. Thielens ", Lexington
Van Cao Trinh, Lexington
Clifford Patrie Tsuboi, Portland, OR
Nancy Kay Van Cleave, Arcola, IL
Teresa Gail Vincent", Louisville
Andrea Lee Walker, Goshen
Gerald Bryan Watson, Williamsburg
John Renfro welborn"", Evansville, IN
Juli Anne Wells, Princeton, IN
Lawrence Daniel Wells, Lexington
Stephen Charles Wheeler, Harrodsburg
Timothy Loveland Whiting, Jr., Amherst,
NH
Michael James wilkinsv"
Fenton Dorian Williams", Corbin
Brenda Lynn Woods, Mays Lick
Zhaoxu Xin, Diongdao, China
Sorgho Zakaria"", Burkina, Faso
Alina Zapalska, Krakow, Poland
Michael Norman Zook", Lexington
Master of Science
in Accounting
Joyce Ann Arvin, Youngstown, OH
Catherine Ann Barnhisel, Lexington
John Richard Mclntyre?", Louisville
Joseph Richard Peters, Lexington
Karen Lynn Shannon?", Williamson, WV .
James Todd Walters, Versailles
Jane Brown Wells", Lexington
Master of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
John D. Bottom, Lexington
John Perkins Chastain, Marietta, GA
Pamela Jon Nebgen, Kansas City, MO
Stephen Raye Noe, Olmstead




Syarif Ibrahim Alqadrie, Pentianak, West
Kalimantan, Indonesia
Edward Hiram Earles", Berea
Dawn Larson Gerrish, Rockford, IL
Abdul Rasjid Hanafiah", Indonesia
Debbie Denise Hatfield, Gilbert, WV
Cheryl Ann Last, Chicago, IL
George Fesz Loro-Kujjo, Juba, Sudan
James Reynolds Mansfield, Charlotte, VT
David Arnold Rome, Frankfort
Baolin Zhang"", Taian, China
Master of Science
in Chemical Engineering
Roger Milhem Akel", Lexington
Sandra Lea Back, Frankfort
Theresa Louise Barranger", Cleveland, OH
Manoj Kumar Cbalam"", Bombay, India
Steven Michael Cook, Lexington
Suzanne Marie Greenleaf, Louisville
Alireza Haeri"", Tehran, Iran
Darrell Eugene Hance, Bagdad
Jeffrey Marshall Hippe", Frankfort
Robert Daniel Johnson'?", Concord, CA
Vijay Babu Kasibhatla", Bombay, India
Ned Matthews Kirkland?", Tuscumbia, AL
Nitin vinayak Korgaonkar", Bombay,
India
Jae-Hoon Lee, Seoul, Korea
Jeffrey L. Lee, Lexington
Mohammad Rasoul Madadi, Foman Iran
Yaw Mensahv", Lexington
Shyam S. Nath, Bangalore, India
Prasad Prabhakar Pai, India
Anup Devidas Shah, Bombay, India
Trushar Kumar B. Shah, Bombay, India
Venkatesh Brahmanand Shyam,
Hyderabad, India
Robin Lynn Sublett, Campbellsville
Henry Robert Lynnwood Tilley, Paducah




Paul Fares Boulos"", Beirut, Lebanon
Gordon Clark Glass, Georgetown
Daryl James Greer", Eddyville
Scott Patrick Hall", Richmond
Kenneth Ott Hardin, Lexington
Charles Jawad Khoury, Lexington
Noel-Joseph Georges Khuri, Lebanon
Edward George Malone, Jr., Annandale,
VA
Dennis Michael Metts, Memphis, TN
Thomas Albert Puckett, Elizabethtown
Teofilo Velasco Rebagay, Lexington
William Creel Robertson, Fulton
Michael Charles Ronayne, Louisville
Charles Georges Saad, Lebanon
Siavash Sadrzadeh, Amol Iran
Abdallah Mahmud Shaaban, Beirut
Lebanon




Kim A. Annis, Cedarburg, WI
Arandeep Kaur Dhanjal"", Kisumu, Kenya
Joy E. Fanningv'", Winchester
Theresa Lee Han-Markey"", Romeo, MI
Paula R. May, Schenevus, NY
Joanne Marie Shields'?", Bowling Green




Jay Robert Beagle", Greensburg, IN
James L. Dickson, Nashville, TN
Stephen Eugene Gossett, Aiken, SC
Eric Fletcher Huffman", Lexington
Charles Albert Lindsey", Union City, GA
Master of Science
in Education
Rachael Louise Baar", Murray
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Kevin Kyle Ball", Harlan
Christie Corman Bertram?", Louisville
William Dennis Biddle, Foster
Roberta Lee Brown", Elmore, OR
Robin Brown-Gorton", Corbin
Steven Thomas Bush", Lawrenceburg
Jeff Conant Carlton, Pikeville
Elberta Casey", Shelbyville
Sheila Craig Cbeathamv", Versailles
Katherine Elizabeth Cowan
Arthur Adrian Dameron, Lexington
Jo Carol Davis, Midway
Phyllis Custard Davis", Cynthiana
Dora Lynn Downer, Dawson, GA
Janet Parker Estes, Moore, OK
Stephen Michael Francia, Cincinnati, OH
Kimberly S. Gayhart", Somerset
Dulce Maria Pages Gnas", Danville
Laurie K. Hainley, Lexington
Mary Ratcliff Hanke, Lexington
Susanne Marie Hogan, Milwaukee, WI
Robert Walton Hoskins", Carrollton
Sandra Spencer Houston, Lexington
Roy Caroll Hutchison", Valley Station
Gloria Rasch Jones, Lexington
Jeffrey Lyle Jones, Lexington
Deborah Graffis Kelly, Lexington
Evalyn Petra Kragh", McCreary
Helen R. Lethco", Lexington
Diane C. Wolter Lewis, Frankfort
Lisa Rai Mabry, Morehead
Janice A. Maeder", Lexington
Robert Gordon McGee, Henderson
Michael Allen Norris, Louisville
Patricia Ann Owens", Lexington
Lisa Marie Reucroft, Lexington
Jennifer Marie Christian Robinson,
Winchester
Monique Antoinette Josephine Saena",
Lexington
Cordelia Strange Shields", Lexington
Tamberly R. Sidebotham", Lexington
Elizabeth Ladd Simpson, Lexington
Brien Frederick Sullivan, Lexington
Joel Nathan Tassie, Lexington
Patricia Lynn Thomas, Lexington
Victoria Heldon Vossmeyer?", Lexington
Bruce Davis Wallace", Lexington
Monica Combs Ware", Lexington
Clinton Julius White, Elgin, TX
Frances Beverly Wilde R.S.M.·,
Philadelphia, PA
Linda Faye Lamb Williams'", Clinton, TN
William H. Willson III, Lexington
Laura Faye Wilson, Cynthiana
Jill Renee Wise·, Louisville
Hsiaoning Erin Yang, Taiwan, Republic of
China
Master of Science in
Electrical Engineering
Maurice Anthony Beyke, Whitesville
John Knox Brown III, Lexington
Hung Chung, Taipei, Taiwan
Donald Edward Crowe", Versailles
Marguerite H. Doyle, Lexington
Ali Asghar Etemadian, Shiraz, Iran
Zhenxing Fu**, Shenyang, China
Paul A. Gohmann, Louisville
James Oliver Groves'?", Lexington
David Reid Hucaby, Lexington
Mehran Jahed, Tehran, Iran
Praduman D. Jain, India
Lynn Allen Kilcoyne, Fancy Farm
Wei-min Liang's>, Guizhou, China
Roland Elie Madi, Lebanon
Rajendra Babu Rao
Kenneth Scott Salyer, LaGrange
Steven Douglas Skaggs, Paintsville
M. Brent Slone, Russell
Michael Lee Smith, Campbellsville
William T. Sutherland, Jr., Lexington
venkataraman Swaminatb"", Madras,
India
Hanh Due Vu, Hyattsville, MD
Anto/Ridwanto S. Yauwanta, Lexington
Master of Science in
Engineering Mechanics
Ivan Rosario Gonsalves'", Bombay, India
Nan-Nong Huang?", Taiwan, Republic of
China
Zubair Mahamood Mohamed, Bangalcre,
India
Todd Ray Young, Campbellsville
Master of Science
in Family Studies
Kenneth Alan Bailey··, Lexington
Meredith Hawley Burchfield··, Lexington
Cheryl Lois Croll, West Hartford, CT
Kathryn Clay Faupel, Mt. Sterling
Teresa Davis Goggin, Russell Springs
Patricia Lynn Hailperin, Lexington
Susan Claire Jones, Lexington
William W. Mallory, Lexington
Lynett Ann Pena"", Lexington
Margaret L. Therkelsen, Lexington




Stephen Alan Bonney, Hartford, CT
Carol Louise Chambers, Williamsburg, VA
Grant Adam Curry, Oxford, OH
Patricia Louise Groetsch'?", Metairie, LA
Jen Zainal Asyikin Hans"", Indonesia
Robert Charles MacDonald, Staunton, VA
Rita Renee Wehner, Madison, IN
Master of Science
in Library Science
[Nancy Carol Kelly Allen", Hazard
Laura Pruitt Bostrom?", Lexington
Susan Arnett Byars", Lexington
Linda Darlene Cantrill, Frankfort
Dennis Paul Carrigan"
Louanne Conner?", Pittsburgh, PA
Tara Lynn Cooper, Corbin
Suzanne Spalding Cowden, Mt. Sterling
Karen Craig'?", Hinsdale, IL
Yvonne Michal Davis'", Hamilton, OH
Greg Scott Denby"", Louisville
David Lee Downs, Louisville
Hope Elizabeth Drummond", West
Chester, OH
Kimberly Lynn Ellis", Asheville, NC
Bahiyyih Fareydoon-Nezbad, Huntington,
WV
Nancy Jane Fisher?", Hammond, IN
Gary Lee Flanagan, Jamestown
Lawrence Quinton Foster", Cincinnati, OH
Karen Diane Fox"", Louisville
Terence Michael Gilley", Tazewell, VA
Ellen A. Greever":", Jackson, OH
Charles Andrew Harbert, Huntington, WV
Charles Keith Harrise'", Lexington
Lou Anne Harrisv'", Inverness, FL
Susan Tryon Hartman, Carlisle, PA
Leslie Genung Hoekzema", Cincinnati, OH
Angela Johnson", Cincinnati, OH
Clara Barton Keyes"", Manchester
Sally Jo Buchanan Kramer's", Cincinnati,
OH
Heather Ann Lyle", Blairsville, PA
Joyce Lyle Martin", Richmond, VA
David Franklin Matthews, Spencer, WV
Glen Alan Mceninchs ", Lexington
Emily Charlene Keeling McGrath··,
Campton
Nancy Elizabeth Miles", Richmond, VA
Leslie Clarke Patterson, Charleston, WV
Penny L. Pugh", Morgantown, WV
Julia Drew Rather, Lexington
Carol Ann Reed", Lexington
Catherine Noland Robinsone ", Cincinnati,
OH
Christine Marie Robinsonv'", Lexington
Jacqueline D. Schneider", Elkins, WV
Doris Maria Sigl, NJ
Carolyn Ann Sroufe?", Ripley, OH
Cynthia Elaine Stevenson>", Louisville
Gary Lee Stottlemyer, Lexington
Virginia Carolyn Sydnor", Fredericksburg,
VA
Jeanne Slater Trimble", Versailles
Jane Louise Tupinv", Newark, DE
Metro John Voloshin, Mine Hill, NJ
Gregory Lee Williams", Falmouth
Bruce Alan Wilson
David Wayne Wullschleger**, Richmond
Master of Science in
Mechanical Engineering
Hasan Melih Aral, Istanbul, Turkey
Rajendra K. Arora, New Delhi, India
David Allen Bruner, Lexington
Vibhas Chandrachood, India
Stanton Leman Del-laven, Owensboro
Milind Gadre, India
Ghanbarali Golafsban, Shiraz
James Alan Holt, Eubank
John Michael Huellemeier, Pt. Wright
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Ravishankar Kailasam Iyer , Bombay, India
Ralph Benjamin Joseph, Bombay, India
Kevin Walter Lyons, Lexington
Vinod Bhagwan Makhijani, Bombay, India




Philip John Ruehl, Nicholasville
Richard Anthony Schnelle, Lexington
Kathleen Brumley Sharp, Lexington
Nataraj Srikantaiah, Bangalore, India
Sanjiv Gobind Tewani, Bombay, India
Rama Koyikkal Varma, Bmakulam, India
Master of Science in
Metallurgical Engineering
and Materials Science
Pramod Pralhad Hangal, Hubli, India
Tajan Ratnakar Kenkrev", Bombay, India
WonMok Kim", Seoul, Korea
Michael Abbot Maginnis, Louisville






Master of Science in
Mining Engineering
Randy S. Banks, McRoberts
Joseph Grant Evans, Middlesboro
Samir K. Nandy"
Franklin D. Rogers, Jr., Sharon, WV
Gordon P. Taylor
Master of Science in
Nuclear Engineering
Frank Mark Cranfill", Lexington
Master of Science
in Nursing
Maria Bernadette Behan, Edgewood
Karen Sue Blackburn?", Bluefield, WV
Barbara Acker Brock-e. Knoxville, TN
Mary J. Brown-Mossman", Versailles
Patricia M. Callahan?", Springfield, VT
Donna Gail Russell Combs'?", Hazard
Alison Ruth Connell, Lexington
Bonnie Heather Chisholm Dailey",
Lexington
Janet Kington Dickey", Lexington
Carol Ann Edman, Santa Clara, CA
Karen Jean Erwin", Lexington
Dean Allen Gross, Fargo, ND
Karen Elaine Hall, Lexington
Diana Lynn Harris", Louisville
Rebecca Adams Rice Harris'", Manchester
Carol Zimmer Hill·, Richmond
Nancy Lee Rarick Holler", Lexington
Joanne M. Haumann Johnson, Madeira,
OH
Karen K. Jones", Lexington
Mary Ellen VerWeyst Kaufman*,
Lexington
Barbara Ann Renner Kitchen", Stanford
Paula Roberts Kral*, Lexington
Karen Lynn Lauder, Ambler, PA
Lyn Winkler Long, Ft. Thomas
Mary Jo Wentworth McClure*, Lexington
Geniene Eileen McKinley, Covington
Rita Marie Mulcahy*, Lexington
Helen Pennington Paul", Lexington
Carla Dawn Penrod*, Louisville
Pamela Riggs Peters", Lexington
Donna Lee Piotrowski ", Lexington
Beverly Anderson Reno, Florence
Kathy Elaine Ross"", Pine Knot
Jennifer Gwenn Jones Rozovich",
Prestonsburg
Judith Ann Sandler", Lexington
Pamela Schlomann"
Elizabeth Anne Sciora**, Fairfax, VA
Hilde Ford Stepler", Lexington






Rekha Sukumar PiIlai, India
Sayed H. Saghaian"", Isfahan, Iran
Master of Science in
Radiological Medical Physics
Barbara Jean Bennett"", Lexington
Stephen Charles Brooks", Bristol, VA
J. Christopher Dennett?", Hanover, NH
Ralph Duncan Young*, Leitchfield
Master of Social Work
Patricia Bechanan Ahting, Elizabethtown
Joan Lawler Amiott'", Mt. Healthy, OH
Lois Jean Babb":", Harlan
Luanne Meredith Beard*, Huntington, WV
Sara Marie Beard, Rochester, MN
Wanda Nichols Bennett", Ft. Thomas
Tekaligne Berhanu, Addis Abeba, Ethiopia
Margaret Prosser Black", Versailles
Cathy Lynn Bradley"", Worthington
Philip Roland Bridges, Georgetown
Sandra Porter Brown**, Lexington
Steven Anthony Buck", Covington
Michael J ames Burnley, Ashland
Jennifer Perdue Cadyu, Lexington
Kathleen Susan Calderon**, Edgewood
Jeanne Elizabeth Caudill*, Whitesburg
Joseph Keith Cecil**, New Haven
Anna M. Childers*, Ashland
Donna L. Clawson'?", Cold Spring
Kari Ellen Amundson Collins", Roark
Glenwood Harold Cook**, Cincinnati, OH
Melvin Earl Cowan**, Lexington
Robert D. Crabtree, Ashland
Elizabeth Louise Croney" ", Lexington
Ginny Sue Dilly", Perry, OH
Donna Jean Dobo**, N. Tonawanda, NY
Carol Vernice Eads", Corbin
Lori S. East**, Indianapolis, IN
Thomas D. Edwards**, Butler
Christine Byrd Bha", Highland Heights
Geraldine Roberts Elliott'?", Ft. Thomas
Nanette Marie Felty", Flatwoods
Renee Ann Filippucci**, Lexington
Robert Grigsby Fleener", Kitts Hill, OH
Phyllis Jones Garrison*, Barbourville
Sophie Mary Gilbertv", New Britain, CT
Maureen Veronica Goldcamp*, Hun-
tington, WV
Philip Jay Goodman *, Lexington
Jessie Helen Green", Corbin
Susan Kay Greenwell", Owensboro
Joyce Louise Haller, Evansville, IN
Melissa Ann Harney?", Cincinnati, OH
Linda Marie Harrell, West Chester, OH
Virgil Christopher Hayes, Tyner
Sharon C. Haynes" ", Hodgenville
Theresa Ann Helleru, Lexington
Corbin Wellford Hobbie**, Cincinnati, OH
Christy Ann Honschopp, Cincinnati, OH
Kimberly Ann Howard", Cincinnati,,oH
David Michael Huron", Chesapeake, OH
Pearl Nadine Lewis Jarvis", Manchester
Gerhard Jinks, Lexington
G. Phillip Jones", Somerset
Kynda Smallman Jonesv", Paducah
Athanase Katsonis, Athens, Greece
Albert Sleet Kennedy Illu, Midway
Debra White King··, Georgetown, OH
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Barry Joseph Koch, Cincinnati, OH
Nancy Janelle Lane, Nancy
Vallery La'Turzav", Manchester
Elizabeth Diane Grant Lawless, Owensboro
Dennis Charles Legendre?", Cincinnati,
OH
Elaine Frances Haines Long**, Cincinnati,
OH
Brenda Sue Morgan McCracken*, London
Susan Janice Miller ", Ridgway, IL
Nina Lee Moore", Nicholasville
Terry Franklin Morrison*, Grayson
Kelly Ann Myers", Springfield, OH
Carla Ann Nelson", Lexington
Brian Andrew New", Lanham, MD
Sharon Parsons Newman, Lexington
Teresa L. Nieberding**, Dayton, OH
Jo Ann Rayburn Palmer**, Lexington
Nancy Ametta Parker", Spencer, IN
Mary Ann Patton", Ashland
Lisa M. Reinig", Littleton, CO
Edward Ancil Rice'?", Lexington
Sarah Kolodziej Rihm", Cincinnati, OH
Caryl Crayne Risner?", McKee
C. D. Robertson", State College, PA
Carla Scott Rose, Lexington
Robert Michael Sachs, Cleveland, OH
John Maxwell Sammons", Louisa
Margaret M. Schaeffer":", Cincinnati, OH
Blanche Schneider Schuh, Ft Thomas
Mary Appelhot Scott", Cincinnati, OH
Laurel Beth Seegert", North Branford, CT
Karen Sue Matney Simmons", Ironton, OH
Elaine C. Smith", Harlan
Eura Smith, Jr., Georgetown
Nancy F. Spalding, Cincinnati, OH
Beth A. Steinberg*, Brooklyn, NY
Susan Gahl Strobel", Ft. Wright
Robert Anthony Summer?", Cincinnati,
OH
Jennifer Ann Toler, Cincinnati, OH
Mark Edward 'Troutman", Lexington
Jenny Lynn Van Hook, Somerset
Michael Allen Vaal-loose", Ashland
Jane Burgess Wallen ", Louisa
Sherr! Mae Weisenfluh**, Lexington
Deborah Lee Hoeper Wernery**, Cincin-
nati,OH
Kristeen Bonfield Wesseling, Cincinnati,
OH
Elinda Freeman Wing**, Batavia, OH
Joseph Franklin Workman*, Flatwoods
Dan Michael Yocum**, Lexington




Dean: Robert G. Lawson
Juris Doctor
Jon Kevin Adams, Lexington
Anne Laurie Anderson, Louisville
Jon Drew Anderson, Lexington
Andrew Brese Arnett, Louisville
Sheri LaVonne Baker Arnold, Cinda
John C. Bender, Reading, PA
Sandra Anne Bolin, Berea
William Sterett Bowmer Ill, Louisville
David Thomas Bradford, Bardstown
Marcia Wireman Branham", Jackson
Patricia Ann Brennan, Alexandria, VA
Lisa Karen Bridges. Georgetown
Ann Marie Buechel, Ft. Mitchell
John Burrell, Battletown
Bing Irvin Bush, Jr., Lexington
kppifer "DR Gab!e caWp'QR
James Gill Campbell, Louisville
Dena C. Capello, Jr., Caldwell, OH
Michael Odell Caperton, London
Reginald Lynn Carver, Hopkinsville
Ann Marie Catino, Broad Brook, CT
Jamie Middleton Clark, Kansas City, MO
Carol H. Cobb, Louisville
Stephen Louis Collins, Versailles
Wynter Reneaux Collins, Louisville
B. L. Conway II", Morganfield
Leah Rhea Cooper, Bowling Green
Martha Farmer Copeland, Corbin
Cornelius E. Coryell II, Louisville
Kelly Spangler Crouch, Richmond, VA
Jeffrey Dale Damron, Lexington
Billie Joseph Davenport, Lexington
James Ellis Davis, Cave City
Robert J. DeAngelis, Jr., Lexington
James D. Decker, Wallins Creek
John Lewis Dotson, Glasgow
Keith Douglas Duerr, Louisville
Jacqueline Syers Duncan, Sturgis
Clinton J. Elliott, Bowling Green
Sallie Chrisman Evans, Louisville








Howard Edward Frasier, Jr., Glasgow
David Alan Futscher, Cold Spring
Denise A. Garrison, Louisville
Mary Ann Getty, Lexington
Elden Dale Golden, Lexington
Norman G. Golibersuch, Lexington
Steven Douglas Goodrum, Franklin
Jeffrey Kash Grimes", Versailles
John Gregory Grohmann, Louisville
Robert Reid Haney" Somerset
Deborah Tomes Harbison", Bowling
Green
Karen A. Harpenau, Louisville
Darrell A. Herald, Jackson
Paul Wesley Hoffman?", Drift
John Christopher Hopgood, Morganfield
Robert Devin Hudson, Owensboro
Keith Brian Hunter", New Castle, PA
Karen Rebecca Jackson, Corbin
Monroe Jamison, Jr., Beaver Dam
Lisa Lee J ohnson, Lexington
Frederick B. Kieckhefer, Jr.", McArthur,
OH
William B. Kirk, Jr., Owensboro
Michelle Coulter Landers, Stanford
Cheryl Ulene Lewis, Hyden
Gretchen Omera Lewis?", N. Myrtle
Beach, SC
Nancy Barrett Loucks, Lexington
Edna Mozell Lowery", Lexington
Kenneth Lance Lucas, Florence
James William Lyon, Jr., Ashland
Thomas C I !'OOS Fns!cfort
Paula Marie Maionchi, Chicago, lL
Earl Franklin Martin III, Hartford
Flory Lewis Martin, Versailles
Basil Holbert Mattingly"", Henderson
James Robert McKenzie, Grayson
Kipley"1J.. McNally, Prestonsburg
Laurie McFadden Miller, Mt. Sterling
Joan Elaine Marshall Morris, Lexington
Timothy Martin Mulloy", Louisville
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Therese C. Nelson, Salem, NH
Michael Whitman Nichols, Munfordville
Stuart Kevin OIds, Richmond
Charles David Oppenheimer, Ashland
Carol Bruenderman Paisley, Louisville
Timothy Alan Parker", Prestonsburg
Dennis Gaines Penn, Lexington
Michael McDonald Pitman, Murray
Leanna Danette Puckett, Clinton
Marco Mike Rajkovich, Jr., Lynch
Teresa Gadine Combs Reed, Hazard
Mary Michele Resch", Louisville
Hal Wood Roach, Columbia
Nancy Oliver Roberts, Rockfield
Alan Steven Rubin, Louisville
Ruth Ann Sebastian", Lexington
Jeffrey Scott Sharp, Glasgow
Deborah Lewis Shaw, Eiizabethtown
Gregory Scot Shumate, Ft. Wright
Virginia Ashley Simmons, Glasgow
David Watts Smith, Richmond
Mathew Duane Staver, Charlotte Harbor,
FL
Mary A. Stephens, Verona
Lynn Conrad Stidham, Falmouth
Todd E. Stockwell, Lexington
Michael John Sweeney; 99" IiRS GreeD
Linda Jones Thomas, Lexington
Thomas Lee Travis, Glasgow
Elizabeth J. Turley, Mt. Sterling
Lucy Bryans VanMeter, Lexington
Cindra Kay Walker, Lexington
Ron L. Walker, Jr., Lexington
Jeffrey M. Walson, Winchester
Andrea Lynne Weddle, Liberty
Alison Courtney Wells, Hazard
Diana Evelyn Wheeler, Bedford
Castil Williams, Jr., Frankfort
John Michael Williams, Harlan
Vickie Lynn Wise, Hopkinsville
Edward Lee Yancy, Paducah
Terry Lee Yewell, Sacramento
College of Medicine
Dean: Robin D. Powell
Doctor of Medicine
Philip Edward Anderson, Paducah
Rita Jane Armitage, Mudlick
Donna Lawson Aubrey. Lexington
Mary Jean Auge, Ft. Mitchell
Ellen Margaret Ballard, Lexington
Pamela Ruth Barber. Owingsville
Charles Eldon Bea, Mayfield
Jeffrey Sherman Beard, Owensboro
Ronald Keith Belbasenv", Paintsville
Allen Ray Bond, Olive Hill
Wesley Braden III, Lexington
Julene Kay Braunecker, Danville
Charles Joseph Breen, Louisville
Dennis B. Campbell, Hindman
Krishna R. Chilukuri, Barbourville
John Douglas Conklin, Jr., Norwich, NY
Anita Faye Cornett. Franklin, OH
Elizabeth Ann Del Buono, Princeton
Susanne Lynn Diedrich, Lexington
Jeanie Marie Dougherty. Lexington
Kim Robinson Emmett. Middlesboro
Karen Marie Brbeck, Frankfort
Michelle Stephanie Erena, Lexington
Cynthia Kay Evans, Lexington
Daniel Sherman Fockele, Lexington
Terrence Robert Grimm, Louisville
David Lee Hall, Wheelwright
Joseph Glenn Harrison, Owensboro
Colette Wynne Hawthorne, Lexington
Rhonda Lynn Hicks, Louisville
Geneva Louise Hill, Lexington
William B. Hoppenjans, Lexington
David Eric Jones, Louisville
Kelly Ann Kemp, Russellville
Ruth Sharon Kleier, Park Hills
Hameed Ignatius Koury, Carlisle
Walter Scherbaum Lesley, Jeffersontown
Michael Alexander Lewis, Xenia, OH
Mackdell Robert Long, Russellville
Rickey A. McClellan, Pikeville
Craig Alan Meyer, Louisville
Keith J. Millay, Alexandria
Todd Lewis Monroe, Louisville
Kevin Dale Moore, Hardinsburg
Ellen Carter Bee Morlote, Harrodsburg
Louis Gerard Mudd, Lexington
Thomas Edward Nugent, Lynnfield, MA
Michael Ostapchuk, Hazard
Velda Jewell Overbey?", Piqua
Robin Gene Peavler, Lexington
Carol Bertram Peddicord, Albany
Richard B. Perkins, Perryville
Porter Lee Ramsey IV, Bowling Green
John Chrisman Rand, Louisville
Date of graduation for College of Medicine: May 16, 1987
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Audry Gayle Rhodes, Whitesville
James Joseph Roebker, Ft. Mitchell
Vicki Holbrook Rose, West Liberty
Mark William Roy, Lexington
Thomas Marion Seay, Bardstown
Candace Lynne Thiele Smith, Lexington
David Mitchell Smith, Cynthiana
Douglas Phillip Stevens, Ft. Mitchell
Robert L. Stewart, J r., Louisa
Kimberly Bernstrom Stigers, Richmond
Brian Stoll, Louisville
Gregory Dean Sweeney, Ashland
Kelly Sheridan Tate, Benton
James Sewell Thompson, Middlesboro
Dale Edward Toney, Benton
Deidre Lynn Toomer-Clowney, Beaufort,
SC
Jeffrey Alan Uzzle, Benton
Steven Ray Vallance, Greenup
Charles Lee VanNamen, Rockford, Ml
Olivia Young Wallace, Fairfield, OH
Lori Lynn Warren, Louisville
Robert Stacy Wells, West Liberty
Gwendolyn L. White, Chattanooga, TN
Jeffrey Wicker, Eastern
Bruce L. Wilkerson, Glasgow
Allen B. Young, Ft. Mitchell
Carol J. Ziel, Lexington
College of Dentistry
Acting Dean: Emmett R. Costich
Doctor of Dental Medicine
Craig Quandt Adams, Paducah
Howard Glenn Arvin, Irvine
Rachael Norman Arvin, Irvine
Gary Stephen Aud, Owensboro
Dennis K. Baird, Strunk
Paul Norman Berger, Las Vegas
Robert LeRoy Burns, Jr., W. Des Moines,
IA
Eugene Allen Castle, Jr., Madisonville
Robert Scott Clark, Versailles
Tommy Coleman, Pikeville
Stacy Ann Conn, Betsy Layne
Jon Michael Dossett, Sacramento
Lisa Lea Dunn, Shepherdstown, WV
Andrea Lynn Edelstein, Madisonville
Gary Clifton Hanna, Wilmore
Jane Ellen Jefferson, Elizabethtown
Jimmie Lee Johnson, Richmond
Robert DeWayne Kilgore, Coeburn, VA
Susan Terese Kleier. Lexington
Robert Timothy Mabry, Lowes
Stephen Patrick Mattingly, Louisville
Barton Clay McFarland, Paris
Kimberly Jan McNeal, Dallas, TX
Wes Hunter Mills, Mayfield
Curtis Lee Mitchell, Lexington
William Mark Myers, Glasgow
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Steven Daniel Neyer, Ashland
Garry L. Oliver, Isonville
Kenneth Michael Palmer, Florence
Travis Thames Patterson III, Lexington
Michael Ray Preston, Paintsville
Deborah S. Ray, Tompkinsville
Rodger Lee Ross, Cynthiana
Dianne Goffinet Rudolph, Columbus, IN
Carley Jeff Scott, Lexington
Lynda M. Ulrich, Lincoln, IL
Gabor Steven Vargo, Miami, FL
Charles Jens Verderber, Lincoln, IL
Robert Thomas Warring, Georgetown
William Bradford Wesley, Liberty
Barbara Julian Williams, Pikeville
College of Arts and Sciences
Dean: Michael A. Baer
Bachelor of Arts
Adebisi B. Aboyade-Cole?", Lagos
Laura Brooks Adams. Lexington
Mark Allan Adamss ", Hickory
Steven Russell Adams, Quincy, IL
Barbara Stringari Adamski, Watsonville,
CA
Russell Whitt Adkins, Greenup
Amy Faure Agee"
James George Allen, Lexington
John Wayne Allen, Lexington
Amelia Hodge Alves", Versailles
Kurt Walter Anderson, Hopkinsville
Martha Stephenson Anderson
Joseph Mathew Angelucci", Lexington
Lisa Marie Armato?", Akron, OH
Angela Dee Asbury. Catlettsburg
Kathy Brock Ash". Lexington
Lissa Davis Atkins", Lexington
Lynn Marie Haller Augsbach*, Ft. Thomas
Richard Avensv-, Radcliff
Judson Harmon Bach". Frankfort
Sandra Ann Baksys, Lexington
Scott MacKenzie Banford". Lake Bluff,
IL
John Albert Bankemper III, Ft. Thomas
Kathleen Frances Barber, West Liberty
Susan Yvonne Barlow'?", Glendale
Anthony Greg Barnes, Edgewood
Whitney Ann Barnese'", Louisville
Leann Bettmann Beatty, Indianapolis, IN
Brian Begleyv'", Hazard
Penny Minton Beile, Lexington
Regina Ruth Bergner, Louisville
Wanda Ruth Bertram", Mt. Sterling
David Edward Blan, Owensboro
Geri Daneen Bland, Campbellsville
Lorri Lynne Blanton", Lexington
Sonya Joan Bonnemanns ", Richmond
Janet Louise Boyd
Saundra Boyd
Dina Diane Brockman?", London
Melissa Kelly Brooks, Louisville
David Winton Brown, Lexington
Dorothy Garrison Brown, Louisville
Scott Grady Brown", Newport News, VA
Gary Wayne Bryant", Rockholds
Kevin Lee Bryant" ", Owensboro
Alfred L. Buchanan, Lexington
Michael David Bush, Lexington
Sylvia Ann Buskills ", Radcliff
Stacy Lyn Cambron, Louisville
Glenn Andrew Campbell, Hyden
Sarah Jeaneatte Carpenter, Pennington
Gay, VA
Alan Thomas Casadas ", Lexington
Amber Lane Cassity, Georgetown
John Dillon Clarke, Danville
Rita Karen Cowley Cobbs", Lexington
Willis G. Coffey, Mt. Vernon
Scott Allen Cohen"
Jamie Denise Combs, Hazard
Timothy Fred Cook, Danville
Brian Keith Cornett, Hazard
Dwight A. Cosby, Radcliff
Linda Kaye Cottrell, Frankfort
Paul Cowgill Counts, Lexington
Henry Chapman Couzenss ", Lexington
John Robert Cowan", Edmonton
Sylvia Karen Cox, Somerset
Wendy Alana Craig, Louisville
Tania Lynn Crawford, Cynthiana
Sheila K. Crist, Florence
Tony Carlis Cromer, Brodhead
Mitchell Ray Curry, Hodgenville
David Eustis Cutler, Chatham, NJ
Luca DalMonte
Jennifer Lynn Dalton", Warsaw
John Logan Davie'?", Coxs Creek
Mary Kathleen Davis's", Louisville
Penelope Ann Davis, Lexington
Scott Andrew Dick", Chandler, AZ
Jeff Dillender, Lexington
Dodd Douglas Dixon's", Winchester
Melissa Anne Dobson", Hinsdale, IL
Melissa Anne Dobson, Louisville
Stanley L. Donald, II··, Venice, FL
Gary Stephen Dotsonv", Phelps
Roger Morris Dowell, Louisville
Scott Larimore Dunavant, Florence
Susan M. Dunn
Samuel Clay Eden··, Elizabethtown
Brian M. Eigelbach, Louisville
Evan Franklin Ekman, Louisville
Kristal Annette Eldredge, Lexington
Shelly Lynn Eldridge'?", Paintsville
Betty Boles Ellisonv", Lexington
Susan Kay Entwisles ", Lexington
Cortney Scott Estes, Louisville
Molly Ann Fair", Centerville, OH
Babak Fakharpour, Lexington
Mary Flowers Starks Faulkner, Lexington
David Ray Feather, Campbellsville
Donna Lynn Fedders, Edgewood
John Francis Fihe, Jr., Louisville
James Erik Fleenor, Auxier
Paul William Flowers, Wadsworth, OH
Stephen Todd Freeland, Louisville
William Pangburn French, Versailles
Beth M. Friedman, Louisville
Jeffrey Wayne Fultz", Flatwoods
Anne Elizabeth Galloway, Lexington
Sarah Simmons Gardner, Lexington
Jennifer Lea Garr", Louisville
Jay Randal Garrett", Nicholasville
Josanne Gayheart", Pippa Passes
Kathryn Charlene Geoghegan, Mt.
Washington
Nancy Leigh Gilmer, Louisville
David L. Glisson", Paducah
Stephen Edward Gloskowski?", San Diego,
CA
James Richard Gooch, Middletown
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Anne L. Grant, Oxford, CT
Sharon Middleton Green", Lexington
Sandra Lee Grigsby, Hazard
Sheila Kail Guernsey, Louisville
John Andrew Guthrie, Jr., Henderson
Russell J. Hairston", Lanham, MD
Mary Noel Haraburda, Burr Ridge, IL
Michael Lloyd Hardin, Frankfort
Ronald Howard Harperv'", Mt Gilead, OH
Elizabeth Ann Harralson", Princeton
Kelly Ann Hemmings", Lexington
Letitia Cope Hochstrasser, Lexington
Ronald K. Holloway, Hopkinsville
Dean Joseph Holtzman, Owensboro
Linda Gayle Horn, Frankfort
John George Horne II, Lexington
Dorthe Anne Horton", Lexington
Debbie Ann Howard, Lexington
Johnny W. Hudson, Bowling Green
Lori Christin Hudson, Frankfort
James Nolen Humans?", Lexington
Karen Harman Hurt, Elizabethtown
Yvette Raye Hurt, Lexington
Elizabeth Manning Isaacs, Lexington
Marty Gerald Jacobs", Winchester
Jeff L. Jenkins", Owensboro
Stacia Allyn Jessup", White Plains
Anthony D. Johnson, Virgie
Eugenia Yvonne Johnson?", Midway
Graddy Williams Johnson?", Lexington
Jennifer Faye Johnson", Lexington
Vicki Darlene Jones-«, Lexington
Kimberly Martin Justice", Pikeville
Kimberly Ruth Karp, Louisville
Sarah Moore Katzenmaier'<", Lexington
Leah Karen Ken, Lexington
David Allen Kennedy, Lexington
Stephanie Lynn Kennedy, Frankfort
Laura Diane Kincaid, Lexington
Timothy Allen King, Ft. Thomas
Sabrina Carol Kinmans ", Frankfort
Robert William Knappv'", Elizabethtown
Leigh Ann Knight, Paintsville
Nancy Lange Koehler, Louisville
Michael Charles Kovaleski", Freeland
Eric David Kupferberg, Potomac, MD
Michael Wayne Kurtzv", Lexington
Todd Windsor Lacy, Louisville
Timothy Michael Lake, Lexington
Jeffrey Scott Lawless, Somerset
Michael Scott Lee, Versailles
April Bernice Leffler, Independence
David Louis LeLaurin, Louisville
Nancy B. Lester, Lexington
Deborah Renee Lewis, Smilax
David Wilson Liddle, Reston, VA
Catherine Mae Lingle, Nicholasville
Mark Anthony Logan, Lexington
Stephen Douglas Lynn, Sebree
Kela Joy Lyons, Tompkinsville
Deirdre Mary MacCarthy, Glasgow
Sailaja Malempati, Pikeville
John David Marksberry, Jr., Owensboro
Theresa Carol Marksberry, Owensboro
Carrie Ann Mason, Hopkinsville
Elizabeth Anne Masters, Whitesburg
Theresa D. Maynard?", Somerset
Steven Michael McCauley, Lexington
Mary Lou Mccormack", Flemingsburg
Penny Clay McCoun, Jackson
Donald Raymond Mcljaniel", Russell
Springs
Mary Shawn Mcljaniel", Lexington
Patrick Joseph McGee, Jr. •• , Atlanta, GA
Jerry Harvey McGlone··, Olive Hill
J. Thomas Mcl.arney", Louisville
Patrick Michael McLindon, Gilbertsville
Glen Arthur Meade"", Elizabethtown
Mary Atwood Metzmeier, Campbellsville
Dana T. Minich?", Lexington
Simani Mohapatra, Frankfort
Michael George Monson, Louisville
Eddy Frank Montgomery, Somerset
James Donald Moore, Lexington
Friedrich Hugo Morawietz"", Menden
Stephen Tyler Morgan"", Lexington
Michael Eric Morris, Lexington
Tamson J. Morris, Harrodsburg
Helen Kimberley Murphy, Louisville
Jimmy Trent Murphy, Liberty
Kristin Sue Murphy?", Louisville
Bradley Dean Myers, McLean, VA
Keith Peterson Nadigv", Lexington
Rebecca A. Naser'?", Louisville
Wendy Chamberlain Navarro", Ardmore,
PA
Cheryl Rae Neff"?", Lexington
Carol Angela Niehaus, Louisville
Thomas Gordon Noland, Irvine
Patrick Jamie O'Brien, Jr., Frankfort
Mary Longoria Ochoa""
Virginia Kathleen O'Hara, Frankfort
G. Michael O'Neal, Louisville
Cynthia Marie Orms, Marshall, TX
Raegena Gail Osborne, Georgetown
Stuart Edward Owenv", Lexington
Patrick Thomas Padgett, Somerset
John Joseph Pareti Ill, Mountain Lakes,
NJ
Gerald Thomas Patrick, Lexington
Michael Paul Payne?", Ironton, OH
Karen Downs Peavler, Loretto
Giovanna Pedicini'", Glasgow
Loree Ann Pennock":", Lexington
Laura Ann Perkins", Louisville
Samuel Lee Perkins", Covington
Michael Jerry Plummer, Radcliff
Stephanie Elizabeth Porter, Russell Springs
Eleanor Goodwin Prather, Lexington
Joel Stephen Rapchak, Lexington
Teresa Shea Reynolds, Lexington
Garrett Hughes Riggs?", Lexington
Michael Dennis Rihn, Louisville
Denise E. Ritchie, Hazard
Michael Dwight Roberts, Science Hill
Lynn Grow.Rochford, Cincinnati, OH
Lisa Marie Rohleder, Smithfield
Joanna Lynn Romine, South Charleston,
WV
Keith Hartsfield Ross, Lexington
Jeffrey Todd Rozen, Danville
Anvia Michelle Rubado, Paintsville
Jerold Leland Salter, Louisville
Jamie Rae Sammons, Russell
Michael William Samples", London
Craigie D. Sanders, Hopkinsville
Brenda Marie Sarver, Elizabethtown
Nancy Elizabeth Saunders", Ashland
Darrel Gene Schell, Jr.", Ft. Wright
Terrence Ryan Schneider, Lexington
Molly Ruth Schrand, Florence
Joseph Howard Serwatka
Jon Patrick Shacklette
Wade Lambert Shacklette, Louisville
Katherine Elizabeth Shadson", Wickliffe
Vera Lo Sheen, Lexington
Linda Joan Sherline, Augusta, GA
Roger David Shock, Owensboro
Terry Shane Shumate, Villa Hills
William K. Simmons?", Lexington
Roberta Glee Skewes, Lexington
Rebecca Smallwood, Lexington
Barry Sloan Smith, Albany
Dennis Hugh Smith, Manchester
Kevin Randall Smith, Maysville
May Douglas Smith"", Glen Ellyn, IL
Walter Fred Smith II, London
Kathryn Danielle Soule, Orono, ME
Elizabeth Byron Spears", Ashland
Deborah Leigh Spicer", Lexington
Harland Jay Stanley, Lexington
Anita Leigh Staverv", Lexington
Robert Francis Stephens, Lexington
J. Kevin Stinson"", Elizabethtown
Jesse McArthur Stockton, Albany
Tracy A. Stone"", Lexington
Mark C. Story, Vine Grove
Mark Hughes Suter?", Frankfort
Kathy Faye Sutherland", Sonora
Elizabeth Farnsley Talbott", Louisville
Jerry Darrell Taylor, Pineville
Michael Scott Taylor··, Florence
Pauline Harlan Taylor, Midway
Mary L. Tiemeyer, Lexington
Richard Jason Tomlinson, Paducah
Susan Elaine Trussell":", Louisville
Sheila Sue Tudor, Lexington
William Howard Turner, Paris
Susan Grace Van Fleet?", Clearwater, FL
Elizabeth Warner vest'?", Cynthiana
Christopher Lee Wachal, Lexington
Alan Miles Wade, Campbellsburg
Katherine Parrish Walden, Midway
George Scott Walker?", Prestonsburg
Marsha Dawn Walker, Ashland
Kathryn Ann Walton, Lexington
Melissa B. Ware"", Owensboro
Roderick Lance Warren, Sebree
Henry Frank Waters, Jr., Louisville
Robert Scott Watson, Charleston, WV
Teresa Keller watson", Lexington
Tracy Ellen Webb, Lexington
Anne Edwards Wesley, Hendersonville, TN
Laura Anderson West, Anchorage
Mark William Wheeler, Leawood, KS
Kenneth R. Whitehouse, Jr.", Danville
Ellen Allen Whitley, Lexington
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Sabina Carol Widner, Radcliff
Charles Scott Wiglesworth, Lexington
James Gregory Wilborn, Lexington
Rae Carole Williams, Lexington
Karen Lynn Wilson, Henderson
Sheila LeAnne wnscn->, Maysville
Laura Lee Witherspoon":", Somerset
Patsy Jean Wood", Glasgow
Andrea Michelle Young, Versailles
Laura Denise Young'?", Hawesville
Michael Scott Youngling, LaGrange
Amealia Rakestraw Zachary", Slaughters
Marilyn Graham Zarreii, Nashville, TN
Bachelor of General Studies
Paul Richard Andrews, London
David Wayne Barr, Louisville
Maura Claire Begleyv", Pittsburgh, PA
Jeannette Gaye Bennett", Ashland
Jean Winfield Bird, Bowling Green
Gilbert Frank Bosley, Owensboro
Susan D. Brothers, Goshen
Emily Elizabeth Brown, Lexington
Dennis Allen Cashw, Cecilia
Paul Matthew Clark, Louisville
Joanthan Buckley Clay, Lexington
Jeff S. Davis, Elizabethtown
Christopher Michael Derry?", Villa Hills
Pamela Pearle Dixon, Shelbyville
Laura Luxon Durham, Richmond
Kelley Lynn Eberwein"", Lexington
Amy Susanne BeVille Elder, Chattanooga,
TN
Daniel Collier Elkin III··, Lancaster
Jody Allison Fox, Louisville
Danny Ray Frances, Crofton
Joyce Kerry Gadbois, Lexington
David Ellis Gamble, Hopkinsville
Julia Anne Goins", Mason, OH
Jacqueline F. Grantham, Hopkinsville
Joy Ann Graves, Lexington
Jennifer Gay Hager", Brandenburg
Tony Ray Halburnt, Harlan
Frank Cole Hare", Lexington
Virginia Lee Harrod, New Castle
Christopher Kevin Hazle", Hodgenville
William Lee Hodges", Lexington
Kathleen Mary Eichelberger Hougham",
Lexington
Virginia M. Hougham, Lexington
Jeffrey Alan Hughes, Hopkinsville
Teddy Arvin Jackson, Bardstown
Leslee Charles Jordan, Lexington
Steven Allen Kersey"", Radcliff
Cathy Ann Lilev", Elizabethtown
Joseph Philip Logsdon"", Lexington
Charles Leland Marcum, Hazard
Michael John Massey, Lexington
Anthony Curtis Mayes>", Paintsville
David Craig McAnelly, Liberty
Jeffery Ray Mclntosh"", Lexington
Bruce Lee Meador, Huntington, WV
Robert Morton Monarch, Jr., Hardinsburg
Karen Yvonne Mosleyw , Toledo, OH
Rebecca C. Myers, Lancaster
Nancy Ellen Nicholsv". Bluffton, IN




Mitchel Neil Price", Oil.Springs
Elizabeth Renee Ransdell?", Nicholasville
David Anthony Reesors ", Elizabethtown
James H. Reynolds, Jr., Virginia Beach,
VA
Joseph Edward Richie, Florence
Reid Dennis Rippetoev", Russell Springs
David Ray Robinson, Owensboro
Cheryl Darlene Roland, Lexington
Craig Stephen Ross, Ft. Mitchell
Gregory Arthur Rosten?", Glenwood, MN
Russell Henry Schmidt, Jr.'?", Wilmore
Shelly Slatin'", Lexington
Frances Theresa Srnith'", Bardstown
Jennifer Bruce Stratton'?", Harrodsburg
James Earl Tharp
George Russell Thornton", Owenton
Tina Marie Trent", Hazel Green
Michelle Rene True, Lexington
Michael Gerard Velotta, Cleveland, OH
Pichyam Daniel Vichitbandha, Lexington
David Thomas Voit, Lexington
Gregory Douglas Walter", Crestwood
Anne Margaret Wesley, Somerset
Richard Charles white", Louisville
Crystal Dawn Willhoite, Nicholasville
Bradley H. Williams, Greenwich, CT
Donna Jane Wilson", Ft. Knox
Bachelor of Science
Gregory Lamott Adams, Owensboro
Phillip Ray Adams":", Paintsville -
Robert Dale Allenv", Maysville
Sheri Lay Amburn":", Paducah
Frederick Alan Asbury, Frankfort
Ramak Asgari'?", Tehran
Julie Lynette Baher"", Louisville, OH
Ronald Steven Ball, Anchorage
David Hamilton Ballantyne?", Charlotte,
NC
Wendy Lee Barkman, Boca Raton, FL
Charles Glen Barrentine, Owensboro
Mohammed Viqar Basheeruddin",
Lexington
Jennifer Eileen Biagi, Shelbyville
Brian Robert Bias", Huntington, WV
Douglas Lowell Blake, Lexington
Robert Nolan Bobo, Jr., South Shore
Yeshimebet Ayele Bogale", Prestonsburg
Wes D. Branstetter, Horse Cave
Donna J. Bridgmanv", Monticello
Garnett Cecil Brown Il l'", Alexandria, VA
Timothy Carlton Brown, Cynthiana
Barry Doyle Burchette", Paducah
Joseph Lee Burnett, Louisville
Christopher Allen Button, Lexington
Gregory John Byrnes
Robert Rawdon Callis, Montgomery AL
Jennifer Louise Campbell", Lexington
Jan Fairia Carlisle, Paducah
Scott P. Carmer, Lincoln, NE
Mark Estus Carmony, Franklin, OH
Irene Loraine Carter, Flatwoods
Catherann Moreland Caudill, Lexington
David A. Charley, Lexington
Cecilia Marie Clarke, Lexington
Ricky Stanley Collis, Louisville
Catherine Reno Conawayv", Dayton, OH
Judie Ann Cooper", Louisville
Keith Patrick Cornish?", Lexington
Andra Patrise Drummer Couchv",
Lexington
Monica Valerie Cox", Lexington
Robert Anderson Crumv", Ashland
Thomas Lee Cruther, Louisville
Scott Gregory Cuccaro", Hamilton, OH
Donna Lisa D'Agostino, Valley Stream,
NY
Jenipher Elen Dalton, Louisa
Don Steven Damron"", Virgie
Mark Allan Davenport, Florence
Anna Marie Jurgensen Del-laven, Danville
Karen Annette Dixon, Henderson
Scott Dale Dixon?", Frankfort
Rhea Edwin Dobson?", Versailles
Karen Denise Dory, Lexington
Melinda Morningstar Dowden-Kruger,
Lexington
Robert Thomas Drury, Owensboro
Karl Benjamin Durden'?', Independence
Stacey Sue Durham, Columbia
Clark Petro Edmiston, Lexington
Kurt Daniel Edwards, Mahopac
Tamura Shaun Elliott, Morning View
David Warren Englands ", Louisa
Richard William Erpenbeck, Edgewood
Danna Jean Bvans"", North Middletown
James R. Faulkner", Lexington
Gerald Godfrey Fister, Lexington
Dwayne Lee Fletcher, Clay City
Michael Neil Fox", Lexington
Larry Michael Fraley, Flatwoods
Mark Stratton Frangooles", Lexington
Laura Beth Frazier, Ashland
Andrea Marjory Fredenburg, Radcliff
Carroll Eugene Fulkerson, Jr., Henderson
William Anthony Funke, Demossville
Edith K. Gaines, Corydon
George Simon Gales, Beckley, WV
Joseph P. Gilesv", Versailles
Kurt Edward Godshall··, Annapolis, MD
Dwight David Graham, Greenfield, IN
Natalie Rose Green", Lexington
Jeffery Haze Griffith, Corbin
Laura Marie Gushuev", Lexington
Jon Marshall Guth"", Flemingsburg
Thomas Lee Hackman?", Ft. Mitchell
Harold Lloyd Halfhill II, Richmond
Michael Allen Hall, Radcliff
Michael John Harrison, Lexington
Robert John Hartgrovew , Owensboro
Paul Key Herrell, Elkton
David Louis Herrick, Lexington
Norris Freeman Higdon, Big Clifty
Robert Thomas Hill", Corbin
Cheryl Lory Hines", Louisville
David Andrew Hissam"", Ashland
Robin Annette Horn, Lexington
David Ralph Hornback, Lexington
Dwight Thomas Huddleston, Burkesville
Mark David Hume··, Jeffersontown
Roger Loyd Humphries, Ft. Thomas
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Mitchell Allen Jaquishs>, Wilmore
James Robert Johnson'?", Lexington
Maureen Anne Joyce, Lexington
Gregory Scott Kelley, Radcliff
John Edward Kemp, Louisville
Jack Kendrick, Jr., Wheelwright
Jaleh Khorramv'", Middlesboro
Christopher Paul Killmeier, Louisville
Sung Hui Kims", Seoul
Karen Elaine Krohman, Ft. Mitchell
Adam Krumholz, Louisville
Raymond Martin Latendresse", Radcliff
Jeffrey Louis Leaberry", Huntington, WV
Andrea Kay Leal, Lexington
Margarethe Elaine Leonard, Lexington
Stephen T. Lewis, Lexington
Troy Wayne Ligon, Paducah
Catherine Mae Lingle, Nicholasville
Doris Mui-Yen Loh
Dana Jill Lyons, Lexington
Vincent J. Marino'?", Lexington
Djuan Lovette Marshall, Louisville
Robert Brian Mattingly, Elizabethtown
David William Mayleben, Edgewood
Patrick Charles McCarthy··, Detroit, MI
David Keith McCombs, Lexington
Kimberly Renee McCoy, Pikeville
Brian Miller Mclvlullan"", Shelbyville
Todd Alan Merchant, Bagdad
Misty Marie Miller, Louisville
Samuel Craig Miller?", Tacoma, WA
Tom S. Mitchell, Smiths Grove
Robert Dale Money", Upton
Martin Breslin Monson's", Lexington
Justine Roback Montgomery, Somerset
Jonathan Craig Moore", Central City
Mary Katherine Moores>, Geneva
Kevin Lane Morris, Warsaw
Charles Edward Morrison Ill", Corbin
Thomas Bernard Mueller, Ft. Wright
Sandra Lois Nation, Owensboro
John W. Newcomb", Campbellsville
Boyd Nichols, Jr.··, McKee
Mary Evelyn O'Danielv", Lexington
John Stephen Ott", Millersburg
Donna Beth Payne?", Lexington
Leigh Anne Pearman, Elizabethtown
Glen Hill Pearson, Louisville
David Elmo Peele, Winfield, WV
David Elliott Pierce"", Lexington
Christopher Jerome Pramuk, Lexington
Joseph Franklin Pulliam, Frankfort
James Allen Rannes, Maysville
Susan Carol Richard, Lexington
Scott Anthony Riley'<", Louisville
Dee Myron Ripley, Lexington
Bruce L. Risene", Lexington
Sarah Ellen Roark, Lexington
Jody Jean Runge", Waukon, IA
Lewis Brent Runkle, Findlay, OH
James Lawrence Saindon", Lexington
Eric Dewayne Salyer?", Paintsville
John Brooks Sanders-», Lexington
Lisa Morley Sawyer, Lexington
Deborah Ruth Scarborough, Lexington
Tanya Renee Scarbrough·, Fancy Farm
Walter Casey Schmitt·, Dayton, OH
Lisa Ann Schmoetzer··, Corydon, IN
Jeffrey Thomas Schrandv'", Florence
Andrew Frederick Schultz, Somerset
Carley Jeff Scott, Lexington
Kathy Anne Scott", Ft. Thomas
Kristin A. Searles, Flemington, NJ
Willard Thomas Shearin
William Joseph Short", Paintsville
Jacqueline Hutchinson-Dhaval Shukla,
Lexington
David Leon Sieberkrob, Jr ... , Nicholasville
Tina Faye Simpson, Williamstown
Mary Jane Smallwood, Elizabethtown
Gary Allen Smith, Louisville
Lesia Daneu Smiths", Hindman
Randy Joe Southworth, Lexington
Kathy Annette Stevens, Flatwoods
Charles Jeffrey Stine", Willisburg
Matthew Francis Sturgeon, Louisville
Charles Brian Sturgill, Ashland
Teresa Skinner Sullivan", Nolensville, TN
Stewart Phillips Surgener, Louisville
Charles E. Tanner, Utica
Theresa Lynn Taulbee", Florence
Lynda Tuley Taylor", Evansville, IN
Shawn Alan Terry, Louisville
David Wayne Thompson, Sitka
Dennis Ray Thompson, Henderson
Richard Lee Thompson", Milton
Thomas Edward Thompson, Edmonton
Steven Ray Toneyv", Benton
Christiane Aino Trauss"
Joy Lynn VanDyke", Louisville
Robin Scott Varble", Lexington
Joseph Robert Vidal, Lexington
Paul Edward Vogt, Lexington
Patrick Scott Wagner, Lexington
Gregory Scott walton", Lexington
Kel1ieKeen Ware, London
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Kelly Dean Watson, Lexington
Wesley E. Watson. Shelbyville
Eric zane Welch, Dayton, OR
Samuel George Welch, Maysville
Earl Raymond Wells, Lexington
Robert Lee White, Jt., Cincinnati, OR
William Roy Whitford, II", Madisonville
Douglas Paul Williams", Louisville
Mark Scott Wllliams'", Sonora
Alan Witarlan
Michael Kevin Woodrum, Elizabethtown
Gregory Milano Woolfolk, Lexington
Anne Leslie Wright, Louisville
Richard Wright, Louisville
Tobitt Barrow Wright", Middletown, OR
Manuel Jacobo Yanes B... , Caracas
Linda Marie York, Lexington
David Allen Young'", Bloomfield
Stacy Lee Zutt, Louisville
College of Agriculture
Dean: Charles E. Barnhart
Bachelor of Science
in Agriculture
Karen Lynne Absher, Nicholasville
Chris A. Ashby, Livermore
Beth Elaine Atwood, Stanford
Marcia J. Azbill, Richmond
David Alan Baird, Owensboro
Kelly Warren Bennett*"', Beaver Dam
Shelby Terry Bertram, Windy
Brett Douglas Bittle, Frederick, MD
Dwight Allan Boles, Shelbyville
Charles Eugene Boyd II, Mays Lick
Patricia McKenney Braasch", Cincinnati
Theresa Hadley Brockman, Columbia
John Mark Brown, Morganfield
Michael Terry Brown, Finchville
Michael T. Buckman. Flaherty
Steven R. Cambron: Calhoun
Virgil Nicholas Carstea"", Chantilly, VA
Jeffery P. Carter, Allegany, NY
Susan L. Chiles, Russellville
Kenley Edwin Conner, Buffalo
Joseph A. Courtney, Henderson
David Norman Crouch, Campbellsville
Robert E. Cundiff, Owensboro
Gene Roper Davie, Hopkinsville
Timothy Kelvin Dick", Monticello
Byron Ross Drury* *, Versailles
Mitchell Dean Dunn, Williamstown
Stacy Ann Evans", Paris
Endre Fink, Rep. of Panama
Mark E. Fluty, Burkesville
Logan Edward Foster, Lexington
Richard Lee Freeman, Ashland
Francis Glenn Goatley", Springfield
John Edward Graham, Lexington
Anthony Gwyn Gray, Richmond
Mark Ellis Gray, Vincennes, IN
Steve Wright Gray, Nicholasville
Tim W. Gray
Marc Austin Guilfoil, Glasgow
Kenney Ray Gulley, Flemingsburg
John David Hagman, Hawesville
Gary Duncan Hamilton, Paris
Jennifer Joan Heidgerd, Lexington
Reid Marc Helford**, Northbrook, IL
Barry Alan Hines, Philpot
Shelly Ann Hinton, Bardstown
Mark A. Houtchenv", Owensboro
James Gentry Hughes, Pleasureville
John Isgrigg III", Elizabethtown
John Wesley Johnson II, Ashland
Allen Andrew Jones, Ashland
Jeffery Lee Jones", Frankfort
Timothy Ray Jones, Frankfort
Mark Vincent Kane, Louisville
Mary Kamela Kast, Key Largo, FL
Karen Marie Keightley, Lexington
Susan Kay Puckett Keith, Hodgenville
David Duane Kelly, Georgetown
Robert W. Kirby", London
Charles Dexter Knight**, Nicholasville
Robert Joseph Larkin", Maysville
Mark Allen Linkous, Campton
Robin Hill Logan, Shelbyville
Lesley Clayborn Lyle'?", Campbellsburg
Keith Edward Manion**, Scottsville
David Kyle Maple, Henderson
Alice Lynne Marksberryv", Owenton
Alan Lee MaughIin*
William Matthew McCauley, Greenville
Frank Robinson McClure, Lexington
John C. McElroy, Morganfield
David Lee McGlothlin, Ewing
Preston Scott McMahon**, Louisville
Colleen Rose McMullen*, Angola, NY
Roberta Lynn Meyer*, Cox's Creek
Harry Andrew Mills, Jr., Guston
Blake Moore, Cincinnati, OH
Jeffrey Wayne Moore, McKee
Myron Ross Moore", Frankfort
Thomas William Moore", California
Dale Scott Murphy, Stamping Ground
Thomas Murrell Murphy, Washington, DC
Leslie D. Nichols, Lexington
Paula Kelly Nieto", Lexington
John Robert O'Bryan"", Ekron
Juan Fernando Ortiz", Santo Domingo
Victoria Lynn Owens, Versailles
Robert Courtney Pearce, Pewee Valley
Hughie Richard Pedigo Ill, Glasgow
Michael A. Peters, Princeton
Douglas Richard Peterson, Lebanon
Thomas Scott Petty, Indianapolis, IN
Barbara S. Phillips, Lexington
Julio Cesar Puentes, Venezuela
James Randell Purvis, Midway
Kimberly Kay Ragland, Hodgenville
Ben Randolph, Moore Haven, FL
Carl Thomas Redmond", Tollesboro
Nancy Susette Reigart, Sebree
Michael Scott Ricketts", Richmond
Mary Car linda Roberts, Louisville
William Grant Roberts, Mill Springs
Dennis Robinson", Paris
John Kenton Romines", Edmonton
Lea Ann Ruck, Louisville
Michele Lee Sargent *", Georgetown
Scott Carl Schroeder", Lexington
Martin K. Schultz, Alexandria
George Earl Sexton, Danville
Marvin Scott Shimfessel", Winchester
Glenn N. Slack", Guthrie
Stacy Glen Slagle", Monticello
Jana Lee Smith, Hillsboro, OH
Karin Ramona Smith, Liberty
Mark S. Smith", Gray
Gary Cecil Stambaugh, Wittensville
Ronald Anthony Strong"", Hickman
George Thomas Swint, Jr. "", Nashville,
TN
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Brian L. Swords, Hopkinsville
Stephen E. Tedder, Knifley
Myron Dennis Thornberry, Rush
Thomas B. Tipton, Versailles
Marcus T. Trautman, Glasgow
Dennis Ray Truesdell, Tollesboro
Malcolm Davis Turley, Paris
Daniel Lee Tuttle", Fordsville
Robert Douglas Wachs, Lexington
Sarah Anne Waggener**, Harrodsburg
Natalie Arliss Wells, Lexington
Kevin Philip Welsheimer, Enon, OH
Robin Elizabeth Wharton, Lexington
Sarah Louise White", Paris
Robert Thomas Wicker, Jr., Lebanon
James Allen Williams, Winchester
Harold Bruce Willis", Columbia
Stephanie Ann Wilson, Danville
William Jeffery Wilson", Henderson
Michael Breck Witt", Nicholasville
Suzanne Lee Zweigart", Maysville
Bachelor of Science
in Food Science
Sheri Kaye Traugott Elsea", Lexington
James Marshall Hopwood, Nicholasville
Charles Anthony Payne", Slaughters
Sandra Kay Staab, Louisville
Bachelor of Science in
Forestry
Robert David Bean", Lexington
John Alvin Brashear, Jr. ". Benton
Mark Nicholas Fanatico?", Lexington
Brian Edward Hall", Lexington
Martin Brooke High, II", Radcliff
Mark Evan Hooks'?", Lexington
Dennis W. Kramer, Bowling Green
Ronald William Meyer, Alexandria
John Matthew Minehart", Middletown,
OH
Kenneth Howard Rutherford, Middlesboro
Gavin Lee Wilson, Lancaster
Bochelor of Science
in Londscope Architecture
Stephen Dyer Austin, Paducah
Oren James Bernhardt, Rumsey
Molly Moore Davis, Georgetown
Julia Alison Hensley", Danville
Christopher Henry Manning, Glasgow
Ashlee Lander Owen, Lexington
James William Polack", Ft. Wayne, IN
Glenn Alan Rock, Bellevue, OH
College of Engineering
Dean: Ray M. Bowen
Bachelor of Science in
Agricultural Engineering
Gary Dean Cambron". Calhoun
Robert Allan Curtis, Woodstock, NY
George Steven Leong", Louisville
Bachelor of Science
in Chemical Engineering
Jeffery Wayne Adkins, Ashland
Ted L. Caudill, Louisa
Ross Lee Cottingham, Henderson
Durwin Glenn Dawson, Lexington
Stuart Douglas Ecton ..... Lexington
Paul Dawson Everman, Jr., Louisville
Gregory Todd Fleming, Croften
Timothy Wayne Gambrel, Lexington
Warren James Green, Lexington
Rocky Lane Hudson, Benton
Arthur Shiyataro Hughes, Lexington
Douglas Henry Krzystowczykv", Bowling
Green
Bobby Wood Larimore, Jr., Hodgenville
Michelle Therese Marra, Lexington
Brent Eric McNeese". Brooksville
Kevin Wayne Medley", Louisville
Todd Joseph Miles, Louisville
Phillip Eugene Miller, Lloyd
Bradley James Montgomeryv", Paducah
Matthew Lee Montgomery, Charleston,
wv
Paul Allen Nelson, Frankfort
Taunya Ann Phillips, Danville
Nancy Leigh Rochester", Pittsburgh, PA
Aza Alexander Shumate", Madison, IN
Joseph Gerard Szemethy, Owensboro
Michael Eugene Williams, Albany
Vera Jo Williams, Georgetown
Michael Ross Wilson", Calhoun
Bachelor of Science
in Civil Engineering
Franklin Blake Adams, Stanton
Robert Alexander Amato, Frankfort
Guillermo Andrade", Quito
Allen Douglas Baldwin", Frankfort
Joseph Todd Ball", Somerset
Jim M. Banks", McRoberts
Herbbie Wayne Bannisterv'", Sadieville
Maverick L. Bentley, Stanville
Donald Lee Blanton, Paintsville
Paul D. Bray", St Charles, IL
Gregory L. Brown, Independence
Ralph Curt Carlberg, Jr., Muldraugh
Randall Dale Combs, Hazard
Keith Robin Damron", Myra
Kevin F. Damron", Dorton
David Robin Daniel, Madisonville
Jeffrey Dean Delaney, Erlanger
Christopher Howard Dickinson, Bowling
Green
Patsy Lea Bkers'?", Ashland
Terry Mitchell Farmer", Hyden
Scott David Forrest", Ashland
Thomas A. Friley", Catlettsburg
Don W. Fuller II, Lexington
Joseph Coleman Gorham, Lexington
William Thomas Guilfoil", Lexington
Alfred David Hall", Lexington
Ted L. Hornbuckle, Ashland
Billy Joe Justice", Lexington
Gregory Anthony Kreutzjans, Ft. Wright
Maurice A. Lloyd", Lexington
Charles Gerard Maus, Jamestown
John Hunter Miller"", Versailles
Chuck Mullins, Hindman
Theodore Cecil Noe, Harlan
Gregory Fife Parsons'", Cincinnati, OH
Giles Kelly Rankin", Warsaw
Matthew Douglas Robinson, Frankfort
Wayne Williams Sharp**, Winchester
Christopher Travis Sherk", Dayton, OH
James Curtis Simpson, Pleasureville
Charles Jeff Sims*, Lexington
Timothy Robert Spencer", Paintsville
Lyle Douglas Starcher", Lexington
Joseph Eugene Strehl, Jr. **, Owensboro
Paul Edward Stringer, Jr." ", Ashland
Nasby Robert Stroop**, Barbourville
Tjien Gien Tjhang, Indonesia
Steven Kelly Waddle, Frankfort
Shawn Patrick Washer", Cadiz
Terrell Gene Webb, Olive Hill
Anthony West, Manchester
Michael West", Goose Rock
Donald Troy Williams", Frankfort
James Douglas Wright, Red Bush
Bachelor of Science
in Electrical Engineering
Michael Bruce Allen, Lexington
Jennifer Elizabeth Beauchamp'?", Rich-
mond, VA
Lonnie Earl Bellar, Russellville
Gerald Douglas Bergman", Independence
Michael Arthur Biles, Versailles
Allen Todd Breeze", Maysville
William Scott Bridges, Lexington
Gregory Guy Carter", Lexington
James Ray Carter, Russell
Emery Scott Cave, Louisville
David Wayne Collins", Pikeville
Michael Francis Conway, Lexington
Jeffrey Scott Cooke, Louisville
Robert Phillip Cottrell'", Ashland
Roger Thomas Cox", Lawrenceburg
Ernest Cole Cruse II, Louisville
David Arthur Dick", Frankfort
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Charles Edmond Eddins, Jr., Louisville
Elie G. El-Rouaiheb, Lexington
John Martin Emmert, Lexington
Paul H. Enderle", Harrodsburg
David Wayne Epperson", Somerset
Kerry Wayne Evans", Corbin
Anders Norton Fetzer", Cincinnati, OH
Joanna Catherine Flesch, Lexington
James L. Flowers, Somerset
Paul Alan Franklin, Mt. Sterling
Daniel Rea Garrett", Morganfield
Zane Dwight Gastineau, Nicholasville
Stan Lyndon Greer", Somerset
Carl Thomas Hardin", Springfield
Arun Narayan Hebbur, Bridgeville, PA
Teresa Lynn Herndon, Lexington
Sijean Miller Hill, Carrollton
Thomas E. Horlander, Lexington
John Peter Imredy, Lexington
Julia Ann Kidd, Edgewood
Pamela G. Kimmel, Ashland
Steven Cameron Kirchner, Lexington
Walter Conley Kivett, Somerset
John Patrick Lalley, Erlanger
Timothy Allen Lambert**, Huntington,
WV
David Keith Lane, Lexington
Thomas James Lauderback, Twin Falls, ID
Anthony Ora Lawrence", Winchester
Tobe Brian Lawson, Garrett
Jennifer R. Looney, Middletown, OH
Lester Eugene Lynd, Jr., Westfield, NJ
Christopher Scott Marchese, Washington,
DC
Mathew L. McFarland", Nicholasville
Terry Lee Mcllvain, Versailles
James Andrew Miller, London
Jonathan Douglas Miller, London
Mansoor Noor Mohammad", Karachi
Roland Dyche Mullins, Mt. Vernon
William Charles Nelson, Lexington
John Auxier Newman", Paintsville
Mark Ncviasky, Berea
Thomas Michael O'Brien, Lexington
James Taylor Pauley", Greenup
Leland Scott Paynter, Lexington
Joseph Lawrence Peterson, Lexington
David Allen Pickard, Barbourville
Rebecca Lee Pieper, Burlington
Mary Ann Ramseyv'", Huntington, WV
Ken Wayne Reeves, Lexington
Robert Douglas Rices ", Parksville
James G. Richey", Maysville
Robert Scott Rowe, Frankfort
Dwayne F. Russell, Owensboro
Timothy Jay Rust, California
Stephen Louis Schwartz", Neville, OH
Samuel Wayne Sexton, Louisville
Keith Lamont Smith, Sonora
Jeffery L. Spears, Betsy Layne
Mark Dennis Stanley, Wirtz, VA
Sophia Pei-Yu Tang'", Lexington
Robert E. "Terry, Mt. Sterling
John Andrew Tomlinson, Frankfort
David Stephen Trinler**, Lexington
Richard Perry Van Dyke, Jr., Jackson
Robert D. Vaughn II, Corbin
Thomas Matthew Villani":", Marietta, OH
Larry Michael Ward, Phelps
James Frank Wessels, Park Hills
Renata Louise Williams, Paducah
Byron T. Wilson"'''', Lexington
William Grant Wilson, Mt. Sterling
Perry Randall Wims, Franklin
Bachelor of Science
in Mechanical Engineering
Gary Hamilton Adams**, Georgetown
Robert Eric Adams'" ", Elizabethtown
Roger Lee Allison, Lexington
John Baker, Hazard
John Reece Baker**, Elizabethtown
Robert W. Bobo, Jr."'''', Paducah
James Garrett Burton'?", Ashland I
James Martin Carr, Cynthiana
Christopher Joseph Contino'?", Circleville,
OH
William Michael Crooks, Ashland
Thomas Lee Crutcher, Louisville
Richard Ray Curnutte**, Russell
Michael Wayne Dodson, Paducah
Joseph S. Dowdy, Jr.**, Lexington
Christopher Andrew Ducas, Winchester
Sandra Kay Elam, Lexington
John Paul Richard Elias, Danville
Johnny Ray Elrods ", Paducah
Gwynn Anne Fister, Danville
Jeffrey Dale Fletcher**, Paducah
Joseph Marshall Edward Fulford'?",
Yukon, OK
Dan Christopher Funke, DeMossville
Robert Charles Gebhardt, Jr. **,
Springfield, IL
Michael David Gravatte, Lexington
Jean Alice Grotophorsts ", Sauk City, WI
Charles E. Hall, Jr., Danville
Mitchell B. Hamm**, Somerset
Curtis Gregory Harper, Owensboro
Stuart Eugene Hayden**, Louisville
Otis Eugene Hayes, Mt. Vernon
Douglas David Heimerdinger, Louisville
Steven Roy Holsclaw, Lexington
Thomas Mark Holthaus**, Ft. Mitchell
John Harris Houston III, Lexington
Raymond James Huellemeier, Ft. Wright
Harold David Huffaker, Monticello
Randall Lee Hurt, Lexington
Matthew Scott Kights ", Lexington
Mark Thomas Least, Corbin
Michael D. Lewis, Cumberland
Noel Wayne Lively, Owensboro
Ronald Dale Long""", Lewisport
Sheldon Michael Lovelace, Wickliffe
Michael Gordon May**, Danville
Mark Edward Mayfields ", Kevil
Maureen Ann McCarty, Owensboro
John McClellan Meredith, J r. "", Louisville
Joe David Mullins, Cadiz
William Robert Nunn, Henderson
Michael Thomas Orth**, Ft. Thomas
Anthony Phillip Osborn**, Charleston,
WV
Raymond Belin Otero, Jr., Richmond
George Maxwell Owens, Lexington
Dale Lynn Perkins, Horse Cave
Tu Phan**, Lexington
John Davis Philley**, Morehead
Robert Drake Phillips, Maysville
Kevin Louis Reid, Livermore
Philip Patrick Resig**, Murray
Larry Dale Richmond, Lexington
Calvin Wayne Riggs'' ", Sonora
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Jack Harvey Runyon, Jr.**, Ashland
George Edward Scherzer, Jr., Louisville
Kurt Clement Schueringe ", Louisville
Paul Jeffery Schweiger, Louisville
Scott David Shapirov", Benton
Clarence Carl Smith", Flatwoods
Deborah Susan Smith, Winchester
Gloria Kay Starns**, Lexington
Lyndon Scott Stephens, Ashland
Jeffrey David Stockham, Lexington
Richard Arthur Walters?", Cynthiana
Lewis Emmit Wiggens**, Somerset
Mark Wayne Wilson, Russellville
Michael Shayne Wilson, Lewisburg
Mark Edward Wise**, Bedford
Bachelor of Science
in Metallurgical Engineering
Michael Glenn Baltenberger, Louisville
Brian Thomas Batts, Lexington
Rodney Franklin Carver, Sebree
Jonathan Charles Jones**, Lexington
Bachelor of Science
in Mining Engineering
Alan Keith Ashley, Hindman
James L. Brown>, Providence
Ronald Wayne Burns, Manchester
Charles Brent Childers, Hindman
Dennis James Cotton, Manchester
Troy Keith Davisv", Providence
Steve A. Desimone", Jenkins
Giles Michael Meighens ", Morganfield
James Morton Owens, Jellico, TN
Allan Eugene Robinson, Manchester
Robert Anthony Head Simms, Madisonville
Michael William Whitney", Incline Village,
NV
College of Education
Dean: Edgar L. Sagan
Bachelor of Arts
in Education
Lyn Roark Adams, Lexington
Charles William Ahern, Versailles
Shelia Rae Allen, Minnie
Mary Lynn Allender"", Lexington
Stacey Lynn Amburgey, Lexington
Georgiana E. Addams Anderson",
Georgetown
Kim Diane Anderson?", Harrodsburg
Mary Claire Antoine?", Louisville
Andrea F. Ardeshir
Gina Carroll Arnold, Lexington
Mark Collins Atherton, Lexington
Teresa Tropoulos Babb", Frankfort
Martha Jean Babcock, Lexington
Lolita Lynn Baldridge, Langley
Sherri Leigh Barney". Ashland
Claire Michelle Batt, Lexington
Laura Alyson Beck, Cynthiana
Pamela Lee Ann Bernard'?"
Nell Margaret Bertram, Albany
Maria Teresa Blazejewski, Erlanger
Tricia A. Blevins"", Lexington
Melanie Ann Bloyd. Crestwood
Kristina D. Parsons Bradley, Lexington
Suzanne Denise Breeden
Daniel Henley Brown**, Frankfort
Amber Allen Bruner
Bridget Alice Callaway, Peoria, IL
Michael E. Campbell?", Hamilton, OH
Wendy Jill Carney*, Lawrenceburg
Laura Margaret Cecil, Bloomfield
Valerie Harman Cecil**, Lexington
Redonna Kay Chandler**, Marion
Mary Gail Clarkson
Elizabeth Anne Cline* "', Catlettsburg
Charles Michael Clines, Lexington
Valerie Ann Coffey?", Louisville
Robert Vincent Collins?", Lexington
Charles Shepherd Ccmbs" ", Holland, MI
Karla Lanham Combs, Lebanon
Robert Stephen Combsv", Lexington
Susan Ann Coyle?", Danville
Jean Marie Crawford, Junction City
Carla Dell Crum"". Louisville
Waymouth Ira Cumpton, Jr. """, Raceland
Colleen Curran, Dayton, OH
Diane Maria Darpel?", Edgewood
Catherine Anne Daugherty, Falmouth
Linda Kay Davis, Sanders
Suzanne Rae Davis*"', Lexington
William Robert Dennison, Jr.",
Elizabethtown
Tammy Lynn Devine, Harrodsburg
Mary Helen Devries, Brandenburg
Lori Ann Dick*"', Science Hill
Tina A. Dick, Monticello
Stephen Allan Dilly", Louisville
Donna Jean Douglas?", Maysville
Ann M. Juett Drewitz"", Lexington
Sharon Lynn Duke, Cincinnati, OH
Lori Lynn Duley, Ashland
Janice Tipton Duncan, Port Royal
Linda Rae Durham, Anchorage
Mary Jane Ecton, Lexington
Sharyl Fried Emberton, Lawrenceburg
Kimberly Gail England, Madisonville
Angela Maria Estes, Lexington
Bobbie Lee Evans, Pine Knot
Glenn Hunt Fanelli, Louisville
Catherine S. Fath, Lexington
Susan Willoughby Faw, Lexington
Anna Workman Feldman", Louisville
Anthony Grant Felice, Maysville
Anna Lee Pergusonv", Bowling Green
Lori Leigh Jennings Ferriell, Crestwood
Stephanie Leigh Florence, Lexington
Viki Young Ford", Lexington
Marcia Elizabeth Fort?", Hopkinsville
Kenneth Joseph Francke'?", Louisville
Kathleen Ramsey Frank", Lexington
Suzanne Renee Freeman, Lexington
Jeffrey Arliss Fuson, Corbin
Paul James Gambert, Jeffersontown
Jayne Ann Gattozzi, Lexington
David Richard Gibson"", Hamilton, OH
Cheryl Ann Denton Gilley*"', Glasgow
Patrick Joseph Gormley, Versailles
Steven P. Grady, Staten Island, NY
Anita Robyn Grayv", Ashland
Angela Annette Green
David Eugene Grigson
Kathleen Carol Grogan, Somerset
Lisa Michele Hacker, Lexington
Gregory David Haitzv"
Deronda Lynn Halcomb?", Gordon
Bradley Scott Hall, Gilbertsville
Terry Beth Ham'?", Hendersonville, TN
Lisa Ann Hampton, Barbourville
Karla Celeste Heckrotte, Lancaster
Patricia Joan Hedges, Louisville
Kristy Lee Henderson", Ashland
Patricia Alyce Beard Henderson"
Leigh Ellen Henry, Lexington
Theresa Lynn Herald"", Cold Spring
Donna M. Herbst'", Richmond
Cathy Marie Hobbs"", Flaherty
Tamara Annette Hoffmann'?", Danville
Pabby Jean Holbrook, Wheelwright
Letitia Riffe Hollingsworth, Lexington
Gene Allen Hosey, Marion
Leslie Ann Howard, Florence
Michael David Hughes", Hazard
Karen Leigh Isaacs, Hazard
Sheila H. Jameson
Scarlett Ann Johnson, Madisonville
Trina Michelle Johnson, Lexington
Rhonda Belinda Justice, McAndrews
Gary Dean Kelly", Clinton
Mary Sisson Kenney
Renata H. Kennison, Lexington
Cecilia Alvarez Kennoyv", Lexington
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J orie Keyser, Benton
Ida Mae Kimble'?", Vine Grove
Terri Lynn Koontz", Lexington
Anita Maud Lamar, Lewisport
Steven L. Lawson", Lexington
Nancy J 0 Long, Lexington
Wynn B. Long*"', Harlan
Clara T. Magura, Lexington
David B. Mahan'?", Nicholasville
Douglas Franklin Martin, Oak Ridge, TN
Kimberly Ann Martin?", Culpeper, VA
Sharon Renee Martin, Winchester
Virginia Ann Martin?", McDowell
Kimberlee Paige Martinsen", Harbor City,
CA
Suzette Yvonne Masterson":", Bardstown
Margaret Helen McCormick, Winchester
Melodee R. McCracken"', Versailles
Terri McElmurray, Frankfort
Margaret C. Veit McFarland, Columbus,
OH
Julia Lee Miller'?", Owensboro
Christopher Allan Mingo, Lexington
Mary Cordelia Mitchellv", Dawson Springs
Lisa Lynn Moberly", Fairfield, OH
Monica Ann Montgomery, Louisville
Carole J. Stull Moore" -, Kings Mountain
Nancy LeAnn Moore'?", Versailles
Staci Lee Moore"
Crystal Dawn Morris?", Paris
Mattie Lee Morris", Paducah
Marilyn Wright Nanney?", Louisville
Betsy Ann Nantz, Harlan
Nathan Hale Nevels ll , Whitley City
Nancy Ann Newby, Lexington
Benjamin Ray Norris", Owensboro
Rhonda Carol Norvell, Danville
Linda Hudson Oliver, Winchester
Richard Clark Oppenheimer, Ashland
Polly Kay Otto, Ft. Thomas
Sheila Marie Owen, Lexington
Denise Asher Owens, Lexington
Melissa Kaye Pack, Van Lear
Kathy Allen Parrott, Versailles
Donna Jean Pennington, Ashland
Lisa Kaye Peroni, Lebanon
Wesley Neil Phelps, South Shore
Pamela Jean Phillips?", Crestwood
Jamie Louise Pieratt'?", Lexington
Sherry Jean Poore, Albany
Deborah Lynn Powers", LaGrange
Donna Marie Powers?", Fairdale
Jane E. Newman Prince?", Owensboro
Elizabeth Ann Purdon, Louisville
Diane Marie Purdy, Louisville
Martin G. Ramey, Lexington
Kimberly Anne Rardon, Ashland
Bruce Alan Rector, Pendleton, IN
Rox Anna Red Corn, Middletown
Sheila Marie Riley", Elizabethtown
Maria I. Rivera", Elizabethtown
Sheila Rae Roark
Patricia Ann Rusch, Louisville
Helen Theresa Saelinger, Cold Spring
Judy Salmons", Manton
Marci Lynn Sammartin, Lexington
Lisa Karen Sells, Jeffersontown
Gary Willard Sexton**, Norwood, OH
Jennifer Paige Sexton, Lexington
Mary Robin Shacklett, Owensboro
Peter Thomas Shattuck**, Middlesboro
Steven Arthur Shear**, Lexington
Deanna Jane Sheets**, Frankfort
Karen Leigh Simpson, Union
Lauren M. Sipes, Louisville
Carla A. Sizemore, London
Lillian Marie Smallwood, Bardstown
Karen Sue Smith**, Glasgow
Julie Kathleen Snyder'?', Dayton, OH
Elizabeth Marie Sorrells, Louisville
Patricia Spaniol, Somerset
Brenda Kay Spence, Lexington
Selina S. Stathis**, Frankfort
Lana Kay Steenbergen, Leitchfield
Mary Louise Steinmetz, Hopkinsville
Anita Jane Stewart
Eric Lane Stewart, Williamsville, NY
Marsha Gail Story?", Flemingsburg
Edward Bruce Stratton, Versailles
Robert C. Sutherland**, Louisville
Deidra Dee Tatum", Harrodsburg
Sharon Lewis Teske", Ft. Campbell
Sharon Darlene Thacker, Oldham
Nancy Marie Theobald, Louisville
Adele Thistleton, Parkersburg, WV
Vicki Wilcox Thomas, Princeton
Amy Michelle Thompson, Ft. Thomas
John Hardy Tribble, Jr. ", Erlanger
Golia G. Turner**, Jackson
Stella Dianne Turner**, Lexington
Valerie Lynn Ferguson Uebelhor, West
Liberty
Kimberly Harding Vance", Ashland
Linda Diane Vanderbur, Louisville
Suzanne D. Verble*, Clinton, TN
Lisa Gay Vissing**, Louisville
Joyce Gay Wade*, Lexington
Leigh-Ellen -"Wallace, Butler
Judith A. Warren, Lexington
Robert W. Webb, Jr., Owensboro
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Julia Ann Weber, Lexington
Geralyn S. Weisenberger, Mayfield
Melody Lynn Welch, Belfry
Teresa Gay Welch**, Lancaster
Stephen James Wheatley, Springfield
Claire Bennett White*, Louisville
Liza Gwenn White, Manchester
Gina Robertson Whittle", Russell Springs
Lori Alison Wiles, Somerset
Karen Renee Wilkins, Frankfort
Kimberly Renee Williams, Hindman
Marci Lynne Wilson, Cub Run
Donald Jeffery Yarano, Zanesville, OH
Cara B. Young, Louisville
Claudia Kim Zappala, Brandenburg
Ben A. Zimmerman, Jr. *, Frankfort
Bachelor of Science
in Education
Paul Aquila Turner, Happy
College of Business and Economics
Dean: Richard W. Furst
Bachelor of Business
Administration
Loudi Michel Abou-Khalils ", Lexington
Michael Ray Abrams, Fairfield, OH
Ernest Lee Ackiss III·, Lexington
Andrew Owen Adams", Hopkinsville
Thomas Kendall Adams. Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Albrecht'?", Abington, PA
James Victor Allen, Louisville
Lisa Marie Alvey", Leitchfield
Douglas G. Andes, Hamilton, OH
Aaron Marcus Andrew, Bedford
Dana Gail Angel, Lexington
Troy Dwight Antle**, Danville
Cynthia Arnold, Avon Lake, QH
Keith Michael Arnold. Lexington
Michael Brent Arthur", Ashland
Brooke Charles Asbell", Pittsburgh, PA
David Higginson Au, Prospect
Timothy James Aylor, Villa Hills
Wendy Sue Bailey", Cincinnati, OH
Kenneth Landon Baker, Carlisle
Anne Holland Bale, Hodgenville
Leslie Keith Ball, Jr., Bedford
Thomas William Balogh>", Aurora, IL
Fontaine Banks III"', Frankfort
Debbie L. Barber, Frankfort
Wallace Harold Barker, Jr., Hazard
Lisa Lynn Barnett's", Louisville
Julie Marion Bass, Edwardsville, IL
Lloyd Allen Beagle", Lexington
Kevin James Beasmore'?", Edgewood
Paul Gregory Beeler, Louisville
Robert William Beiting'<", Ft. Thomas
Elizabeth Catherine Bell", Louisville
Kathryn Sue Belza, Louisville
Patricia Ann Benton>", Nicholasville
Carrie Neal Bettersworth, Bowling Green
Catherine M. Binhlam, Lexington
Kimberly Dawn Bishop, Paintsville
Grafton Abernathy Black?", Greenville
Beth Darnall Blair, Carlisle
David Brent Blake, Elkton
Beth Ann Blazer, Ashland
Larry Edward Blevins, Jr. "'''', Lexington
Philip Maurice Block, Jr. "', Paducah
Mary Patricia Bloemer, Taylorsville
Richard David Boggess, Greenville
Jeffrey Scott Boling", Owensboro
Randall Steven Bostwick", Franklin, OH
David Hayden Boyd'?", Lexington
John Roger Bradley"", Ashland
Sandra Lynn Brent, Louisville
Belinda Carol Brewer, Pikeville
Jeffrey Martin Brewer, Bardstown
Douglas Wayne Briscoe, Lawrenceburg
Leslie Marie Broeringv", Ft. Thomas
Leisha Browning Brotherton", Pineville,
WV
Andrea Lynn Brown, Dayton, OH
Ann Catherine Brown, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Bruce Alan Brown", Warsaw
Charles Stuart Brown"", Danville
Gayle Lee Brown, Catlettsburg
Jeffrey Todd Brown, Cold Spring
Troy Andrew Bruner'<", Catlettsburg
Michael McCalthy Bryant, Lexington
Phillip Anthony Burbage, Lexington
David Alan Burch, Beattyville
Michael Allen Burns", Gloucester, VA
Ralph David Burns, Lexington
Susan Lynn Burress?", Lexington
Michael Rhodes Burton, Lexington
William Gregory Butler", Hodgenville
Anna Marie Ice Cambron, Bardstown
Charles Gordon Campbell, Jr., Oak Ridge,
NJ
Deborah Lynn Carey, Harrodsburg
Cherie Lou Carlisle, Louisville
Jennifer Leigh Carlson, Paducah
Gerald Kelly Carman"?", Lexington
Conrad Regis Carney II, Pittsburgh, PA
John Leonard Carney?", Louisville
Bradley Harting Carroll?", Frankfort
William Thaddeus Carroll, Louisville
Steve J. Carron, Louisville
Joyce Gail Carter, Elizabethtown
Dwayne Parke Cavanaugh, Lexington
Dale Reum Chapman, Lexington
Joseph F. Ches, Lexington
Steven T. Christerson", Edgewood
Wendy Joyce Christopher, Versailles
Charles Alexander Clark, Jr., Huntington,
WV
Leif Eric Clarke, Ashland
Duane Harold Clayton", Covington
John Fitzgerald Clements?", Louisville
Edwin Todd Cleveland", Villa Hills
Ezra Jay Click, Lexington
Kenneth B. Cobb II, Lexington'
Angela Gayle Collier, Elizabethtown
Paul Blake Conway, Jr.*"', Louisville
Grover Keith Cook, Columbus, OH
Blaine S. Correll, Jr., Somerset
James Robert Courtney, Lexington
Kimberly Ann Courtney, Lexington
Steven Douglas Crews, Paducah
David Lee Cronan, Waterford, MI
Stephen Joseph Crush", Louisville
Martha Jean Cummins, Lexington
Chris J. Cunningham, Prospect
David Lee Curry, Versailles
Jeffrey Scott Dailey">, Ashland
Carollton B. Darland, Jr.?", Louisville
Gregory Francis Daunhauer, Louisville
Raymond Lee Davidson", Centerville, OH
Robert Carl Davis", Albany
John Withington Day"", Lexington
Christine Marie De Puy, Anchorage
Sarah Lynne Demossv", Lexington
Steven Allen Dennis, Paris
Betty Bess Detwiler, Frankfort
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Francis L. Dickerson, Bardstown
Michael Angelo DiMeo, Lexington
Jill Paullin Dinsmore", Lexington
Paula M. Distler, Cincinnati, OH
Andrew Wonn Dixon"", Ashland
Michael Dean Dodson, Lexington
Emily Ann Doming, Edgewood
John Andrew Doss, Hopkinsville
Dana Lee Dotson, Lexington
Patrick Anthony Dougherty, Louisville
John Simms Douglas, Cynthiana
Vonna Lynd Downs, Buffalo
Maria Michelle Dries?", Lexington
Mary Juanita Drinnon, Chattanooga, TN
Jon Alan Dunlap"", Bedford
Monica Denise Dunn, Versailles
Frederic Lamar DuPree III, Lexington
Russell Anthony Durham, Lebanon
Dori Rae Eastwood, Lexington
John M. Ebeling, Jr., Lexington
Scott Taylor Beton'?", Elizabethtown
Christopher Wayne Edelen, Louisville
Melinda Bdwards" ", Somerset
Daniel Lee Eifler?", Middletown
Laura Anne Emery, Wilmington, DE
Charles Floyd Ensor, Mt. Sterling
Susan Jennifer Erb, Villa Hills
Jack Leon Farley, Jr. ", Louisville
Dion Michael Feagan, Edgewood
Thomas Lee Feazell, Ashland
Lisa Maria Fechter", Mankato, MN
Richard Brian Fennell?", Lexington
Howard Daniel Ferriell, Goshen
Keith Eric Fetzer'?", Louisville
Suzanne Marie Fisher, Simpsonville
Christopher Mitchell Fleming, Clintwood,
VA
Lisa Annette Flood, Hardinsburg
Mary Elizabeth Flores, Radcliff
Suzanna Bentley Folkv", Lexington
Mary Brittain Fowler, Hendersonville, TN
Paul Brian Fox, Lexington
Timothy James Fraley, Elizabethtown
Barry David Freeman, Cumberland
Victoria R. French, Louisville
Bruce Bernard Friend, Paducah
Michelle Jeaneane Frisby, Stanford
Gail Ann Froemke**, Downers Grove, IL
Elisa Marie Frosini, Circleville, OH
Timothy Wayne Fuller, Portsmouth, OH
Paula Elizabeth Fulton, Louisville
Mark Christopher Garvin", Bowling Green
Karl Louis Gdovka, Louisville
Henry Todd Geddes, Lexington
Thomas William Gillespie, Ashland
James Allen Golden", Cynthiana
Gregory Thomas Goldey, Nicholasville
Richard Crawford Gombert":", Ashland
Lisa Ann Goodlett, Springfield
Larry Alan Graham", Calvert City
Steven Mason Gravitt", Danville
Melissa Jane Gresham?", Lexington
Winston Robert Griffin" ", London
Patricia Michelle Grigsby, Monroe, OH
Frank Mike Gruneisen, Louisville
Nawal Al-Kbatab Hadi, New York, NY
Anne Therese Haffey, Lexington
Joseph Ignatius Hagan?", New Haven
John L. Haggerty", Syracuse, NY
James Lewis Hall III·. Owensboro
Teresa Robin Hallv'", Ashland
Judith York Hambrick, Lexington
Barbara Handschuh, Middletown, OH
Leslie Ball Handshoe, Lexington
Joseph Benjamin Hanks, Memphis, TN
Wayne Alan Hannabv", Paris
Heyward Torrance Harrington, Jr., Paris
Bradley Dean Harrison. Danville
Beverly Wilson Harsin, Carrollton
Barry Dale Hartley, Versailles
Cathy Dawn Hatfield. Lexington
Tambra Teal Hatton?", Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Hawes, Versailles
Tina Denise Hawkins, Elkhorn City
Ronald John Hayes. Jamestown, NY
Pamela Gail Hays, Louisville
Debra Suzonne Haysley, Louisville
Gary Peter Hayward", Fairlee. VT
Phillip Eric Hazen, Lexington
Daniel Patrick Healy, Richland. MI
Jennifer J. Heavner, S1. Albans, WV
Chester Allan Hebnerv", Columbus, IN
Melanie Lynn Hecht, Louisville
Shelly Ann Hecker", Hopkinsville
Jennifer Carol Hedger"", Lexington
Ann Marie Hemken, Lexington
Beverly Ann Henderson. Lexington
Mary Holly Henderson", Lexington'?
Sarah Lynne Hendrickson. Pewee Valley
Scott Hendrickson, Pineville
William Todd Hickman", Huntington,
WV
Mark Edward Hicks'?", Covington
Amy Ellen Higginsv", Louisville
Mark Lindsay Highbaugh, Louisville
Cynthia Lynette Hill, Columbia. SC
Deborah Smith Hill··, Owensboro
Keith Nelson Hill, Lawrenceburg
Virginia Carol Hill, Stanford
Cynthia Ann Hindman, Cincinnati. OH
Gregory Alan Hines, Middleburg
Lisa Michelle Hlnesv", Lexington
Nancy Walker Hisle, Owensboro
David Gilbert Hobba", Fern Creek
William F. Hocbleutner?'", Louisville
Theresa Denise Hockensmith, Frankfort
Ruth Ellen Hocker, Morgantown
Christopher Lee Holdeshrim",
Elizabethtown
Karen S. Horn. Owensboro
Ruby Karen Hoskins", Cincinnati, OH
Dana Menges Hougland. Versailles
Kenneth Bryan Howard. Somerset
William Gregory Howard, Neon
Russell Scott Hubble"", Eubank
John Anthony Hubbuch, Jr., Louisville
Karen Elizabeth Huber"", Louisville
Lisa Dawn Hunt, Cross Lanes, WV
Marcia Leah Hunt. Catlettsburg
Jessie Frances Ingram'?", Paducah
Linda Mayo lpaye?", Thompson, CT
Tajdeen O. Ipayev'", Lexington
Darryl Lee Isaacs, Louisville
Timothy Wilson James?", Lexington
Joy Ellen Jeffries", New Castle
James Demo Johns, Jr., Lexington
Craig Ashley Johnson. Louisville
Gerry Randall Johnson, Shelbyville
Lisa Marie Johnson. Bardstown
Richard Phillips Johnson. Louisville
Todd William Johnstone, Florence
Kenneth Ray Jones. Lexington
Stephen Douglas Jones'?", Russell
Ramona Louise Joseph. Louisville
John Mark Jozefowiczv", Lexington
Elizabeth Barger Juckett":", Louisville
Charles Thomas Juett, Winchester
Lisa Renee Justice, Pikeville
Merrill Ileen Justice, Spartanburg, SC
Nancy Lennox Kaufman. Winchester
Twyman Francis Keene", Bardstown
David Scott Keevins, Lincolnshire, IL
Brian Kenton Kellyv'", Louisville
Wayne Brent Kemmerer, Louisville
Linda Lee Kennedy, Lexington
Joanna Sue Kestel", Lexington
William Mark Kincaid'?", Flatwoods
Cheryl Louise King, Turkey Creek
Robert C. Kisler III, Ashland
Thomas Moore Knepshield II, Louisville
Allen E. Knowles?", Lexington
Susan J. Winkel Knox. Centerville, IA
John Patrick Koch. Louisville
Paula Ann Kotecki··, Rossford, OR
Melva Kay Kouns, Ashland
Jill Rae Kreiderv", Camp Hill, PA
Erik Barnard Kuhn", Lexington
Donald George Kuhnlein, Grosse Pointe,
MI
Charles Eugene Lancaster, Jr.··. Lebanon
Paul Todd Lane, Florence
Kenneth John Lange, Pittsburgh, PA
Celeste Marie LaReau, Lexington
Connie Sue Latham?", Somerset
Donna Marie Lazas, Goshen
Joseph A. Ledford, Lexington
Robert Paul Ledford", Radcliff
Douglas Stuart Lee?", Louisville
Joseph Martin Leist, Louisville
Steven Patrick Lennon, Louisville
Steven Keith Lenox". Lexington
Carole Lynn Lewis, Lexington
Cheri Denise Lipford, Dawson Springs
Marie Dianne Lipford. Dawson Springs
Lori Lynn Littlepage, Madisonville
Michael Burton Lloyd, F1. Wright
Warren Edward Locke, Benton
Alecia Lococo, Louisville
David Dean Lococo, Lawrenceburg
Sally Russell Long, Louisville
Michael Louis Longarzo", NY
Todd Edwin Louk?", Columbus, IN
Curtis Alan Loweke, Greenville, MI
Kimberly L. Lowerv", Lexington
Richard Brandon Lybarger", Lexington
Jeffrey Alan Lykins, Ashland
Raymond Lang Lyle, Louisville
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David Steven Mabe, Lexington
Edward Craig Madon, Middlesboro
Alvin Ray Markwell. Lexington
Nicholas A. Marsh. Lexington
Anthony Jerome Marshall'?", Louisville
Linda Jane Martin. Louisville
Richard George Masannat"", Bowling
Green
Michael Todd Mason", Oldham County
Melissa Wynn Mattingly. Russellville
Tracey Ann Mayleben, Edgewood
Stephen Edward Mazzoni'?", Louisville
Mark Wallace McCaw·, Lexington
Mark Vernon McCowan, London
Susan Jane Mcfronald"", Versailles
Marvin Wade McGeorge, Pineville
Benjamin T. McGill, Jr.·, Ashland
Rayanne McGregor, Paducah
Tyler Gardner Mckinney?", Owensboro
William Russell Mcl.emore?", Wise, VA
Linda Jo Duncan Mclvlillinv'", Lexington
Tracy Ann Mcblabbv", Mt Sterling
Michael H. McNeill, Lexington
Susan Whitlow Mcwhorter":", Lexington
Karen Sue Meadows. Lancaster
Michael Scott Medley, Brandenburg
Kathryn Kristen Merchant'?", Bagdad
Cornelius Thomas Meredith. Jr., Louisville
Sandra S. Messick", New Orleans, LA
Jane Ellen Metcalfev ", Madisonville
Ann Bartlett Meyerv", Goshen
Monika Anne Meyer'?", Louisville
Lawrence J. Micetich, Owensboro
Dianne Marie Michalak", Ashland
Joseph Patrick Milam, Louisville
Rodney E. Milesv'", Lexington
Bowling Read Miller. Jr. ••• Versailles
Gregory Below Mills. Lexington
Phillip Joseph Moffett, Louisville
William Bradley Montgomery. Wor·
thington, OH
Chris Joseph Mooser, Louisville
Sherry Lenette Morgan, Lexington
Thomas Herring Morrison, Jr., Lexington
Harold Michael Mullins, Bungau, West
Germany
Tracy Lee Murnahan, Ashland
Anthony Duane Murphy. West Liberty
Christopher Shane Neal?", Lexington
William H. Niceley, Owensboro
Kristal Renee Nicholson?", Nicholasville
David Kenneth Nickell II, Wildwood, FL
Paul Dominic Niemann. Quincy, IL
Mary Elizabeth Norman. Louisville
Shirley Gibson Noyes" ", Lexington
Patricia J. O'Hem, Louisville
Charlotte Kay Oldfield":", West Liberty
Ralph David Oliver'", Winchester
Patrick Lynn O'Rourke, Louisville
Margaret Anne Osborne?", Louisville
Laura Dawn Overton?", Elizabethtown
Tammy Wheeler Owens, Henderson
Jeffrey Bruce Owsiany, Cincinnati. OH
Phillip Cooper Parker. Louisville
George Daniel Parrott III", Lexington
David Scott Parsons. Versailles
Bradley Alan Patrick", Michigan City, IN
Laurie Jayne Patteson. Louisville
Leslie Anne Patton, Dayton, OH
Tina Marie Payne, Owensboro
Julie A. Peers", Lexington
James Asa Pelfrey 11I**, Lexington
Terry Kent Pennington**, Campbellsville
Dayna S. Pergrem", Ashland
Matthew Joseph Perrone", Louisville
Thomas A. Perrone, Louisville
Mary Jean Peter*, Frankfort
John Brent Phillips*, Owensboro
Daniel Pepper Piper, Lexington
Deborah Phelps Pippen**, Lexington
Jamie Lynn Plummer**, Oakwood, OH
Gregory P. Polashock, Paducah
Mary Alice Pope, Brooksville
Steve Joseph Popham, Edgewood
Charles Dow Porter*, Frankfort
Anne Marie Poshadel, Fairmont, WV
Karen Michelle Price, Greensburg
James Russell Proffitt**, Raleigh, NC
Cora E. Profitt, Whitesburg
Susan Marie Quinlisk, Louisville
Amy L. Quinn, Sturgis
Ralph Nickolas Ransom, Lexington
Rhonda Jo Raque**, Louisville
Anne Laurence Ratzlaff, Atlanta, GA
Bill Edwin Rauth, Jr., Lexington
Michael Phillip Redmon**, Columbia
Andrew Eugene Redmond, Erie, PA
Beverly Joan Reesor, Elizabethtown
Shannon L. Reid, Louisville
Romey A. Reynolds, Jr., Campbellsville
Bettina Marie Rice, Paintsville
Susan Lynn Rich, Sturgis
Cheryl Jane Richards, Reynolds Station
Linda Ann Riheldaffer, Signal Mountain,
TN
Patrick Erin Riley* ", Ashland
Nancy Margaret Rivers, Louisville
Eldred Ross Roberson?", Lexington
Jeffrey Jay Roberts**, Frankfort
Randi Lauren Roberts, Lexington
Anita Diann Robinson, Taylorsville
William Rodes, Lexington
Christine Laura Romine, Binghamton, NY
Michael Wayne Rosev", Lexington
Dianna Joy Rosenberger, Edgewood
David Scott Ross**, Medford, NJ
Geneva Marie Ross, Elizabethtown
Darrell Edward Sammons'?", Forest Hills
Mark T. Schaff, Elizabethton, TN
William Lee Scheben, Crestview Hills
Eunice Lynn Schlappi"", Waynesburg
Rebecca Rose Schmitt, Louisville
Amy Lynn Scboenhoff"?", Louisville
Linda Marie Schroeder", Harrodsburg
Dan A. Schuh", Park Hills
Jack Parker Scott?", Bowling Green
David Alfred Sealey Il l?", Louisville
Leonard W. Sears, Paris
Angela McBeath Sharp, Danville
Jo Anna Sharp"", Clarkson
Robert Matthew Shay, Charleston, WV
Robert Wayne Shepard, Versailles
Barbara Helen Sherman, Louisville
Stanley Harris Shields", Henderson
Sandra Spurgeon Sbort'", Paintsville
Pamela Jean Simpson, Lexington
Darrin Duane Singleton, Lexington
Randall David Sizemore**, Winchester
Karen Sue Skeens, Ashland
Colleen Adele Smith", Georgetown
Daniel Joseph Smith, Louisville
Mark A. Smitb"", Lexington
Robert Eugene Smith", Nicholasville
Sue Moorhead Smythe, Louisville
Charles Edward Snowdy, Lexington
Joseph Michael Solak", Lutz, FL
Robert Ray Sorrell", Ashland
James Steven Spalding, Lebanon
Lee Bradford Sparks, Greenville
Jeffrey Brian Spaulding, Louisville
Shannon Marie Sprauer, Louisville
Tracey Downey Stanley, Lexington
Kim Bryant Stargel", Lexington
Robert E. Starns, Lexington
George Robert Steinmetz, Louisville
Brook Randall Stephens", Catlettsburg
Todd Edward Stephens, Lexington
Tracey L. Stephenson", Lexington
Vicki Lynne Stevens", Lexington
William Ernest Stevens?", Paris
David Lee Stewart, Lexington
Lisa M. Stewart, Louisville
James Wilton Stone, Goshen
Todd W. Strassburg", Ashland
Dawn Leslie Stratton, Lawrenceburg
Donna Kay Stratton", Pikeville
Scott Charles Street", Russell
Richard Scott Strobel, Louisville
Carol Diane Sweeney", Simpsonville
Danny Lee Sweet", Lexington
Patrick Henry Sweetser", Covington
Patrick Howard Talley, Frankfort
Randall Scott Tapp, Henderson
Jonathan Neil Tarrv", Russell
Gregory Todd Taylor, Hawesville
Mark Christopher Taylor, Lexington
William Clayton Taylor, Slidell, LA
Leo Francis Thieneman, Jr., Louisville
David Allen Thomas", Eubank
Tracy Alan Thompson, Lexington
David Christopher Thornbury, Grundy, VA
Brian Ray Tipton, Ashland
Suzanne Victoria Tobin, Lexington
Jane Allison Tracey, Parkersburg
John Scott Trimble, Lexington
Terry Thomas Trossen, Lexington
Daniel Sylvester Tuttle IV, Frankfort
Sandra Ellen Van Matre, Kettering, OH
Angela Susan Vance, Elizabethtown
Karen Elizabeth VandenBerg, Augusta, MI
David Brent Vaal-loose?", Ashland
Andrew Martin Varga, Louisville
Tim C. Vaughn, Benton
Jeffrey Lynn Waldrop, Campbellsville
Paula D. Walker", Louisville
Rebecca Ann Wallace, Hopkinsville
Karen June Waugh", Miami, FL
Joseph Scott Weakley'?", Louisville
Gail Marie Werderitsch, Louisville
Sherrill Ann Westlund, Winchester
John Patrick Wethington", Owensboro
Steven Glenn Weyland, Louisville
John Baldwin whipple", Louisville
Joseph Grant Whitaker, Owensboro
Dereck Anthony white", Louisville
Marsha Lynn Whitley, Winchester
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Kim J. whitlock", Lexington
Bryn Elizabeth Wilbomv'", Louisville
Martyn Hanson Wilby, Darlington,
England
Valorie Benay willard", Oakwood, VA
James Kent Wilson, Barbourville
Jessica Annette Wilson", Paris
J ohnna Wilson -, Lexington
William P. Wilson, Jr.", Lexington
Daniel C. Withrow", Louisville
Douglas Simpson Witten, Louisville
Juliana Woodrum, Campbellsville
Bradrick Allen Woods, Columbus, IN
Wanda Blair Woofter", Lexington
Diane Aileen Wrenn, Charleston, WV
Angela Lynn Wright, Hodgenville
Diana Lyn Wright··, Paintsville
Alisa D. Young, Springfield
Barry A. Young", Lexington
David Richard Zittle*, Pittsburgh, PA
Bachelor of Science
in Accounting
Jill Marie Ackerman, Jasper, IN
Jeffrey Clayton Adams, Bowling Green
Madge Balden Adams", Lexington
Martha Jane Aldridgev", Winchester
Lora Carolyn Allen, Salyersville
Roger Wayne Alsip", Corbin
Randy Maurice Anderson":", Monticello
Karen Gail Bailey", Pikeville
Yvette Lynn Beard", Albany
John J. Beck**, Louisville
J ody L. Berry**, Lexington
Brenda Karen Betts, Somerset
Danny Doyle Beyer", Paducah
Gregory Scott Bickett, Owensboro
Jason Randolph Biggs, Somerset
Greg D. Bingham, Lexington
Russell Lee Blevins, Crab Orchard
Michael Brian Boles", Nebo
Charles Richard Boswell, Elizabethtown
Richard Gregory Botkin" -, Lexington
Jill Christine Bowers, Lexington
Gretchen Kilbourne Boyd, Wickliffe
Robert Eugene Braden, Russell
Deanna Jean Brashear, Hazard
Louis Edward Breckel, Jr. **, Frankfort
Todd Anthony Breckel**, Frankfort
Thomas Harry Brown", Coxs Creek
David L. Buchanan, Frankfort
William T. Bunch", Winchester
Jody Blaine Campbell", Yerkes
John Thomas Campbell, Corbin
Michael Scott Campbell, Me Sterling
John Scott Carpenter, Louisville
Patricia Gayle Cecil", Owensboro
Karen Lynelle Chaffin, Ashland
Gregory John Chajkowski"", Windsor,
Ontario, Canada
Melody A. Chaney, Hardyville
Lesa Ann Chipley, Lexington
Nicholas Richard Clark, Bardstown
Jeffrey Claypool, Owensboro
Matalie June Colev", Lexington
Richard John Collins, Lexington
Melody Fawn Congdon, Louisville
Charlene Kay Conley", Lexington
Danilo Brosas Corales, Lexington
Mary Michelle Crawford, Versailles
Michael William Crews, Charleston, WV
Kathleen Marie Crisp, Owensboro
J ames Carroll Crouch", Lexington
Anthony Dwight Cummings, Corinth, MS
Stephen Roger Custer, Horse Cave
Lowes Keith Daly", Lexington
Charles William Dean, Lexington
Cynthia Lynn Denker, Norcross, GA
Timothy Kelvin Dick?", Monticello
William Kurt Dotson, Frankfort
Michael Patrick Duell, Lexington
James Michael Dutton, Lexington
Tracey Linn Easleyv", Lexington
James Bradley Elam, Lexington
John Stephen England, Centerville. OH
James L. Btheringtonv". Richmond
Judith Diane Fordv", Lexington
Brad C. Freeman, Cumberland
James Erek Gallaher, Manchester
Elizabeth Claire Gibson, Louisville
Stuart H. Goldsborough, Lexington
Karen Anne Gombert", Worthington, OH
Pamela Joy Switzer Grauev", Lexington
Rosetta Thieneman Graves?", Floyds
Knobs, IN
Donna G. Greenwell, Morganfield
Suzanne Lynn Grimes'?", Versailles
Melissa Lynn Hagen, Middletown, OH
Susan Smith Hail, Hopkinsville
Whitney Diann Halcomb?", Elizabethtown
Mike Hamilton", Georgetown
David Lee Hardy, Louisville
Rebecca R. Hayes", Lexington
Mitchel Allen Heinlein?", Lexington
Angela Kaye Hellard, Lexington
Paul Edward Helton II, Flatwoods
Donna Kay Herndon, Marion
Tina Marie Herrin, Rineyville
Jeffrey Gene Hester, Independence
Glenn Alvin Hollis, Lexington
Leah Diane Holmes, Somerset
Angela Renee Hoover, Louisville
Mary Elizabeth Hoskins", Lexington
Nickey Richard Howard", Pikeville
William Lindsay Howell"", Lexington
John Floyd Hunter", Ashland
Ayden N. Ilgazv", Lexington
Susan Wynn Isaacs, Lexington
Sandy Kay Jackson, Kentcn
Jeffree R. Jacobsen, Louisville
Carol Lyn Jamesv", Lexington
Lawrence C. Jenkins, Jr.", Lexington
Rae Leah Jenkins, Ashland
Darren Clay Johnson, Lexington
Shawn Ray Johnson, South Williamson
Amy Lorraine Jones, Frankfort
Linda Marie Joyce?", LaGrange
Shannon Renee Keeton", Warsaw
Albert Benjamin Kinman, Frankfort
Katherine Diane Kirk", Louisville
John Steven Kirkham", Hopkinsville
Lana Marie Kuster, Cynthiana
Mattie Lee Ledford, Winchester
Joseph Michael Legel, Louisville
Ernest Dwayne Levett, Louisville
Jack Curtis Lewis II, Frankfort
Robert Francis Linton, Jr., Pikeville
Lyndon Bays Livesay, Jonesville, VA
Deborah Ann Low"", Calvert City
Kimberly Marie Lubbers, Louisville
Barry Christopher Mangold, Somerset
Barry Kelvin Martin?", Halo
Lori Anne Mashaw"", Gouverneur, NY
Lesli Shannon Mason", Owenton
Brenda Jo Mattingly, Louisville
Jan Rimer Mauldin, Lexington
Eileen Ward McDowell, Glasgow
Everett Lawrence Mclfowell", Glasgow
Piper Troxell Meeks, Lexington
Eric George Meyerratken, Lexington
Joyce DeWitt Miller"", Lexington
Marla Sue Miller, Florence
Patricia McKnight Miller, Lexington
Greg Howard Mitchell, Madisonville
James W. Mitchell, Lexington
Scarlet Kay Mitchell, Willisburg
Lisa Anita Momenpour"", Wheelwright
David Eugene Montfort, Lexington
Darrell Wayne Moore":", Watkinsville, GA
Linda Joan Morgan, Pittsburgh, PA
Rodney Dennis Moses, Lexington
Connie M. Moyersv'", Lexington
Paul Arwin Muehlbauer?", Maysville
Teresa Lynn Mullins, Lexington
Patricia Marie Nalley, Radcliff
Larry Kristopher Neuzel"", Lexington
Robert Alan Nienaber", Villa Hills
Ronald Bryan Oliver, Harrodsburg
Jeffrey Walker Osborne, Lexington
Ronald Scott Pace, Lexington
Martin Allen Padgett, Lexington
Cynthia Dee Palmer, Nicholasville
Susan Leigh Parrish, Louisville
Stephanie Peasev'", Henderson
Melinda Jo Peden, Louisville
Stephen A. Pena, Lexington
Keith Alan Perrin":", Harrodsburg
Lorraine Peterson, Lebanon
Robert Craig Pickard, Lexington
John David Pitts, Prestonsburg
Teresa Marie Pleasants?", Lexington
Richard Lee Pluimer, Versailles
Robbie Alan Poe", Louisville
Sandra K. Ratcliffe, Louisa
Stephanie Reesev", Richmond
Cathy Jo Reid", Livermore
John Philmar Reinhart, Louisville
Bobby Edward Reynolds":", Hazard
Jennifer Lea Richards, Lexington
Sharon Louise Riney?", Owensboro
Amy Lambert Roberts, Ft Mitchell
Stephen Thomas Robertson", Crestwood
Rex David Robinson, Owensboro
Erin Katherine Roe, Winchester
Deborah Louise Rummage", Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Ryan, Lexington
Lisa Louise Schevetto"", Louisville
Don Randal Sever'?", Lexington
Patrick Clark Shea, Louisville
Christopher Lee Sheeran?", Louisville
Jeffry Wayne Sbelton"", Villa Hills
Lynn M. Simms, Loretto
Margaret Gentry Simpson?", Lexington
Angela Jayne Smith, Louisville
Donna Jean Smith, Columbia
Jana Lee Smith, Hillsboro, OH
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Jeff Bradley Smith":", Lawrenceburg
Michael Ray Spears'", Pikeville
David Edward Spenard, Madisonville
Sheldon Bryce Stephens'<", Russell Springs
Thomas Wayne Stokes, Greenville
Melanie Faye Stricker, Ft Mitchell
Harold Bryan Stuart, Greenville
Irma Jean Waye Sullivan··, Lexington
Michael Wayne Taylor, Russellville
Tammy Lorraine Taylor, Bedford
Susan Marie Thomasv", Lexington
Carolyn Anne Timberlake, Lexington
Jeffery Lee Tingle, Shelbyville
Richard Joseph Tobinv", Lexington
Cynthia Kay Toon, Paducah
Jill Denise Townsend?", Frankfort
Nancy Kay Tretter, Lexington
Trisha Lee Trosper, Lexington
Virginia Gwen True, Lexington
Peggy Lynn Turner, Jackson
Sally Fluent Turney?", Lexington
Steven Marshall Vaught, Somerset
Philip Michael Walters", Ashland
Joseph Evans Warren III, Lexington
Kevin Brent Warren, Winchester
Don Allen watson", Paducah
D. Thomas Watters, Jr., South Charleston,
WV
Jenny Lynn Shingleton Waybright,
Catlettsburg
Sarah Jane Webber, Bowling Green
Steven Morrison Weber, Louisville
Rose Marie Wessling'?", Harrodsburg
Joseph Harold Whitaker, Paris
Anthony Lynn White··, Winchester
Sheri Dee White, Bloomfield
Timothy J. White, Magnolia
James Joseph Whited, Louisville
Richard Scott Whlttenburgv", Monticello
Thomas Mark Wilkins, Russellville
Jeffrey Dale Willey, Ashland
Charla Kay Williams, Russell Springs
Jessica Marie Williams, Lexington
Cynthia Ann Williamson, Crestwood
Gerry Lynn Wilson, Louisville
Susan Norene Wolfe", Catlettsburg
Joanna Schmidt worksw, Georgetown
Barbara Jo Wright, Harned
Richard Warren wursr", Lexington
Mary Margaret Yatros, Barbourville
Bachelor of Science in
Business and Economics
Karen Lynn Brown, Lexington
Karen L. Carter, Lakewood, CA
David Mark Crowell, Paducah
Jack Arthur Ernwine?", Louisville
Philip Ray Franklin, Lexington
Teresa Ann Hendricks, Lexington
Jon Hayden Johnson", Quincy
Susan Kelley McCarty, Murray
Mary Catherine Ransdell, Frankfort
Barry David Roberts?", Surry, VA
Stephen Michael Rogers", Lexington
Jane Lewis Swift?", Lexington
Lisa Marie Taylor, Falmouth
David Clay Witt, Paris
College of Pharmacy
Dean: Joseph V. Swintosky
Doctor of Pharmacy
Jacqueline LeClerec Allard, Lewisport
David Keith Bright··, Te Aroha
John D. Butts"?", Lexington
Stacy Lyn Campbell"
Christine Ann Dube, Battle Creek, MI
Timothy Dale Evans", Morgantown
Bernard Alan Hunt". Mt. Vernon, IL
Nelda Eileen Johnson", Portland, OR
Takaka Kamiyama, Yokohama Japan
Juliana Patricia Pantoja, Louisville
Elizabeth Nicole Ramsey, Lexington
David Keith Richardson, Versailles
Robert Louis Rolleri, Wayne, NJ
Brian James Sabol", Struthers, OH
John Robert Sandusky, Columbia
Maxine Pepper Shapiro, Oakton, VA
James Lyndon Stehleyv'", Hayfield, MN
Linda Kaye Tharp, Elizabethtown




Joseph Branson Amburgey. Jr.", South
Shore
Juli Stover Armistead, Louisville
Elizabeth Ann Babcock, Louisville
Theresa Denise Baker ...., Ashland
Laura Jo Bell, Louisville
Keith McKinney Board, Louisville
Karen Maria Bradford, Bardstown
Marsha Lynn Brady, Scottsville
David Shane Burgess, Mayfield
Michael Leon Burton, Stanton
John D. Butts", Lexington
Bryan Lee Campbell, Owensboro
Jennifer Gayle Carnes, Jamestown
Cathy Caroline Carr, Bowling Green
Sharon Elizabeth Cason, Lexington
Cheryl Leisa Cecil, Owensboro
Jennifer Gooden Coomer**, Cave City
Michael S. Cox", Louisville
Dennis L. Daugherty, Louisville
Bill Davis, Corbin
Cheryl Lynn Deom**, Rineyville
Jessie Lynn Duncan, Lexington
Janie Lois Durbin**, McKee
Cynthia Louise Elliott**, Fancy Farm
Melissa Ann Fetters ...., Lexington
John Francis Fritz, Jr. **, Louisville
Darlene Frances Glacking, Demossville
Robert Carroll Goodman, Jr." ", Sonora
Lisa Kay Hacker, Louisville
Pamela Lynn Haeberlin, Louisville
Gerald Scott Hansel, Mt. Vernon
M. Alison Hodges", Munfordville
Timothy D. Holbrook", Lexington
Cindy Eillene Hoyle, Louisville
Patricia Tabers Hughes?", Murray
Gloria Gean Hutchinson", Lexington
Jennifer Lyn Jacquet, Charleston, WV
Elizabeth Ann Johnson, Scottsville
Gregory Martin Killmeier, Louisville
Karen Jean Knight, Paducah
Krista Kay Koleske, Charleston, WV
Michael Keith Lamb**, Dawson Springs
Cynthia Ann Lewis Lanham?",
Bradfordsville
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Tonya Amerrylis Lowe", Flint, MI
Patricia Lynn Marshall, Henderson
Sandra Diane McCarty, Manchester, TN
Duncan Moore McCracken, Franklin
Jerome Joseph Meyer, Jr., Louisville
William Keith Miller", Louisville
Tracey Faye Mink, Mt. Vernon
Daniel Thomas Minogue, Louisville
Debbie Litteral Napier, Jackson
Denise Marie Nash", Louisville
Janet Ng, Hong Kong
Jose B. Nobrega, Jr., Morehead
Juliana Patricia Pantoja, Louisville
Grace Leona Pasley, Winchester
Edward Jonathan Powers**, Williamsburg
Elizabeth Nicole Ramsey**, Fort Payne,
AL
David Keith Richardson, Versailles
Patricia Ellen Rippetoe, Russell Springs
Denise Marie Robison ...., Louisville
John Robert Sandusky, Columbia
Annette Arminta Savage, Greenup'
Joseph Anthony Smith, Lexington
Ronald Scott Smith**, Louisville
Joel Lynn Southerland**, Lexington
James Randall Stiles**, Pikeville
Linda Kaye Tharp, Elizabethtown
William Michael Thomas, Princeton
Jeffrey Lynn Wells**, Pleasureville
L. Joe Wells**, Paintsville
Elizabeth Lynne White, Erlanger
Jennifer Ann White, Clarkson
Annette Elaine Wiles, Elkton
Bahar Youneszadeh**, Lexington
Marla J. Zippay, Danville
College of Nursing
Dean: Carolyn A. Williams
Bachelor of Science
In Nursing
Mary Gwendolyn Allgeier, Brandenburg
Connie Lynn Alloway. Virgie
Rebecca Ness Avare, Stanton
Ruth Marie Barnett, Louisville
Paula Ann Bedo, Lexington
Perry Kent Bohanon. Lexington
Jamie Crace Bradley. Raceland
Paula Page Bunnell, Louisville
Claire Alice Burnette, Lexington
Krlsty King Carey. Cynthiana
Robyn B. Cheung, Lexington
Elizabeth Archer Pollock Cheves.
Lexington
Constance Sharp Cobb, New Orleans, LA
M. Kelly Cooper, Lexington
Jennifer Lawrence Crisp, LaGrange
Myra Diane Cross, Albany
Marsha Mae Cummins. Lexington
Angela Jill Cunningham, Batavia, OH
Janet Bartram Davis". Owenton
Joy Madonna Davis, Louisville
Laura Turner Dicks, Harlan
Janet L. Dotson, Versailles
Rose Brock Doucoumes, Lexington
Brenda Muir Drennen, Mt. Sterling
Sonya Thompson Dunn, Crittenden
Gina Renee Eads, Cynthiana
Lisa Ann Fehr, Louisville
Catherynne Lynn Ferguson, Lexington
Bonnie Johnson French, Elizabethtown
Michele Renee Frye, Dayton, OH
Carolyn Jean Fugate, Lexington
Kelley Ann Furlong, Louisville
Ina Louise Smith Glass, Stanford
Diana Porter Gooch, Ashland
Paula C. Gustafson, Crittenden
Helen Joyce Hannah Gwinn, Russell
Donna Kathleen Haffler, Lexington
Kellie Ann Hall, Lexington
Tamara Jean Harmon, Lexington
Karen Stokley Hill, Lexington
Teresa Webb Hilton, Frankfort
Robin Holbrook, Lexington
Philip Louis Horn, Jr., Hopkinsville
Victoria Ann Huber, Pittsburgh
Carla Jo Huffman
Elaine Clare Hughes, Louisville
Susan Leslie Hume, Lexington
Dorothy Lynnette lee, Bardstown
Jodie Lynn Jenkins, Henderson
Carolyn Elizabeth Kallmeyer, Villa Hills
Mary Jane Karnes, Greensburg
Sharon Elizabeth Kurz, Owensboro
Leslie Palmer LeBus, Florence
M. Robin Loudon, Lexington
Yvonne Denise Mahan, Florence
Sue Ellen McClure, Louisville
Rosalie Wilburn Mckenzie, Danville
Bobbie Jacobs Meadors, Waynesburg
Karen S. Meehan, Covington
Robin Lynn Merryman, Louisville
Debra Delph Miller, Louisville
Jennifer Cox Murphy, Richmond
Laurie Ann Nye, Cincinnati, OH
Gerri Lynn Oetken, Louisville
Elizabeth Shannon Pepper, Madisonville
Lisa S. Peters, Louisville
Melanie Catherine Peters, Versailles
Virginia Lynne Pharis, Lexington
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Kellie Shawne Poe, Columbus, OH
Teresa Kay Powell, Newcomerstown, OH
Elizabeth Cheryl Ray, Ashland
Amber Dawn Reeves, Burlington
Elizabeth Jeanne Repede, Richmond
Roberta Ann Thorn Ress, Winchester
Diane Gordon Roberts, Hodgenville
Mary Anita Roberts, Paintsville
Terri Lynn Robinson, Cincinnati, OH
Karen Gayle Roth, Lexington
Annamarie Schrader, Lexington
Rae Lynn Schuster, Southgate
Tracy Beth Scott, Pikeville
Katherine Baird Seward
Karen Ann Kunkle Shaver, Lexington
Jill Mary Buede Showalter?", Lexington
Opal Melinda Adkins Skaggs, Sandy Hook
Judith Lynn Smit, Glasgow
Laurel Ann Smith, Louisville
Julie Lynn Spegal, Alexandria
Rebecca R. Spooner, Shelby, NC
Helen Music Stafford, Georgetown
Barbara Creason Stark, Louisville
Carol A. Starkweather, Buchanan, MI
Katrena Lynn Steele, Hopkinsville
Robin Jarecki Stewart, Cincinnati, OH
Jeffery Reed Story, Houston, TX
Colleen Hope Bromagen Swartz,
Owingsville
Amy Beth Taglauer, Ft. Wright
Mary Angela Thomas, Bourbonnais, IL
Sonya Regene Tolson, Campton
Oka Leigh Waggoner, Ashland
Patricia Ansback Warner, Louisville
Laura Lynn Weddle, Prestonsburg
Judy Darlene Welsh, Lexington
Cynthia Sims Westmoreland, Louisville





Aric Matthew Andrew, Bedford
Patrick Joseph Appelman, Augusta
Stephanie Marie Baker, Flatwoods
William Roberts Benton, Lexington
Barry Lee Blann, Bowling Green
Brent Bruner'", Louisville
Thomas Dunn, Middlesex, NJ
Robert Louis Durham, Jr., Lexington
Heber Carleton Godsey Hl'", Louisville
Steven V. Greenwell, Louisville
Robert Anthony Hall, Louisville
Mark Steven Harville", Lexington
Eric Arthur Koehne". Hopkinsville
Robin Michelle Lambson", Lexington
Carl T. Milam", Hazard
Melissa Carol Mirzaianv'", Lexington
Garry W. Murphy", Lexington
Todd S. Osborne, Paducah
Debra Lynn Peck". Versailles
Maureen Ann Peters, Versailles
James Kavanaugh Piper, Jr., Lexington
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Roy Malcolm Porter, Jr.?", Henderson
Alison Beth Roede, Newtown Square, PA
Jeffrey Todd Schroeder, Indianapolis, IN
Timothy Allen Shelton, Hopkinsville
Jess Milton Sowards, Pikeville
Dana Elaine Tackettv", Lexington
Luke Thomas Thornewill, Louisville
Richard Craig White, Louisville
John Sinclair Whitney, Jr."
Bryan Clagett Young, Bristol, TN
John Evans Yurko, Jr., Morehead City,
NC
College of Allied Health Professions
Dean: Thomas C. Robinson
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Carolina Acosta, Barbourville
Sandra Renee Allen, Vanceburg
Richard Kevin Austin", Jeffersonville, IN
Anna Maria Babiak?", Louisville
Teresa Ruth Brandon Baker", Radcliff
Francis McKelvy Ballard", Morehead
James Thomas Barker II", Raceland
Myra Lou Bibb", Oak Hill. WV
Michael Dean Biddle"", Paris
Johnna Marie Boone. Louisville
Stephen Allen Branson", Henderson
Amy Susan Brooks", Ashland
John Chadbourn Brown"?", Lexington
John Joseph Buck, Louisville
Pamela Gayle Campbell", Lexington
MaryAnne Molly Cassidy?", Covington
Stephanie Lynn Claxton", Louisville
Paula Beth Coffey". LaGrange
Paul Kevin Compton"
Scott Rankin Conley, Monticello
Debbie Ann Bunch Croucher", Corbin
Elizabeth Anne Curtin, Louisville
Mark Frank Davy", Richmond
Cynthia Mae Dearen"", Louisville
Kim Duane Dees", Ocoee, TN
David Paul Doehnert"", Phillipsburg, NJ
Susan Elizabeth Dohrman", Louisville
Rosalyn Garr Eldot'", Richmond
Glenda Anne Fields Elswick", Jenkins
John Hume Faulkner", Fredericksburg, VA
William D. Feltner", London
Steve B. Fisher", Lexington
David Joseph Flynn", Crittenden
Stacey Marie Foree, Louisville
Marlon D. Gaines'", Louisville
Marc D. Gardner, Louisville
Patricia Gayle Gore", Elizabethtown
Michael Lee Grey", Morehead
Maureen J. Grothaus", Alexandria
Lee Ann Gustin", Ironton
Laura Marie Hagan, New Haven
Holly Lee Hagerty, Louisville
Paul Wyman Hagood", Barlow
Janet A. Hall", Lexington
Randall James Hall", Ridgway, PA
Katherine Ann Heilj ", Louisville
Paul Curtis Henson", Corbin
William Thomas Howard", Owensboro
Anthony Edward Huston", Paducah
Maria Michelle Jamison", Louisville
Lisa Renee Johnson", Prestonsburg
Sara Ellen Johnson, Frankfort
Elizabeth Fort Jones", Lexington
Thomas Wadell Jones", Stanford
Jeffrey M. Kagan", W. Hartford, CT
Melinda Sue King", Cox's Creek
Paula Di Anne King, Boaz
Veda Lou Ella King" ", Pikeville
Steven Paul Kirkman, Elizabethtown
Kathleen Ellen Kirkwood", Louisville
Amy Katharine Kissel", Lexington
Paula Marie Kopp··, Louisville
Holly Lewis Lee", Harlan
Pamela Gayle Lee", Nortonville
Barry Keith Lindeman, South Charleston,
WV
Jeffrey Wayne Lytle", Maysville
Nancy Fain McCray, Lexington
Martin Douglas McCue, Louisville
Marina Ubaldi McCulloch··, Lexington
Teresa Marie McGhee", Owensboro
Beth Lee Mclvlillin", Mt. Washington
Jimmy Martin Mcl'eters", Oak Ridge, TN
Denise A. Medley", Louisville
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Marilyn Carol Mees, Louisville
Sara Leigh Metcalf", Lancaster
LaDonna J. Moore, Barlow
Marty Jay Morguelan?", Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Morrow", Owensboro
Marty Wilson Mullins'", Hazard
Sharon Lynn O'Cull, Nicholasville
Roger Kirk Owens", Flemingsburg
Linda Darlene Parrett, Cecilia
Jennifer Noel Patterson, Lexington
Gerald E. Payne", London
Harry Phaff·, Naples, FL
Robert Timothy Picard"
Susan Renee Jenkins Powers", Frankfort
Gary Allen Preece, Clay City
Rebecca Mae Preston", Lexington
Terry Lynn Richardson, Campbellsville
Allan Randall Riggs", Ft. Thomas
Elizabeth Lee Riggs, Louisville
Beverly Jean Schoo, Paducah
Linda Carol Sheehan/Foster·, Louisville
Talitha Shan Simpson", Bowling Green
David K. Sipple", South Shore
Gwendolyn Jane Snyder", Grayson
M. Frances Stander", Ludlow
William David Thompson", Gillette, WY
David Townsend Toleman", Lexington
Sharon Denise vartor-", Beaver Dam
Charles J. volpenhein", Covington
Kathleen Flynn Wan", Morgantown
Sonya Jo Ward, Rineyville
Ronald Alvin wesr", Louisville
Patty J. whicker", East Bernstadt
Pete Douglas Williams", Raceland
Mark Stephen Wilson·, Villa Hills
Wendy Suzanne Wolf, Lincolnshire, IL
Martha Ann Wood'", Louisville
Beven Pace Wooten"", Lexington
Solomon Yimam, Lexington
College of Home Economics
Dean: Peggy S. Meszaros
Bachelor of Arts in
Housing and Interior Design
Diana Gross Antonini, Lexington
Gerald Walker Bottom II. Springfield
Kamron Ann Brown, Lexington
Susan Brent Clay, Lexington
Susan Patricia Darlin, Lexington
Rebecca Ann Feir, Fairfax, VA
Jo Lynn Garrettv", Carlisle
Marcia West Gibson, Danville
Jennifer Glascock, Winchester
Shannon M. Greely", Midway
Mary Catherine Hall, Paintsville
Carla L. Hamilton, Benton
Donna Marie Hawkins. Versailles
Alicia Diane Hester. Lexington
Claudette Hines?", Mt. Vernon
Margaret Claudia Hymel", Nashville, TN
Susan Danette Johnson, Henderson
Susannah Stewart Jchnsorr", Lexington
Sherrie Anne Ledbetter. Lexington
Laura Beth Lee, Middlesboro
Beth Ann Licklider". Columbus, OH
Rebecca M. Lovins, Lexington
Elizabeth Suzanne Lunsford, Houston, TX
Michelle Kimberle McClellan, Henderson
Nyla Suzanne Nally, Springfield
Joan Schoch Onders, Louisville
Wanda Lynn Pedigo, Glasgow
Sherry Jo Purcell, Lancaster
Michelle Renee Adams Reffitt, Lexington
Linda Lee Riley, Richmond
Waverly S. Schneider, Hebron
Ann Kathleen Smalley, Louisville
Ann Rachel Solomon, Henderson
Phyllis Ann Stafford", Paintsville
Teresa H. Stephenson, Lexington
Kimberly Kaye Strehl, Owensboro
Amy B. Taylor", Arlington Heights, IL
Thomas Wade Teater, Stanford
Susan M. Timmel, Louisville
William Lee Rue Wesley, Somerset
Becky Ann Williamson, Louisville
Elizabeth J. wnsonw. Wallingford, PA
Bachelor of Science
in Dietetics
Janet Elaine Appel, Scott Depot, WV
Suzanne Mae Arnold, New Liberty
Suzanne Virginia Biesinger, Lexington
Ann Ashley Cleveland, Villa Hills
Brenda Ann Curd, Lexington
Kimberly Louise Ford, Somerset
Cecilia Anne Gibson, Louisville
Susan A. Goscinsky", Cranford, NJ
Wendy Westmoreland Greenwell?",
Paducah
Jennifer Lynn Hager, Lexington
Karen Kay Halcomb, Williamsburg
Felora Lotfi-Najafabady", Iran
Lora Lee Lynn, Elizabethtown
Mary Alice Mounts, Lawrenceburg
Mary Ann Ransdell, Elizabethtown
Jennifer Lynn Reed, Ashland
Sarah Spalding, Lebanon
Sheri Lynn Thilo, Louisville
Beverly S. Vivian, Nicholasville
Deborah Wakeman, Louisville
Lynda Joyce Wilshire, Ft. Thomas
Bachelor of Science
in Family Studies
Suzanne Elizabeth Albers, Erlanger
Ann Michele Bell, Georgetown
Vickie Lynn Bowlingv", Mt. Sterling
Kathleen Ann Butters, Princeton
Donna J0 Osborne Conway, Lexington
Daphne Leigh Fischer", Quakertown, PA
Jacqueline Kay Fortnerv'", Williamstown
Robin Michele Henson, Vine Grove
Carol Anne Mandtv", Lexington
Catherine Campbell Massiev'", Danville
Jenyce Lyvia Maxberry", Lexington
Ginger Moseley McMahon, Calhoun
Karen Patricia King Napier, Lexington
Laurie Anna Nuflez'", Harlan
Ann Katherine Oshel, Huntington, WV
Jane Ellen Coppinger Ostern
Lynn Loriane Phillips, Southaven, MS
Jan Claire Rains, Louisville
A. Michael Rupured, Lexington
JoLynn Smith", Lexington
Melissa Sue Smoak, Frankfort
Patricia Stumbo, Prestonsburg
Natalie Rae Swords", Louisville
Sheila H. Talley, Frankfort
Helen C. Thompson, Lexington
Cara Vaughan williams'?", Ashland
Jannelle Withers Wright, Somerset
Bachelor of Science
in Home Economics
Martha Kathleen Bakerv'", Hazard
Ann C. Bertramv", Jamestown
Kimberly Ann Bicknell, Wilmore
Hallie Louise Biggerstaffv'", Lexington
Andrea Monique Boonev", Louisville
Maurine Kay Boyd", Jeffersontown
Linda Jean Bryan", Jeffersontown
Shirley Stern Bryan", Lexington
Amy Elizabeth Bryant, Lexington
Pamela Anne Buckman, Flaherty
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Susan Marie Bumleyt"
Almeda Marie Bynumv", Louisville
Cynthia Anne Cannon
Barbara Lynn Cressv", Lexington
Michael Anthony Curd, Lexington
Nancy Elizabeth Del.ong'", Paintsville
Michelle Dubois'?", Lexington
Elizabeth Scott Edwards, Louisville
Julie Michelle Edwardsv", Butler
Joyce Marie Elder", Louisville
Susan Morse Estes, LaGrange
Diane Elizabeth Fleett'", Lexington
Belinda Fleischer, Louisville
Alice Lenore Foster, Liberty
Kathleen Stewart Fey, Upper Arlington,
OH
Cynthia Lynn Fritz'", Louisville
Brenda Wheeler Gagel, Brandenburg
Lanita Rene Giles", Glendale
Laura Jane Grosse", Western Springs, IL
Julie L. Habecker, Paducah
Robin Leigh Hager, Louisville
Janice Kay Halpin, Bellevue
Ellen Dorothy Hamilton, Louisville
Martha Means Haneyv'", Louisville
Susan Camille Harper, Elkton
Kimberly Ann Hawk, Elizabethtown
Pamela Machelle Hendrenv'", Harrodsburg
Romagene Pettit Henry, Dry Ridge
Tami Louise Hockaden, Louisville
Kelly Ann Howard, Georgetown
Beth Marie Hutton?", Lexington
Kathy Ann Jeffries'", Louisville
Kerry Alan Jolliffev'", Lexington
Tami Deneise Kinsey, Barlow
Rebecca Lee Klier, Versailles
Siew Ting Lau, Malaysia
Frida Anna Laufer", East Haven, CT
Leanne Martin May, Covington
Ginger Moseley McMahon··, Calhoun
Ann Webb Millerv'", Campbellsvil1e
Sarah Ellen Minor, Campbellsville
Chris Norwood Noye, Versailles
Marcie Lynn Puckett, Frankfort
Amy Maria Schlegelv", Louisville
Karey L. Scott, Lexington
Michael Shackelford, Lexington
Sylvia Lee Shameia, Lexington
Donna Jean Shearerv", Albany
Pamela Hill Snyder, Louisville
Charlotte Anne Steele", Louisville
Anne Pennington Stofer, Lexington
Karen Denise Taylor, Harrodsburg
Tadd T. Tobias, Eaton, OR
Paula Michelle Travis'", Frankfort
Michelle Sullivan Van Meter, East View
Amy Louise Watson, Frankfort
Kimberly Dee Wheeler, Lexington
Lailing Michelle Williams, Radcliff
Mary Anne Youngv", Bardstown
College of Social Work
Dean: S. Zafar Hasan
Bachelor of Arts
in Social Work
Cathleen Adair Abel". LaGrange
Leslie Renee Akers", Lexington
Dennis E. Allis, Lexington
Donna Hollan Beam", Lexington
Wanda J. Beckley?", Eminence
Lynn Rai Binkley". Calvert City
Lisa Marie Broughton?", Frankfort
Mary Beth Bundy?", Lexington
Leroy Byrd Ill, Lexington
Lori Ann Byrd", Hopkinsville
Stephanie L. Carrington, Louisville
AUen Lamer Carter":", Westminster, SC
Lee Edward Caudillv", Maytown
Marsha Anne Coleman, Pikeville
Zandra Elizabeth Cook, Louisville
Barbara Lynn Coomer, Louisville
Elizabeth Barr Corman'?", Lexington
Dana Lynn Davidson", Danville
Gary Kenneth Davis?", Cadiz
Carolyn Norfleet Dixon, Robersonville, NC
Peri Lynn Doyle", Lexington
Julie Drexler, Charlottesville, VA
Laina Jo Katzenmaier Epperly",
Lexington
Julie Lynn Baksa Bvanss", Trenton, MI
Melynda J. Foster", Russellville
Bridgett Wright Francis, Louisville
Ann Franklin":", Louisville
Sandra Kay Goldsberry", Covington
Monica L. Gretter", Lexington
Jean S. Hall, Lexington
Peggy B. Hamptonv", Lexington
Beth Anne Hlgginsv", VersaiUes
Rozel L. Hollingsworth, Harlan
Kathleen Susan James", Lexington
William Johnson, Lexington
Joseph Scott Kirk'", Danville
Clotine W. Kissick, Lexington
Lawrence Lee, Paducah
Goldenia Faye Lofton, Maysville
Amy Michele Lombard, Louisville
Gerald A. Love, Lexington
Laura Jan Lovelace, Evansville, IN
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Gregory Gerard Lunt?", Saginaw, MI
Greg Howard Maddox, Louisville
James Joseph Maggard", Lexington
Colleen Renee O'Nan, Hodgenville
Elizabeth Cole Owens, Covington
Sharon Kayee Patterson?", Paris
Debra Ann Robinsonv", Irvington
Carla Diane Rogers":", Jacksonville, FL
Kirk Anthony Rowev", Florence
Jodie Lynne Royalv", Owensboro
Charles Saylor III, Lexington
Robin A. Schmitt'", Pewee Valley
Sherri Lynn Stewart", Lexington
Janice Johnston Swiger", Springfield, WV
Craig Bryan Tagmeyer, Lexington
Sarah Marie Tarpey, Lexington
Leslie Anne Throckmorton", Cowan
Stacy Homes Todd, Simpsonville
Joe David Tumerv'", Richmond
Edgar A. Wallace, Lexington
Elizabeth Ellen Weston, Cambridge City,
IN
Tammy Louise Williams, Lexington
Lynda Rachel Wilson, Versailles
College of Communications
ActingDean: Robert D. Murphy
Bachelor of Arts
Cassie Layne Abbott, Georgetown
Stanley Drake Abell, Paducah
Rebecca Rose Adams, Frankfort
Barry Alexander", Camden, NJ
Jeanne Marie Alexander, Rochester, NY
Leigh Catherine Allison, Louisville
Audre Miriam Andrew". Bedford
Tina Lindsey Apple. LaGrange
Clinton Barrett Anthony Arnold, Dayton,
OH
Frances Courtney Atkins". Lexington
Emily Taylor Avril, Cincinnati, OH
Belinda Rose Bakerv", Lexington
Laura Daltha Baker, Waynesburg
Staci Rice Bates. Lexington
Amy Joan Bateson". Ft. Thomas
Dana Lynn Bauer. Louisville
Ann Louise Beebe?", Lexington
Mark J. Begley, Beavercreek, OH
Rose Gatton Berry"
Michael Shane Blankenship", Pikeville
Lynn Miller Blount, Lexington
Amanda Margaret Blunt, Detroit, MI
Angela Marie Bourke, Louisville
Margaret Ann Brand", Lexington
Rachel Celinda Brooks, Lexington
Vera L. Brown'?", Lexington
William Walt Burns, Williamsburg, VA
Marcel Elaine Bush, Lexington
Clemmie Chappell Caisev", Lexington
Robert Fitzgerald Campbell", Morganfield
Dana Rochelle Canedy, Radcliff
Elizabeth A. Caras, Danbury, CT
Sheila Eileen Casserly, Champaign, IL
William Carter Caudill, Bowling Green
Mary Cochran Clarke, Lexington
Jennifer Lee Claxton, Louisville
Lesley M. Corns, Bowling Green
Lisa Michelle Cox", Science Hill
Laura Marie Crist, Lexington
Eric Steven Criswell", Frankfort
Letitia G. Crockett, Richmond
Charles Richards Crow, Vienna, WV
Jane C. Davis, Lexington
Kimberly Ann Davis, Winchester
Amal Hussain Dennis, Lexington
Carolyn Michele Derrick, Lexington
Eric Gene Dodson, Lexington
Mary Agnes Donohue, Paris
Douglas Robert Dowdy, Winchester
Jodie Ann Drees'", Covington
Andrew Bernard Dumstorf, Louisville
Jeffrey Wayne Duncan, Frankfort
Sheri Jean Durham, Madisonville
Dennis Raley Elder, Lebanon
Curtis J. Faulkner, Urbana, OH
Rodney Bagby Featherston'?", Lexington
Karen Frances Fister, Lexington
Marcia Lynn Ford; Louisville
Janet Louise Fox, Louisville
Julie Lynn Freedman, Louisville
James L. Frentz, Louisville
Juli Ann Frohnv", Erlanger
Ellen Regina Frombach, Louisville
Jennifer Ann Fugate?", Lebanon, VA
Thomas Scot Gardiner?", Louisville
Jamie A. George, Louisville
Leah Denise Golden, Goshen, OH
Susan Carole Gormley, Versailles
Louise Ashmore Gower, Danville
Rodney Lee Hall", Shelby Gap
Todd Jacob Hallum, Lexington
Steven Eugene Hamilton, Glasgow
Donna Kai Hardwick, Mt. Sterling
Helen Elizabeth Harris":", Shelbyville
Stacey Carol Harrods"
Patricia Lynn Hass, Pittsfield, IL
Laura Lynn Heppler, Calhoun
Allison Cecilia Hicks, Cincinnati, OH
Roger Dale Hicks", Owensboro
Hilary Keane Higgins, Prospect
Angela Kay Hodges'?", Lexington
Tammie Melinda Hodgesv", Upton
Caroline DeHart Hollenbach'?", Louisville
Derrick Scott Hood, Louisville
Meaghan Malone Hoover'?", Frankfort
Jessica Ann Hutchinsonv", Apopka, FL
Steven Kent Hymer, Georgetown
Wendy K. Hynsonv", Lexington
Richard N. Isaacs, Louisville
Matthew William Jaeger":", Lexington
Medina Lynn Jewell, Princeton
Sharon Fay Johnson, Somerset
Catherine Ann Jones, Covington
Elizabeth Leighton Jones", Lexington
John Robert Jury", Louisville
Thomas Paul Keil, LaGrange
Maria Caroline Keller"", Ripley, OH
Lori Jean Kerr, Lexington
Nikkii Lynn Kincer, Louisville
Erik Michael Kirkhorn?", Lexington
Mark Anthony Kleier, Louisville
Erik Joseph Knappenberger, Louisville
Melanie Cole Kreyling, Frankfort
David William Lauderdale", Lexington
Elizabeth Anne Laveck, Prospect
Avis Lamoria Lay, Radcliff
Lisa Michelle Lee, Louisville
Margaret Mary Lenney, Lexington
Tracy Lynne Lockard, Sciotoville, OR
Sandra Dee Lunney, Paramount, CA
Cathy Jo Lush, Louisville
Deirdre Anne Madden, Nashville, TN
Beth Allison Mann", Russellville
George A. Maranville, Lexington
Shon Lester Marple, Cincinnati, OR
Elizabeth Lindsay Marshall, Lexington
Mary Beth Marshall, Maysville
Mary Dee Marshall", Shelbyville, IN
Malynda Lee Martin, Hartford
Laura Crouch Mason, LaGrange
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Jane Elizabeth Mathies
Paul Phillip Mattingly, Lebanon
Leah Ann McCormick, Erlanger
Shawna Elizabeth McCoy, Piqua, OR
Susan Marie McDevitt, Louisville
Moira C. McDonald", Bloomington, IL
Mary Jennifer McDowell, Pewee Valley
Keith Allen McGovern·-, Ft. Mitchell
Leslie Ann McPeek, Lexington
Pieter Lowell Naude Meiring", Oklahoma
City, OK
William Ronald Messer, Lexington
Michael Eugene Miller, Lexington
Michele Marie Millerv'", Medina, OH
Kimberly Jo Mims", Lexington
Douglas Gill Mitchellv'", Somerset
Regina Leigh Mitchell, Grethel
Colleen Carrie Muldoon, Columbus, OR
Wade Thomas Mullins't", Lexington
Charles Timothy Nash, Jr.--, Louisville
Dana James Nelson'?", Nashville, TN
Nelle Dyer Niceley'?", Elizabethtown
Peggy M. Noe, Louisville
Timothy Wilson Oakes, Nashville, TN
Mary Beth Olmstead, Lexington
Martha Jane Oram", Lexington
Barbara Jane Ownby, Franklin
Cynthia Ann Palormo, Gilbertsville
Joan Suzanne Parks, Monroe, OH
Sally Noel Parks, Lexington
Robin Lee Patton", Lexington
Laurel Elaine Paynter, Lexington
Paul Alan Pfeifer, Louisville
David W. Phillips, Jr ... , Lexington
Joe Phillips, Franklin
Eric Pierre Pitts, Lima, OH
Julia Polios, Rock Island, IL
Mary Annette Poole, Frankfort
Brenda Popplewell, Russell Springs
Laura Anne Poynter, Lexington
Carla Ann Primus", Pittstown, NJ
Mae Elizabeth Pryor, Georgetown
Kevin Forrest Qualls, Russell
David Edward Randolph", Beaver Dam
Lauri Ann Read, Covington
James Robert Reichwein, Hatboro, PA
Katharina Maria Reisert, Louisville
Jeffrey Ray Reynolds, Somerset
Ramona Gay Reynolds, Whitesburg
Thomas J. Richey'?", Mentor, OH
Beverly Ann Rogers, Pikeville
Margaret Allison Rogers", Somerset
Christopher Ellis Rose", New Castle
Franda Karan Jenkins Sanders,
Harrodsburg
Lisa Noelle Schagene, Louisville
Douglas Donald Schneider'", Lexington
Maria Elizabeth Schoenbaechler, Louisville
Cynthia Marie Schroder, Crestview Hills
Diane LaVerne Schuler'?", Louisville
Donald Blake Setnev", Louisville
Heather Ann Shaw, Pittsburgh, PA
Sarah Kathryn Shawn", Louisville
Mark Carter Showalter", Newbury Park,
CA
Amy Lynn Simmons", Ft. Thomas
Andre Marcellous Smith, Granda Hills, CA
Michael Kent Smith, Lexington
Wendy Susan Smith, Roswell, GA
Sharon Frances Spillman, Williamstown
James Gregory Stein, Louisville
Greg Alan Stephens, Lexington
Thomas Eugene Stephens, Louisville
Anita Jo Stevenson, Carlisle
Monica Anne Stoch, Hoyt Lakes, MN
Cynthia Ann Sullivan, Lexington
Alan J. Summe, Ludlow
Ben Dahlman Tackett, Jr. --, Staffordsville
Joan Davis Thornberry, Paris
Courtney Anne Tigue, Louisville
Julie Howell Tutt, Frankfort
James Douglas Van Hoose", Paintsville
John Middelton VanMeter, Lexington
Donna Jean Voges":", Independence
Catherine Louise Walker, Louisville
David Earl Walker, Owensboro
Kenny walker", Roberta, GA
Stephanie Ann Wallner, Cleveland, OH
Gerri Lynn Warner, Nicholasville
Karen L. Waters, Carrollton
Pamela Ann Waters, Vine Grove
John Stephen Watson II, Lexington
Mary Michelle Watson"", Louisville
Thomas Michael Wheary"", Columbus,
OH
Anthony W. Whigbam'", Florence
Stacy Paige Wilding, Huntington, WV
Benjamin Shawn Williams, Pineville
Cathy Sue Carlson Williams", Lexington
Connie Frances Willis, Louisville
Diane Marie Wilson, Louisville
Juliet Marie Wilson, Elizabethtown
R. Mark Wilson, McKee
Melissa Ann Winstead", Science Hill
Timothy Lee Wood, Ashland
Bachelor of Science
Lisa Louise Atkinson, Louisville
Cheryl A. Cecil", Bardstown
Jill Ann Cody", Manchester
Jody Ann Corum, Winchester
Lisa Leigh Corum, Brandenburg
Shannon Carol Cox, Irvine, CA
Cathy Lynne Cummings, Ft. Myers, FL
Brian Scott Daugherty, Madisonville
Jimmy Todd Downey, New Castle
David Wayne Duncan", Lexington
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Neal Allen Frazier", Fulton, IL
Theresa Marie Gerstle", Louisville
David Steven Henderson, Stockbridge, GA
Linda S. Hendricks, Elizabethtown
Keilie Jude, Inez
Mark Anderson Kennedy", Lexington
Laurie Jennifer Lane", Kiawah Island, SC
Brian Dominick LaTonzea, Lexington
Kenneth Clay Barton Leet, Goshen
Mark E. Martin, Louisville
Kathleen McCrocklin, Valdosta, GA
Heather Mary McKeever, Edgewood
Angela Marie Medley", Owensboro
Christopher Alan Medley, Brandenburg
Denise Raenell Phillips, Lexington
David Wayne Randall, Maysville
Kevin Douglas Robb", Florence
Priscilla Anne Rudiger, Millburn, NJ
Lisa Dawn Sammons, Lexington
Matt Christian Shockey, Lexington
Lorraine Sipes", Brandenburg
Paul Romas Spokasv", Rockford, IL
Darren Matthew Stelmach, Park Hills
Stephen Kent Teel", Louisville
Rodney Howard Thompson, Bagdad
Larry Todd VanHoose, Versailles
Philip S. White", Ashland
Michael Wilhite, Lexington
College of Fine Arts
Dean: Richard C. Domek, Jr.
Bachelor of Arts
Jamie Owen Barker", Lexington
James Boyd Batts, Louisville
Daniel Karl Boden, Whitehouse Station,
NJ
Amy Louise Buxton**, Lexington
Karen Lee Curry. Lexington
Christine Marie Dickman". Lexington
Angie Dawn Dunfee, Russell
Dale Brian Hixsont'", Lexington
Paul Michael Kucharski?", Union, OH
John P. Menkhaus, Jr., Ft. Thomas
Paul Edward Mullins, Hollywood, FL
Elizabeth Ann Osborne, Lexington
David Lee Saier, Louisville
Carolyn Denise Smith, Owensboro
Bill David Snyder'", Somerset
Ellen Kendrick Spalding". Lexington
Vicki J. Stephens", Lexington
Stephanie Lynn Stinson. Elizabethtown
William Dudley Stone, Lexington
Michael Thomas Tattershall, Lexington
Kimberly Clark Wagner'?", Frankfort
Robert Vernon Whitev'", Nicholasville
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Charlotta Ann Brunson"", Louisville
Henry Kevin Haggard, Lexington
Betty Crews Milburn, Lexington
Paul Edward Mullins, Hollywood, FL
Anne Wade Patterson, Lexington
Mary T. Sidles'?", Paris
Bachelor of Music
Craig William Bowermanv", Deckerville,
MI
Margaret Lynne Clouds", Lexington
Jerald W. Harscher, Lexington
Cliff Mayrwieser"", Nicholasville
Stephen Taylor Penn, Frankfort
William David Roberts, Kitts Hill, OH
Stuart Randolph Smith, Macedon, NY




Kathie Wood Anderson, Oxford, MS
Geoffrey Scott Bigelow, Magnolia
David Patrick Birdwhistell, Louisville
Kerry Gilbert Bryant"", Louisville
Mark A. Eck, Radcliff
William Edwin Elliott, Shelbyville
Matthew T. Fuller'?", Lexington
Elizabeth Ann Herzfeld, Louisville
Stephen Matthew Kidd, Ft. Mitchell
Michael Ray Leete", Lexington
Benjamin Garfield McDonald, Anchorage,
AK
Tricia Deneen Nesselrode, Parkersburg,
WV
Robert T. Parton"?", Erlanger
Gina Lyn Scaggs", Ashland
Jeffrey Ryan Scott, Pikeville
William Douglas Stewart, Columbus, OH
Berna Kolb Tanksley, Smithland
Karen Elizabeth Tosh?", Forest Park, OH
Mary Ann Williamson, Paintsville
Graduates with Honors
Students who attain a standing of 3.6 or higher for at least three years are graduated with' 'With High Distinction" .
Students who attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years are graduated "With Distinction". A student
who has spent only two years at the University may receive either of the above honors if he or she attains a standing
of .2 higher than the three-year requirement.
























































Paul Dawson Everman, Jr.



























































Cynthia Ann Lewis Lanhamv"















































































































































































































































































































































Degrees for those students whose names are not denoted with asterisks will be awarded "with honors" if required
scholastic standing is attained.















Susan Marie Thomas ....
























































Honors in Computer Science
Sheri Lay Amburnv"














Honors in Social Work
Dana Lynn Davidson"
Laina Jo Katzenmaier Epperly··









































Students eligible for these awards are identified by the braided blue and white cord worn on the right shoulder.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
The University of Kentucky National Alumni Association modified its faculty awards pro-
gram in 1967 to recognize faculty in the Community College System as well as those on the
Lexington campus. Nominated by student organizations, a select number of professors is chosen
annually to receive the Association's Great Teacher Award.
THE REcIPIENTS OF THE 1987GREAT TEACHER AWARDS
Professor Richard R. Clayton, Department of Sociology. College of Arts and Sciences
Professor Mary Jeanne Fletcher, Division of Natural Science-Mathematics, Jefferson Com-
munity College
Professor Stephen G. Jackson, Department of Animal Science, College of Argriculture
Associate Professor John T. Kemper, Jr., Department of Restorative Dentistry. College of
Dentistry
Professor Larry L. Walston, Division of Science-Mathematics and Related Technology,
Hopkinsville Community College
THE WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
In 1975Mr. William B. Sturgill, Chairman of the Board of Trustees at the University of
Kentucky, established a $2,000 award to recognize annually the member of the graduate faculty
who has made the most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the University of
Kentucky.
RECIPIENT OF THE TWELFTH WILLIAM B. STURGILL AWARD
William D. Ehmann
EXCELLENCE AWARD IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
In the 1986-87 academic year, the Office of Academic Affairs of the Lexington Campus
established the Excellence Award in Undergraduate Education to recognize outstanding con-
tributions to undergraduate education at the University of Kentucky. A $2,000 award is given
to the recipient.




THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of the University
of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a student of the University, who
need not be a graduate of any college or university, but who shall have some interest in or
association with or related to the University of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature
to make this form of recognition obviously appropriate.
RECIPIENTS OF THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS FOR 1987
Gloria W. Singletary-Citizen
Laura Jan Lovelace-Graduating Woman
John P. Menkhaus, Jr.-Graduating Man
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This charge and the pledge which
follows were written by Dr. Frank L.
McVey, President of the University of
Kentucky from 1917to 1940.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new relation to the Univer-
sity, to the State and to Life. The University that has given you of its store
of learning looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State now con-
ceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do your part in the government,
development and guidance of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you larger intellectual
interests, and widened your powers of understanding, the University feels
a part of its duty done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is satisfied with its
investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach problems with open
minds, to set aside prejudice in your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes
that you will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for what is
right.
May you have in your declining years, material comfort, the respect
of your fellow citizens, the feeling of work well done, and a spiritual and
intellectual interest in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In your acts and deeds
you now reflect your heritage. To your fellow man, the University is
measured by your character, by your deeds, by the company you keep.
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to be true to the larger
things of life, to be men and women of courage, integrity, sympathy, and
gentleness.
By granting of the degree you have been admitted to the fraternity of
letters, and to the larger fellowship of the University. It is right and fit-
ting that you should stand and solemnly raising your right hand repeat
this pledge with me:
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The Pledge
In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Com-
monwealth and members of the University, with strong sense
of my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss
will come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim
upon my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the
service of Cod and my fellow man.
In Testimony of your conduct and purpose, the University Senate
recommending, the Board of Trustees of the University has conferred
upon you the Diploma of the University of Kentucky. confirmed and
acknowledged by the Great Seal of the University.
